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MORAN IS NOT TO RUN

Seventy-Three Lions At Joint Meeting In Camden Have Mayor Richardson Is Third Candidate To Announce So Says County Attorney Otis Who Sponsors GubernaJolly Evening With Radio Broadcast
His Desire For Democratic Nomination
torial Candidacy of Oxford County Man
The Lions Clubs of Rockland, Cam- . jokes were Mr. and Mrs, Charles!
Charles M. Richardson, mayor of that had swept so many honest voters
(
________________________ _
den and Waldoboro held a joint ' Perry. Sheriff Harding, Bert Porter, Rockland, yesterday announced that off their feet. That slogan is now
meeting in Camden Thursday night, Walter Dickey, Clyde Chapman, EarlIhe will seek the gubernatorial nomi- but an ironical joke. Scarcely the
and the lusty roars of 73 members' Ludwick, Tick Morse, Prank Wins- I nation on the Democratic ticket. He, empty pail can be found, while priwill be closed all day Saturday,
were heard. The Belfast Club had| low, Lib Wardwell, Doc Lothrop, j is the third member of that party to I vation and want are at the door of
been expected, but to the disappoint- George Darby, Lawrence Weston and | announce himself, the first being millions, and this too, in a land with
January 30, out of respect for
ment of hosts and visitors there was
Prank H. Ingraham.
James B. Perkins of Boothbay Har- a tremendous over-supply of food
no representative from the up-river
The musical portion of the programbor and the second Louis J. Brann of and money. “HI fares the land to
city
1 embraced these numbers. "When Your
Lewiston. hastening ills a prey. Where wealth
the late Nelson B. Cobb.
The gathering was held in the ves- , Hair Has Turned To Silver,” Rudy
In connection with his announce- accumulates and men decay." The
try of the Congregational Church, I Vallee (Lion Henry Foster); “Mr. ment Mr. Richardson presents a brief words of the poet have come true with
where the first item on the program , Cantor and Mr. Chaplin" (Lion David biography of himself, couched in the tragic consequences to our people,
was an appetizing supper served un- I Crockett and Lion Poster); “Carolina foliowing terms:
i Too long have the State and Nation
der the direction of the catering force Moon,” Morton Downey (Lion May“It seems to be customary in mak- been fooled and beguiled by the claim i
from Wadsworth Inn
jnard); sdng, AI Jolson (Howard An- ing announcements of this character, that the ability to govern wisely, re-|
With David E Crockett as musical ’ derson); “My Blue Heaven," Prank to give a brief history of a candidate's : sided in those public officeholders who
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
director the Camden Club sang a , Crumit (Lion Bill Williams); "That’s life and activities. I was born in have been fortunate enough to ride
welcoming song to the tune of "Jingle ! My Weakness Now." Eddie Cantor Thomaston 56 years ago. educated in into power by raising false political
Bells.” The Rockland Lions came (Lion Crockett); “The Prince Albert the public schools of Thomaston and hopes and utterly betraying the conback with the vigorous rendition of ! Dream Girl,” Miss Alice Joy (Lion
...... .
.....................■---------------- j
an original song, in which the virtues ' Bill Monroe); “Foolish Pacts,” (a
of Camden and its Lions Club were j topical song at the expense of sev- j
properly emphasized. After that the eral Lions) Lion Bill Williams; “Blue
i singing was general, with "Patchy” , Kentucky Moon,” Bing Crosby (Lion !
Saville of the Rockland club sharing Albert Rhodes); “Down By the Old
Mill Stream,”
Camden-Rockport
leadership honors with Dave.
King Lion Charles A. Perry of Agony Quartet; song, Kate Smith
j the Camden Club presided, and in- (Lion Monroe); parody, Howard An
Edward C. Moran. Jr., Who Definitely
BIBLE CONFERENCE i troduced as the only speaker of the derson; “Eleven More Months and
Makes Known That He Is Not a Ensign Otis, Who Seeks Renominaj evening Rev. Winfield Witham, who Ten More Days,” the three prisoners; ;
TIIREE-TIMES-A>WEEK
Uandidate For Governorship.
j
tion As County Attorney
Brought Good Delegations ]
me'X"' “Believe It Or Not Ripley," Dick ’
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln
Martz.
advance: single copies three cents.
From Neighboring Towns There had meantime assembled in The pianist during this broadcast
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
the home of Billy Williams, quarter was Archie Mitchell and the announc
County Attorney Ensign Otis has announced his candidacy for reelec
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
—Dr. Clifford Spoke
of a mile away, a group of Camden er was Lion George Dyer. The whole
tion, his nomination papers appearing in the various towns yesterday
The Rockland Gazette was established
Lions who proceeded to establish stunt was performed with exceeding
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
morning.
The second in a series of Bible con- broadcasting station LION with cleverness and the Camden-Rockport
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Accompanying his papers were those of Paul C. Thurston, prominent
J”
Pr,eM w“ established ferences conducted by the churches “Graham McNamee" as announcer. -1 Lions Club is never at a loss for enthe T?!b“ne t“LpSpIra coLSted of this section, under the direction of
The program, styled Myth, Mirth tertainers while it embraces talent
Bethel manufacturer, who is thus announcing his entry into the race for
March 17, 1897.
I the New England Fellowship Confer- and Nonsense, came to the banquet | of that calibre. The cast from Stathe Democratic r.cmination for Governor.
ences, was held in the First Baptist | hall through amplifiers, and for little j tion LION received an ovation when
Mr. Otis states that he was invited to sponsor the candidacy of Mr.
........
n! Church Tuesday afternoon and eve better than an hour a delighted audi- it reentered the banquet hall, and the
Thurston some time ago, but was not at liberty to take any steps along that
*
„
. _
,
~! ning. Good delegations from Cam- ence listened to music and jokes, the ' Lions roar had a genuine ring to it.
•*
To err is human; to forgive, di(jen Thomaston, Waldoboro, Warren, latter at the expense of certain mem- I Elaborate preparations had been
line until he was definitely informed as to the intentions of E. Carl Moran,
♦ vine.—Pope.
♦ Tenant's Harbor, Port Clyde, Rock- ______________
bers of the three clubs assembled and I made for a mock trial but owing to
who would have been his first choice had the local candidate been in the
$5
K port. Union and other nearby towns the BPifast club which was supposed the length of the program and latei
field again.
were present.
to be. The guests were, of course, in j ness of the hour, this was abandoned,
He states that he has now received Mr. Moran’s definite statement that
Devotional services were led by Rev. ignorance of the actual location of j King Lion Perry resorted to poetry
FIRE IN WASHINGTON
; H. I. Hoy of Warren, and Rev. A. E. the station, but had the announcer's [ in setting forth the shortcomings of
i he will not be a candidate, and is therefore at liberty to support Mr. Thurston,
Destroys Farm Buildings of Arthur Luce of Camden. J. Elwin Wright. authority that the broadcast came di- ; the three prisoners, and by way of a
j for whom he formed a strong friendship while they were serving together on
Leigher—Livestock and Some Fur- director of the New England Fellow- rectly from “the Lions Den" located in , comeback David Crockett retaliated
the State committee.
niture Saved
ship Conferences, outlined the work the wilds of Mt. Megunticook, far j with another poem supposedly writ- ,
Commenting upon the gubernatorial situation yesterday Obadiah Gard_____
| the Conference is attempting to do above the sea level—operated on the ' ten in jail. Charles T. Smalley, actj tier, former United States Senator, said:
Fire, early Wednesday evening de- through the cooperation of over 500 Charles T. Smalley hot air wave, and , ing as judge, sentenced the responda Bill Flint (Waldoboro) frequency, ! ents to write a poem about each of I
stroyed the farm buildings of Arthur churches in New England.
“A short time ago I wrote an article for the press stating my opinion as
Leigher at Washington with an esti- i The main speaker of the day was by permission of the mayor of Bel- ■ their fellow Lions until the list is .
to the qualifications of the Democratic nominee for Governor. At that time
mated loss of from $8000 to $10,000. , Dr. Philip H. Clifford, formerly pastor fast (Lion Clyde H. Chapman).
i completed.
I had in mind the possible candidacy of Edward C. Moran Jr., who exactly
A Ford truck and a Chevrolet coupe i of the First Presbyterian Church of
Famous radio characters were made
And as the curtain rang down on |
fitted these qualifications, and I would have been delighted to have supported
were lost in the flames which are be- I Boston, but at present giving himself to talk, sing, and one even danced, ! an evening of unadulterated enjoy- ;
lieved to have started somewhere in to Bible conference work. In the aft- their identity being later divulged by \ ment it seemed that the plot was ,
him. However, I am now authoritatively informed that Mr. Moran is not a
the barn.
ernoon Dr. Clifford gave a well rea- King Lion Perry. The victims of the | thickening.
| candidate and must be eliminated from consideration.
Mr. Leigher was burned about the soned address on prayer, as illustrat
“That being the case, I am now in a position to support another man who
ed
in
the
life
of
Jesus.
hands when a lantern which he was
likewise fills every qualification desired in a candidate, Paul C. Thurston of
A large audience greeted the speak
MORE PHONES OUT
carrying exploded soon after the fire
ers at the evening hour. The song
Bethel. He is a solid, substantial business man whose candidacy is an honor
was discovered.
Part of the household furnishings ' service was directed by Carl FredCharles M. Richardson, Ro-kland’s Mayor, Who Is the Third To Enter the i to the party and whose election would be a credit to the State. I am glad to
But
New
England
Company
s
REAL ESTATE
and all the live stock were saved by : rickson. Dr. Clifford was introduced
Democratic Race For the Governorship
say publicly that I shall do everything I can to promote the nomination and
Revenues * Nearly Equal
Mr. Leigher and neighbors who as- i bv Mr. Wright, and again
a
— ———
'
I election of Mr. Thurston.”
strong address on the question, What
sisted in fighting the flames.
TRANSACTIONS
Those of 1930
Rockland. I have had extensive busi- j fidence of the rank and file of our
Mr. Moran today declined to make any statement regarding the gover
j Is Christianity?
The next conference will be held
experience including ten years i people. Having sown to the winds. norship, but expressed a very high opinion of Mr. Thurston's business and
President Jones of the New Eng
land Telephone and Telegraph Com- in the wholesale and retail grain we are reaping the whirlwind of un political ability.
here in May.
Junior Class Presents
. i
f n ,, J
pany, in the annual report to the ! business. I lived in Waterville sev- paralleled business paralysis. My
“Mr. Thurston supported the party loyally and efficiently during the 1928
Frederick Perry's
It is vet too
earlv toitell
how
muchann
\ Ka
‘lninac
nein
Matncr of Rockland
so.d
stockholders, rpays
a compliment
to eral years and while there held vari- platform can be condensed into a
_
_
___
*
__
ann
nii
’
ionH
tn
riOyes
.y revenue
indemnity China must pay for stop- i tend> and buddings in Rockland to his army of emp
for the
ous local offices and also served as five word sentence. It is: A square and 1930 campaigns," said Mr. Moran, “and his Democracy is true blue, and
ping so many Japanese bullets.—Cal- Margaret A_ Knight of Rockland.
results obtained
obtained during
during 1931.
1931. During
During sheriff of Kennebec County. I was deal for Maine.
results
has never been questioned. Mr. Thurston has been in perfect accord with me
garv (Alta.) Herald.
, Charl«
£ra>' °f Camden sold the year the number of telephones postmaster of Waterville for eight
If entrusted with the Governorship,
! land and buildings in Camden to taken out exceeded the number in years and secretary and treasurer of I promise a conservative and pro in the stand taken on all important questions."
A chorus of mixed voices giving
Thurston’s primary petition was placed in a Main street store yesterday.
Ethel S. Gray of Camden.
stalled by 1671—the disconnects be- the Postmasters’ Association of New gressive administration of the execuselections both new and old
Emily M. Willey of Rockland sold ing 279,820 as against 278,149 instal- i England. Since returning to the city I tive department of this State. Its high Among the local Democrats who head it are County Attorney Ensign Otis,
IN
FIGHTING
AGAINST
An entertainment no one can
land and buildings In Rockland to lations. Nevertheless, the revenues of Rockland ten years ago. I have j duties and great responsibilities will be ex-Senator Obadiah Gardner, E. C. Moran, Sr. and E. C. Moran, Jr.
afford to miss
Josiah H. Hobbs of Camden.
FLU-GRIP
were nearly as large as for 1930.
| been twice elected mayor and am now used, as far as within my power, for the
Isaac O. Davis of Rockport sold
THURSDAY, FEB. 4
This result is attributed largely < serving my second two-year term. I benefit of the common people of our
Keep the bowels open and take
land and buildings in Camden to to the interest and enthusiasm of am a member of the Maine State state, whence I came, and of whom 1
R. H. S. AUDITORIUM
BROWN’S RELIEF
Susie V. Davis of Rockport.
the thousands of individual em- I Grange and the following fraternal j I am a humble representative. My
8.00 P. M.
Robert R. Walden and Fred P Wal ployees in all departments men and organizations: The Shrine and all | ambition is not honor but service. If
Students 25c
Adults 35c
on arising and retiring
den of Baltimore, sold land and build
13-15
Norway Medicine Co. 13-tf ings in Rockland to Jessie V. Walden, women alike in their support of a I other Masonic bodies, the Benevolent I I shall be selected I want the disinter- Prospect of Richardson’s Candidacy For Governor Starts
sales campaign carried on through- and Protective Order of Elks, the ested advice and cooperation of all
of Baltimore.
out the year. They were encouraged Knights of Pythias and the Modern I our citizens, regardless of political
a Backfire Over Portland Way
Jessie V. Walden of Baltimore. to discuss with relatives, neighbors I Woodmen of America. I am a firm . affiliation, and above all may I have
Maryland
sold
land
and
buildings
in
believer in the basic principles of j the blessing and guidance of Him
BAY STATE
or
acquaintances
the
advantages
of
Rockland to Stanley H. Walsh and
telephone service, extension tele trade unions and a past president of j "who doeth all things well.”
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Della C. Walsh of Rockland.
H. Augustus Merrill, political edi son’s entry is that it would seem
If Maine shall make up its mind
phones, directory listings, etc., and ' a local branch. I feel that my varied
31 Suffolk Street,
Rockland
Winnie E. Winslow and Lizzie M. the participation was so general as business and political experience to change the political complexion of tor of the Portland Evening News, to present another candidate in Mr.
Telephones 824-M—1009-W
Winslow of Warren sold land and to show an average of nearly ten qualify me in some measure, at least, its government, let It do so complete
wrote for last night's edition of that Moran’s home town, that it would
Theodore M. Strong and Milton V. buildings in Warren to Amanda M. sales
per employee.
[to serve the State if the people wish ly. Give the Governor a House and paper that Mayor Richardson would serve to ‘kindle a fire ln his own
Rollins, formerly with the C. M. Winslow of Warren.
Senate that will cooperate with him soon enter the gubernatorial race, back yard,’ to start a fight against
The losses in telephones are thus to honor me.”
P. Co., are now taking orders for
Harold D. Sawyer of Warren sold
in the lower grades of resiThe announcement of Mr. Richard- in giving the State a clean, honest and then proceeded to stir up the him in his own bailiwick. These are
all kinds of Electric Wiring, Repair land in Warren to Amanda Winslow largely
familiar Tammany tactics. Actually,
dence service, he adds, the number of son’s candidacy for governor follows: and progressive administration of its
Work on Electrical Appliances, of Warren.
hornets—if one may be permitted of course, Mayor Richardson has
affairs.
If
it
will
do
this,
the
dawn
business
telephones
showing
a
slight
*
*
*
*
GUARANTEED—INSTALLED
Irville
C.
Thurston,
and
Herbert
E.
etc., and will be glad to hear from
to use such a phrase with reference only a personal following in Knox
I announce to the electorate of of a new day in Maine’s political to Democratic politicians. Merrill’s County and little or no strength
all their friends (and former cus Messer and Nancy Ayer of Union, gain for the year. With consolidation
progress
will
bring
to
our
people
new
of
three
small
companies
purchased
Maine
that
I
have
decided
to
seek
the
trustees
of
the
First
Congregational
C. R. KELTY
tomers of the C. M. P. Co., which
outside. Nor could he in a primary
hopes, new aspirations and new cour article follows:
"Influence of former leaders who even carry his city, Rockland,
has discontinued inside wiring Church of Union, sold land and during the year, a net gain of 7.813 Democratic nomination for Gov age to solve its present problems and
698 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
telephones
is
reported.
ernor.
I
am
grateful
for
many
assur

buildings in Union to Paul Jones of
bolted the Democratic party ln >1928 against Moran, let alone Knox
work).
12*14
Gross revenues showed a small ances of support from prominent face the future with confidence.
Union.
is seen in the entry into the Demo County.
I
appeal
to
the
political
conscience
decrease
from
1930,
a
gain
in
ex
Democrats
throughout
the
State
who
S. B. Haskell of Camden sold land
cratic gubernatorial primaries of
“Should the proposal of the entry
of
my
native
State,
to
arouse
from
its
change
revenues
being
more
than
urge
that
I
become
a
candidate.
I
in Camden to James A. Brown of
Mayor Charles M. Richardson of of Mayor P. Harold Dubord of
inertia
and
indifference
to
civic
duties
counterbalanced
by
losses
in
toll
and
enter
the
primary
enjoying
the
most
Camden.
Rockland.
which, according to
friendly relations with all other can- and point the way to a Government authentic information, will take Waterville to cut the growing
Hazel G. Hupper of St. George sold miscellaneous revenues.
strength of Mayor Louis J. Brann
which
shall
be
truly
representative
Total telephone expense, including didates. It is my sincere desire that
land and buildings thereon in St.
place within the present week.
of Lewiston go through the old
George and five other lots of land to maintenance, depreciation and taxes a primary campaign may be conduct- of its best traditions. But whether
“
A
two-fold
significance
Is
seen
ln
showed savings of 1.55%, notwith- ed devoid of personalities, and with honored with the Governorship or bringing Richardson into the contest. party leaders with two candidates.
Leo B. Hupper of St. George.
Your Electric Wiring by Competent Workmen.
Richardson and Perkins, might hope
Horace R. Young of Matinicus sold standing an increase of over 614% in the end in view of strengthening and not, I shall always be grateful to my In the first instance it is looked on to put one or the other over.
Your Electric Refrigerator Checked for Efficiency by a Certified
friends and at least, the privilege will
land in Matinicus to Carl H. Young taxes and an increase in uncollect harmonizing my party.
as an effort to hit the widening in
“The only difficulty in the contest
Refrigeration Technician
ible revenue. Net earnings were only
For 16 consecutive years this State always be mine, to “live in a house fluence which is seeking to induce
of Matinicus.
would be that Richardson, a former
Laforest A. Thurston and Clara P. 5.6% of the average book cost of has been under the absolute domina by the side of the road and be a friend Edward C. Moran, Jr., the standard sheriff
Your Vacuum Cleaner Put In Shape for Spring House Cleaning
of Kennebec County and a
Thurston of Rockland sold land in plant, general equipment, and work tion of the Republican party. Ex to man.”
bearer of 1928 and 1930, again to be former postmaster of Waterville,
ing
capital,
which
averaged
$305.treme
partisanship
has
character

Rockland
to
Charles
S.
Swett
of
come a candidate, by presenting an
CLARKE-KALER, Inc.
970,000. After payment of the usual ized the Legislature, to the extent of TWO HIGHWAY CASES other contender from Knox County. might draw enough strength from
Rockland.
Dubord. if he entered, to still leave
24-HOUR ELECTRICAL SERVICE
dividend, there were surplus earn eliminating the minority party from
Another interpretation is that James Brann in the ascendancy.
ings
for
the
year
ot
$1,013,707,
of
proper
representation,
and
in
many
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 903-W
B. Perkins of Boothbay Harbor has
“The possibility also exists that if
which $941,820 were earned in the I instances no representation on im- In Which Construction Work failed to make the headway that it
Moran decided to come in despite
first six months of the year. This portant legislative committees, in ef
Resulted In Claims For was expected he would as a candi the Richardson entry his strength
33 Union St., Camden, Me compares with surplus earnings of fect, preventing its representatives
date of forces formerly in control both in his own county and other
$1,477,692 in 1930.
Damages
from taking any real part in legisla
of the party and Richardson is being sections of the State would be more
TEL. 628
During 1931 gross expenditures for tion. Such partisanship is wrong in
advanced as a better hope.
than sufficient to give him the nomi
Two Superior Court cases involving
“The strategy of Mayor Richard nation against all entries."
Roast Duck Dinner,
85c construction and general equipment j principle and selfish in practice,
RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
were approximately $28,870,000, the what has been the net result of 16 claims for damages because of high
Roast Chicken Dinner,
85c larger items thereof being as follows: years of such a political oligarchy?
way construction were heard before
MAJESTIC, PHILCO, LYRIC
IS SURE HE'LL WIN
• Henry B Bird, who has been atTenderloin Steak Dinner,
85c land and buildings, $2,888,230; cen- We have seen our State mortgaged to commissioners yesterday.
tral office equipment, $6,605,385; the tune of thirty million dollars; we
------I tending the Canners Convention in
EXPERT REPAIRING ON ALL MAKES
Lobster Plate Dinner,
85c station equipment, $8,261,834; ex- have s«n the State expenditures in
The first case, in which Sidney Sharkey Confident Of Beating the • Chicago is expected home today.
German—As To Dempsey, Well,
-----------------change lines, $8,261,392; toll lines, creased from six and one-half mil- Humes of Washington was the com
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
Salads, Stews, Sandwiches
$1,881,804.
' lion dollars in 4916 to thirty and one- plainant. was heard at Mr. Humes’
Read n
____
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Lunches
ELECTRICIANS
In concluding his report. President half million dollars in 1931, with indi- mill at Stickney Comer before James
ROCKLAND
13-14
TELEPHONE 721
Jack Sharkey, Boston heavyweight, j
-------Jones referred to the first report of cations of a further increase,
13-tf
___
„
-re j
1 K I had to live my life again I would
the directors of this company, which
“Ye shall know them by their fruits, F. Carver of this city and Charles A. voiced conviction
in Portland Tuesday i have made a rule to read some poetiy
covered the six months ending Do men gather grapes of thorns, or Plummer of Appleton. Part of the night that he will wear the champion- ' ftnd llsten to some music at least once
,, . . .
a week. The loss of these tastes is a loss
March 31,1884. Theodore N. Vail figs of thistles?” Our people have too Humes drying-yard was taken in re . . _
was then president and speaking for ' patiently borne the burden of the ex- locating Route 101 between Union ship crown after his battle with Max of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
A HYMN OF COMFORT
the directors he said: “The period < travagance of unbridled power. It and Augusta and special damage was Schmelling June 16.
It slngeth low in every heart.
“Why shouldn’t I win?" ne queried.
covered by this report was one of is high time that we called a halt on
We
hear it each and all.
great depression and uncertainty in the expenditure of the taxpayer's alleged because of the partial ob “He didn't show a thing against me
A song of those who answer not.
However we may call.
business of all kinds. Men have been money. Economy and retrenchment struction of the stream by one of the the last time we met, except a head
They throng the silence of the breast.
butt in the chin in the first round.”
disposed to economize and avoid must be our watchword if we are to bridge piers.
We see them as of yore.
The ex-gob also had something to
entering upon new enterprises, or to aid in the restoration of business con
In
the
other
case
Albert
V.
McIn

The kind, the brave, the true, the
FOR SALE
say about the come-back attempt of
extend those already undertaken, fidence and reduce taxation.
sweet.
tyre of Warren was the plaintiff and William
Who walk with us no more.
Harrison Dempsey.
and to keep their money idle, wait
To my mind it is inexcusable that
sought
to
recover
for
one
and
oneClass A boat and fast Lockwood Ace motor. Boat is strongly built,
"He’s smart," Sharkey said. “He's , ’Tls hard to take the burden up
ing to see what the future might those who were charged with the ad
in first class condition, and is FAST, easy handling and very sea
bring. In the face of this state of ministration of the State and Na- half acres taken in the process of getting his. He keeps his come-back !
**
Such Good Food
When these have laid it down;
facts, and considering also that the I tional affairs, not only had no ade- straightening Route I between South ballyboo going, moves up into the j They brightened all the joys of life.
worthy. Motor is in good condition, has always been free from
They softened every frown:
telephone business is not exempt from , quate policies to cope with business , Warren and Russell Corner. The big cities for exhibitions, cuts in for i But
trouble. Two fast racing propellers, one new. This outfit won a
O. ‘tls good to think of them.
the Influences which affect all other i depression but actually denied its ex- hearing was held on the property in fifty percent of the gate and cleans 1
When
we are troubled sore;
majority of the races ln its class last summer. Will sell complete
up.
Okay.
But
he
doesn’t want any- j Thanks be to God that such have
question,
Mr.
Carver
and
George
E.
istence.
In
1928
the
President,
then
commercial
and
business
affairs,
the
All
Home
Cooking
been
'outfit for $150, or will sell boat and motor separately, boat $100,
increase of subscribers has been a candidate for office, made several Counce of Warren being the commis thing to do with me.”
Though they are here no more.
Specials Served Daily
satisfactory”.
public speeches in which he said: sioners.
motor $65. There will be a lot of outboard raring In Knox County
Decision on both actions will be re
THIS SOUNDS LIKE RIPLEY
In a somewhat similar vein, ’ al "At one time, we demanded for our
More homelike seems the vast un
Try our 25,35, 50c Dinners
this summer. If you plan to race here is a chance to get a fast, able
known
though in 1931 there was a decrease workers a ‘Full dinner pail.’ We turned into the February term of
outfit that will be among the leaders in Its class. An excellent, safe
Since they have entered there;
It’s a grown-up pickerel that can
in subscribers. President Jones con have now gone far beyond that con court which convenes next Tuesday.
To follow them were not so hard.
outfit for a youngster. Write to HENRY S. BEVERAGE, P. O. BOX
cludes his report with this sentence; ception. Today we demand larger Charles T. Smalley of Rockland ap down an eight-inch perch at one
Wherever they may fare.
They cannot be where God Is not.
“In this present period of stress, we comfort and larger participation ln peared for claimants, and the State mouthful. Such a one was hauled in
Opposite Perry’s Market
904, Portland, Maine.
11*13
On any sea or shore—
Highway Commission was represent- at Duck Puddle Pond, in Waldoboro,
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
believe we may say that during the life and leisure."
Whate’er betides, thy love abides.
He was then cointng a new phrase I ed by Deputy Attorney General San bv Charles Dick and Bert Hinkley.
past year the progress of. your com
Our God. forevermore.
Service:
5 A. M. to 7 P. M.
The
outside
fish
was
26
inches
long.
1
to
follow
the
full
dinner
pail
slogan
ford
L.
Fogg,
of
Augusta.
—Rev. John White Chadwick.
pany has been satisfactory".

The Fuller-Cobb-Davis Store
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OLD NEW ENGLAND
CHOIR

STIRRING UP THE HORNETS

ROLLINS & STRONG

RANGE
OIL BURNERS

$24.50

“IT CAN BE DONE”

WADSWORTH INN

j

Outboard Racing Outfit

at PENOBSCOT GRILL
PENOBSCOT GRILL

Every-Other-Day
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j WASHINGTON, D.C.

TUREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me., Jan. 30. 1932.
From Our Correspondent
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he Is Press- , tman ln the office of The Courier-Gazette, I v’
. ,
and that of the Issue of this paper of j — . . .
_ _ _
„ .
Jan 28, 1932, there was printed a total
Washington, D. C.—The Maine dry
of 6196 copies.
w. h. butler.
\ forces are being heard from here.
Notary Public,
sundry letters and petitions are be-

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.

The Lord bless thee and keep thee. ing received bj’ members of Congress.
In general, the petitions protest
Numbers 6:24.
against any change in the dry law. in- )
eluding the proposed referendum, and
White Head
{ opinions was the prettiest spot on
PRACTICAL THINGS
urge enforcement.
Come on coast guardsmen and' ^be Maine coast. Oddly it then
Representative
.------------------------Partridge
„--------------and other
...
i. seemed to him. each made a similar
What Young Students Are!members of the Maine congressional !lght keepers—this mid
reply. “There isn’t any. So much
delegation have presented to Con- giving us many leisure hours, so all Of
coast js beautiful that to call
Learning In Manual Arts gress similar petitions from other ! of you along the Maine coast take one spot the most would but amount
1 localities. It is believed that the en- j your pen and iets fill up this column . to personal bias.” Nailed down as
Department
deavors of the wets this session have ; and make interesting reading for the' their own personal preference, each
roused thg drys back in Maine to re- i iong winter evenings, especially on ( named a different spot.
But,
In response to Inquiries irom some mind Congress of their views on the the jsland stations where nothing is1 strangely, each named Five Islands
of the parents whose interest was subject. From most of New England,! heard but the moaning of the winds as his second choice.
aroused by his talk before the Par in fact, dry petitions and letters have i and the pounding of the sea.
, That resort is directly opposite this
ent-Teachers meeting recently. A. been arriving in Washington the last! On Jan 2o the lifeboat from White ' station about a mile distant, while 1
L. Whittemore, the manual arts in few weeks.
Head station was sent to Matinic a mile above it, also in view from '
structor Jotted down, off hand this
* * • •
; island to inform Thomas Libby, lob- \ here, is McMahan's Island. A few
list of projects now being carried on
IiVhis maiden Senate speech this ster fisherman, of death in his family ; lights are occasionally seen from
in his department;
Five Islands; none from McMahon’s
Grade seven: Completed several week. Senator White of Maine vigor- | at Rockland.
game boards and cutting boards this ously opposed a bill which would, ’ Surfman Clyde V. Grant of this Island. The two places are quite
week. Others are still in process of among other things, prohibit ships station has returned from a ten- different—much wealth having been
construction
involving continued entering American ports with any day leave of absence spent with his expended to beautify the latter spot
.mily at St. George,
George.
until the island must compare favorpractice in the use of block plane crew members not eligible for Ameri- ‘ family
Leland B. Beal visited his parents1 ably with any of its size on the
and back saw, stain and shellac or can citizenship.
"I am not willing myself to give at Millbridge over the weekend. Maine coast. Five Islands used to
paint. The more advanced pupils
are beginning the recaning of chair assdUto'7 pTo^l‘which ^means' Leland, better known as Barney, is be the picnic ground for excursions.
that an American bov or an American our repair man and in addition to ; particularly of churches and Sunday
seats.
Grade eight: Several taborets and seaman must go down into the stoke- his regular duties at the station is Schools from all along the Kennebec
book racks are completed this week. holds of one of these steamers in the I frequently called upon to repair River, Gardiner Richmond, Dresden
This means practice in the use of Far East and work in those veritable ‘ radios and install oil burners in the Bath eta There the Picnickers
chisel, screws, drills, as well as stain Black Holes of Calcutta. In my view homes of his shipmates. If someone brought down on some of the handand shellac, wood filler and varnish that is not dignifying American labor is sick and requires a physician, if somest steamers.of their size ever
family
is in need of _____
provisions or if put in -construction,
and officered
b>
or paint. Pupils who have finished but
UUV is
IS in
Hl effect
eura a
a degeneration
ueseuueuuil of
ui a______
s___
.
mlirtMlK
wave warp
these are already beginning the American labor,” he told the Senate. someone wants a letter mailed. Bar- men of ultra courteous ways, were
ney is on the spot, and even if a i received by that grand old Five
study of electrical materials and bell
It has been found almost impossible small child is to be carried to the i Islander, Hiram Rowe, and made
projects.
for American seamen to do strenuous
High School, first year class ex - .
pects to finish by the end of the week ■ conditions obtaining there, he de
Freeman W. Beal. Jr.. B.M. lc has steamers. Something seems to have
five screens for the gym windows, 15 j clared
rpturned
from atten
davsHead
leavewith
of gone
the life particularly
of this section
mail
boxes (for
the teeeVot
doors ol each
High School
room)**a
^ok
™nc?ded
aSe sS
Spruce
with out
theirofpassing,
the

OUTSTANDING
FEATURES

A Larger^ Finer Six
and a Brilliant
New Straight Eight
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6 CYLINDER ENGINE

F7 HORSEPOWER
STRAIGHT 8 ENGINE

LONGER WHEELBASE

NEW STREAM LINE

STYLING

ROOMIER AND

MORE COMFORTABLE
FISHER BODIES

SOUND-PROOFED
BODY CONSTRUCTION

Six-Cylindar
Four-Door Sadan

RIDE REGULATOR AND
DOUBLE ACTION HYDRAULIC

SHOCK ABSORBERS

FREE WHEELING

THE FINEST CARS • • THE GREATEST VALUES

WITH THE IMPROVED

SYNCRO-MESH

IH OLDSMOBILE HISTORY

The announcement showing

of

TRANSMISSION

v
SII.FNT SFCONO GEAR

Oldsmobile’t striking new models for 1932 is now on—and you are cordially
ENCJNE DECARBONIZER

invited to attend. A larger, finer Six is being exhibited. A new Oldsmobile
FULL AUTOMATIC CHOKE

trough shoe shtae stand Md the Vandenbcr« of Michigan declared hls familv and friends and
are original Islander, the Wiwuma and
repairingofa chair ta Th^Thrift that W.hlteh“d "freater information leased t0
him
usual the Nahanada. The first named was
Straight Eight is being shown for the first time. And you may take either car
Shop It has nearly finished a wall1 res,pecftinB
subject than all the £eaRh Our cook MiUedge Randall commanded
by
Capt
Charles
OIL TEMPERATURE
Shop.
i rest of us put together
REGULATOR
is
also
visiting
his
family
at
Spruce
Thompson
of
Southport:
the
second
rack for newspapers, two writing
* * ♦ •
Head. We miss him at the station by Capt. Lowe of Riggsville; and the
desks, or desk tables, lining for a
—or both, if you like—for the most thrilling demonstration of performance you
of the fishing vessels | with his busy footsteps sounding; last by Capt. Rowe of the Five
Only 1.8
PRESSURE LUBRICATED
steel vault, and is beginning bird
house, music rack, or reading rack, recorded in Maine in 1929 were owned across the floor and his habit of fall- ! Islands Rowes. The original IslandPISTON PINS
I er had a record of fifty minutes for
book rack with drawers for desk top. by aliens residing in this country, ing upstairs several times a day.
have
ever
experienced.
There's
power
and
speed
in
abundance.
And
there
’
s
figures compiled by the U. S. Tariff
Motor machinist Herman R. Carr i covering the 144 miles between Bath
and a writing table.
DOWN-DRAFT CARBURETION
High School, second year: Insect ' Commission reveal. One to 3 percent was quietly married Jan. 25 to Miss and Boothbay Harbor, believed to
rearing cage for the biology de- j of the catch landed that year by Emma Dorgan of Rockland. Hermie stand to this day. What comfortable
value in every feature, to convince you that Oldsmobile is the great buy of 1932
MOHAIR OR WHIPCORD
partment. book case for the Warren Maine vessels was from alien-owmed is very popular with the boys at the and graceful craft they were as with
UPHOLSTERY. OPTIONAL
. box
...... ..........
Street ...................
school, mitre
bench __
for fishing boats. In making public station and they all join in wishing awnings up. flags flying, bright and
happy faces on their decks, and the
the Manual Training room, turned these figures the Commission points him a long and happy married life,
—whether you choose the finer, faster Six or the brilliant new Straight Eight.
music of their bands floating over
cane for a lame boy, and saw filing, out that it is the first time statistics j
....
FIVE WIRE OR
r
the
water,
they
used
to
make
their
represent completed projects. Near- have been compiled showing the
Matinicus Rock
FIVF DEMOUNTABLE
way
into
Five
Islands
and
along
the
ly finished are book case with doors, separate landings of alien and citi
WOno WHEELS, STANDARD
The weather here has been such B00thbav Harbor run. Later on the
the fourth volume of a set of bound zen-owned vessels.
TNE
6 R I AT < IT
veiuee
IX iSStl O L 0 s MOBILE
that we could not send items sooner. Westport and Southport took up this
H 1 B T O R Y
magazines, eight-foot step ladder,
Maine had 2212 fishing vessels
three dozen new drawing boards for recorded in 1929, only 49 of which The sea came up so high recently run. But to some of us they were
The New Six s875 "
the Manual Training department. were alien-owned. These included that the keepers lost a new herring Rke comparing the semi-convertible
It is beginning drawings for a blue one Austrian owner, 21 Canadians net which washed off the boathouse j e]ectric with the old open cars—too
The New Eight ?975
landing.
much “closed in” for excursions, al
print frame and a radio table.
and five Portuguese.
We hear that Keeper Orin Milan though fine for people from Boston
enictt
taw uo«Ht i • a. latmwc
The total catch landed by fishing ’ of the Swan-s island light is retiring coming down early in the morning
. IBLRAL GMAC I Ml P AV MINT P1AK
21
L
JMEROCK
ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL.
886
Pro4i'
•» General Mofor'
vessels in Maine in 1929 amounted to° and wish him the_ best ot Juck_ in < via Batb before the day was warmed
148.459.099 pounds, of which 2,188.055 his new home. He well deserves up. and especially on rainy days.
pounds were from alien-owned ves good wishes from all lights along the
______
Thus __
far __
the_______
coldest____
temperature
More than 200 club women fromsels
__________
___
and 146.262.044
pounds from ves coast after completing 39 years of i at Hendricks Head has been fl above,
various parts of the State attended se]s owned bv citizens,
1 faithful service to the government and that
December; 14 above
the presidents’ dinner which opened
and the ships that pass in the night, being the lowest for January up to
the midwinter meeting of the State
Herbert Hunt of Newport. R. I., and including the 25th.
Federation of Women’s Clubs in Au MR. YORK “SQUEAKS” has been visiting here with the
Thanks for kindly mention by the
gusta. Mrs. A. E. Chittenden, of Aukeeper and family but has now re- folks of Cape Reddick. They are
bum. president of the Federation, Spruce Head Lobster Fisher turned to his home where he is en- ftne people there. It is observed that
presented a brief outlook on each
man Doesn't Agree With gaged in the fish business. He found
Rad
visitors shown through
club's achievements including com
! the, station very interesting and en- the light last year
against 631 that he was busy fishing and occa- [go by the station. We have a radio, [ Marr said, it is like getting tetters
WITH THE BOWLERS
munity work, educational projects,
home.
sionally would take soundings to tell - and so get outside news of other 1 from
'
joyed watching the rough seas.
here
Crie, Altogether
intellectual development, social life,
The lobster fishermen set their pots
Miss Evelyn Powers of Providence
the depth of water he was fishing in. places. Ttot many callers here in
etc. A special guest at dinner was Dr.
yesterday and today is a half gale, Kickapoo Is Convoying the
At each sounding the water grew winter and only a few in summer,
R. I., is now visiting her father
Mary Ellen Chase of Bluehill, pro- ‘ Edltor of The Courier-Gazette.Perkins Island, Parker Head
deeper and deeper, and upon Investi• « » •
, southwest. It looks bad for some of
Sometime ago I received a letter Keeper R. W. Powers. All the keep,
Fleet in the Knox County
The U. S. lighthouse tender Hibisfessor of English at Wellesley College.
Keeper Elmer E Conary of Deer 1 the pots, but that is fishermen s luck
he found he was adrift on
Mrs. Ruth EUingwood as director of - from Commissioner H. D. Crie saying ^rs^ aI^d jj^^eam^arty
”
I cus recently passed by after several ! gation
the ice in the river. Being a wise 1 Island Thoroughfare Light has been j V. A. Foss, assistant keeper, is much
League
the
ninth district
presented
Mrs. that all red blooded......................................
fishermen ought 1 Tra
nt criehaven is the 1 days in Bath for
repairs.
sea captain he had a small boat busy this winter trying to get rid of interested, in radio. He has the raTrotit. IVInran
nrociriont
ATicc Holm
lra1
attanrM a
Irene Moran, president, Miss Helen to do something to help the situation I oniy one "fishing around here now.
FT^d Osgood attended a card Party along with him, which enabled him some very unwelcome guests that [ dio bug and even talks it in his sleep,
The end of the 13th week in the
D. Perry and Mrs. Mildred Washburn, of the lobster fishing industry. Also A couple of dory fishermen are off at J>a’rk®r ”ead
Knox County Bowling League finds
rescue not only himself but sev have been with him since November. , so bis wife says.
of the Methebesec Club. A new the statement by Congressman Nel- ! shore and they well deserve their week and reports a.good time for all. to
the teams pretty well bunched. Eight
eral of his companions also.
Although as a rule Keeper and Mrs. 1
...»
organization was introduced, the
Keeper Eugene W. Osgood was a
• • » ♦
of them have rolled their scheduled
Conary love to have company, they j Doubling Point Range. Woolwich
, catch, as some days it is very choppy
Indian Island Woman's Club of Old son that it was the wheel that did 1 and windy.
caller Jan. 23 on his wife and daughdon’t like this kind. So far he has
The smelt fishermen of Arrowsic matches. Thomaston win roll three
Quoddy
Head
Town. This club is engaged in educa the most squeaking that got the most
All here enjoyed the books and ters in Bath where they are staying
caught four of them—large rats. At had rather an exciting time the eve- Sames and the Federals a doubletional work in the Indian reservation. attention. I heartily agree with both, papers that Capt. Wincapaw dropped this winter so that Leona can attend
Mrs. A. G. Maker who has been ill this time Mrs. Conary’s sprained wrist
ning of Jan. 22 when late at night header next week, the last week of
for
the
past
two
weeks
is
much
im

is very much improved.
_ on.u
:
,
,
j I and so I am going to register a few from his plane on Christmas Day. W. Morse High. Ethel, the elder daughthey discovered that the ice had;lne Ilrsl nau The standing:
The 27th anniversary of the found. ° ’
...
R. Keene of Southwest Harbor, 80 ter has been ill in bed several days proved in health at this time and
W L PC. P.F.
given away at the mouth of the Sas.
ing of Rotary and the seventh birth- squeaks
Although some of them years of age. who was visiting the | but is now improving.
able to perform her work about the
52 13 .800 18,265
Fred
M.
Robbins
of
Southwest
Harsajloa
River
and
was
drifting
out
£
S
Y
’
day of the Rockland Club were ap- may no* harmonize with Mr. Crie s keeper here, still feels the kick of the
Ered °sgood has a new Silvertone house. Her son Sidney cared for the bor writes: “We are enjoying read- into the Kennebec with their twelve ““erais
40 20 .667 17,784
propriately observed yesterday at the ideas, they are good healthy, co- plane ride he took with Capt. Win- radio with the year A battery and it home during her illness, doing the
5?™;.cL00.,“ ’41I 24 .631 17,700
Thorndike grill with Rev. Walter S. scientious squeaks and may start the capaw in a northeast gale. Word surely is a good one. He gets about cooking and housework before and ing the letters from the lightkeepers camps on lt However the men sue-,
and
coast
guard
men.
We
know
what
.
cee
<ted
in
getting
ashore,
but
their
,
“’“T.1®.’ 38 27 .585 17,806
after school hours.
Rounds as speaker. A glimpse of Ro- bal1 rolling.
comes that Mr. Keene is now in the any station desired.
means
to
the
peoole
it
on
the
isolated
Pamns
w
nt
down
through
the
_
ry
s
MarKel’ 36 29 .554 17,642
camps went
tary fellowship as others see it i First, why should we be compelled woods chopping, at his age. He
It is reDorted that the schooner Al
Texacos,
29 36 .447 17,232
....
places,
as
we
spent
33
years
in
the
Reach before daylight the morning
sparkling with humor and rollicking to keep an account of every lobster
bert H. Willis has been chartered and
24 31 .435 14,648
Portland Head
Many of the of the 23d stopping at Phippsburg, Thomaston,
anecdotes was followed by a thought- we catch each day, how much they said. “By gosh, if I can go up in airwill load potatoes at Lubec for New lighthouse service.
26 39 .400 17,584
Robert Sterling entertained as din- York, making the second three-mast keepers were oldtime friends and several of these camps were picked A. & P., »
ful discussion of the spirit that is Ro- weigh, how much bait we use etc. I planes I can chop wood!”
20 45 .308 17,353
The keepers here are having a race , ner
recently his friend Robert ed vessel to load potatoes here this neighbors and we are glad to keep in up by the Popham Beach mail boat, Barbers,
tary. In the course of his remarks think Mr. Crie gets a lot of misin10. 13 52 .200 16,437
traps and raising mustaches.
Qf Cape Cottage.
touch with them.”
Capt. Llewellyn Oliver, and returned
Mr Rounds brought out the fact formation, for it is about as simple building
• * * *
♦ * * *
Mr. Powers is in the lead so far. The j Mr and Mrs Henry L Ewell have winter.
* ♦ * *
to Bath.
that the club has three charter mem- [ to get a correct account as it was .0 winner's name will appear later.
house afire the KickOne
new
name
has
been
added
to
returned home to St. George after
, Ira and Crawford Allen were rebers whose attendance record is un- 1 make out Uncle Abe’s and David s
The Cuckold's, Newagen
♦ ♦ • •
a short visit with Keeper and Mrs.
the roll of column contributors since ; cent, evening guests of Keeper and apoo team won its 13th straight game,
blemished. Homer E. Robinson. H. P. '< income tax report, and it is about as
The keepers
at this : ia£t—
Saturday"
defeating the Federals four points to
F. O. Hilt.
• and. families
——
think ittoa help."
fine Mrs
HarrvShea
L of
Nve^rowsic
Mr and
Two Bush Island, Spruce Head
Elodgctt and W A. Glover. I. R popular among the fishermen, as a
station ,look, forward
with pleasure 1to 1' ---idea and
W0Uld IVe
be pleased
' M^irice
wereMrs
also one. Perry and Rackliffe were tied
A
party
of
seven
motored
from
’
Cutler of the Oldtown Club was pres- skunk at a quilting bee.
Keeper Leland Mann is the proud
receiving The Courier-Gazette and „„.itps Mrs rk„n t Small of st I Maur‘ce Y
» .•
for high single <118> and the latter
ent and the guests included Edward [ After We have complied to the best possessor of an efficiency star, the here to Redstone, N. H, Jan. 19 to enjoy the interesting items from the Croix Light Dochet’s Island, Red reCe C* efS at 016 Stat °n‘
The motor collier Mummatcr had high total. The summary:
J. Hellier. J. H. Schellinger and L. W. cf our ability to all requirements and reward of work well done in 1931.; vlsll Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Robinson. other stations. Just at this time of Beach
Kickapoo—Rogall 282. Auld 306,
Sanborn.
' obtained our license for the next He returned recently from a ten-day Some of the crowd looked over the year it is hard to write anything from
passed in by the station Jan. 21 with Dickinson
282. Folan 287, Drinkwater
__________
i year, let us see what it permits us shore leave.
i granite works. It was a perfect day here of much interest, the only event
4000 tons coal to be discharged at 278, total 1435.
The
weather
continues
unseasonI
and
all
enjoyed
the
trip
and
the
Rockland
Breakwater
the Kennebec Wharf & Coal' Co.
A series of meetings in the special i to do. We can catch, sell but not
so far this winter being the visit of
Federals—Perry 306, Philbrook 251.
able, with no snow and a lot of mud wonderful scenery of mountains and Capt. Wincapaw. Keeper Elliot has
interest of Young People’s Dept.. Sal-1 ransport °bpst^a pwlthJP°rm^nhs
Greetings, lightkeepers and coast- j She passed out again Jan. 23, bound /Dudley 273, Benner 252, Rackliffe 311,
Jrmv was
was held
hniri this
this week.
wppk , limits of the State. This means 11 The temperature is very variable, 'akesvation Army
built during his spare time two punts guardsmen. Get your old stub pen for Norfolk, Va.
total 1393.
and There is not much doing hereabouts
The Good Timers Club met with 13 feet long and would be glad to give 1 out and give us some news. The fol
» • « »
The
night llicciing
meeting was
con we have a friend in Waldoboro
llie Tuesday
lutsuaj IllgUL
aao VU1.
Hahlo tn
ducted by members of the Y.P.lJ send him a lobster we are Hable to in the way of lobstering due to bad Adora Hilt Thursday of last week Information regarding them.
' lowl
bc of intercst ,0 brother j The farmers of Colorado are on
Burpee
Furniture
took four of the
and Thursday night’s by the Corps a ‘ine.
. weather and low prices. D. L. Mann i -celebrating two birthdays^ Tlie
Assistant Keeper and Mrs. Seavey I,
,
, the war-path for tax reduction, and five points in its match with A. & P.
is working on traps preparing for the honored members were Grace Dow and Mrs. Elliot attended the supper1 1 keepers. Jan . 26 S. S. Mallmark 1 the Grange is taking the lead in Jacobs’ 114 was high string and
Cadets. Sunday night Major Trew,
If we st,re‘cb the
the Divisional officer from Portland, take our lobsters a few mfies te a spring lobster season.
Assistant and Martha Sterling, invited guests and ball given by the firemen at circled Inside the harbor, dropped demanding drastic cuts. Among
had high total. The sum
assisted by Adjutant F. Keller, the marke if it does no do away with Keeper PenDell prefers hens to lob Delia Ewell and ’Alice Patrick. Four Southport Jan. 19. There was a large ! pilot and put to sea. A large E. T. 1 other things it is insisted that coun Thornton
mary:
teen
sat
down
to
New
England
boiled
young people’s secretary will have compe ition it atco"fin(*
sters and is working on a brooder.
attendance, and the firemen deserve g0 tug ]ajd jn harbor over the recent ty expenses must be severely»slashed,
Burpee Furniture—Thornton 297,
charge.
A special program ls »Mket to a limited ^ea_ and as for He has a “Little Brown Hen” incuba dinner. The guests of honor re much praise for the manner in which 1 slorm
! duplicate work doubled up and all Campbell 275. Jacobs 295, Lawry 296,
planned for Monday night, known as shipping lobsJCI?
°f
? s tor and expects to raise a few broil ceived a shower of aprons.
they conducted the affair.
]J
’ public employes being put on an ex- Beaton 262, total 1425.
♦ ♦ » *
the “Young People’s Annual Dem- the average fisherman it. s atx>u as ers to sell.
Cards have been received announcKendrick Searls. formerly quarter- . t basjs f expense accounts includA. & P.—Woodcock 289, Clark 252,
.....................................
.
master
on
the
Kickapoo,
now
sta. „
_ _
onstration" at the close of which easy as it would be to ship ajdetaultMr. and Mrs. D. L. Mann and Mr.
ing the birth of a daughter Marjorie honed at Coast Guard Base 7 visited j ln
Daris 269, Mitchell 264, Howard 280,
Doubling Point
* automobile mileage,
prizes will be distributed for faith- >ng bank cashier back from South and Mrs. J. L. PenDell are having a
Ann, to Mrs. Lauretta Elliot Nichol
total 1354.
Misses Irene and Ruth Lawrence son at the Elliot Hospital, Manches his family over the weekend.
“63" tournament. The Manns are
♦ * * •
ful attendance at the Army's Sun America.
were
dinner
guests
at
the
lighthouse
It
does
not
seem
right
that
the
gov
Byron
Moore
has
gone
to
York
CELTICS
COME
BACK
ter, N. H.
now nine points ahead.
day School for the year 1931.
A. & P. came back to defeat the
ernment should allow the coast guard
Beach
to
assist
Mr.
Kimball,
Mr.
Sunday.
• « • •
Mrs. Harold Seavey is confined to
Barbers three points to two. Shute
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Shea spent the house with a severe attack of in Moore’s son-in-law, who fell and
and lighthouse men to go lobstering.
Cape Neddick, York Beach
The Celtics made a trip to Lin- j had high single (110); also high total
At the meeting of the Speech
j have anv personal feeling.
Monday evening at the light with fluenza.
broke two bones in his back and will
Readers Club Wednesday afternoon for I have not. At the coast guard
be“unable to work“for"SevZtal months. ; coIn Academy Wednesday night and [ The summary:
The village of York Beach was [ Keeper and Mrs. C. W. Allen.
* * * ♦
Miss Helen Fuller conducted the les and light there are about 20 men and saddened last week by the sudden
Jasper L. Cheney, addt. keeper at
? hard Kame from Coach, A & P-Woodcock 250. Clark 281,
Just as these items were being
Dice
Head,
Castine
son and Mrs. N. L. Witham the if thev should all go lobstering, where death of the pastor's wife, Mrs. written, the sound of whistles at
^oose Rocks
Rocks Light,
Light, has
has been
been appointappoint- CIunl® 5 .h0^- ™e. Ll"c°lnu ‘caJ" °ar E„215’ Jacobs 280• Howard 294'
..^1,
! Goose
Another week gone by and it has , rd assistant at I ihbv TIslands
«,a„HSZrnaa.
story. It was voted to accept the would the seven fishermen get off Henry O. Worthley. The family Bath attracted attention, whereupon
—Glea- 5 was ahead at half tlme 14’9 but the total 128°’’ . ‘
y kePDer' t ls]as i Celtics madetheir usual comeback
Barbers—Cavanaugh267, Matin
challenge to enter the Interstate Lip who go fishing in the same area.
have lived here the past four years looking up the river we saw that been verv quiet on Penobscot Bay | ‘b
with
very
little
traffic.
Steamer
(
ass
^
ant
K
^
t A
| to win. The game was tied at three 261. Marshall 274. Freeman 270,
Reading tournament in the spring,
and
Mrs.
Worthley
has
endeared
As to the proposed bill to prohibit
another coast guard boat had just
Kpmpr s'inerr ofY Isles of different times in the last period.! Shute 303, total 1375
other entries being the Portland small lobsters being shipped into the herself to the community by her slid off the ways into the water. The Golden Rod makes her daily trip 1 °
here to Belfast, a few scallop 1 Auat. Keeper singer 01 u; es o Thc summa,ry:
I
Speech Readers Club and the Lew State, would it be a help or would it friendly disposition. She left besides tide in the river is very high at this from
boats go by and once in a while k «boals bas ^°nc Jo Goos' *ock* I rr,,
* * * *
Celtics
iston-Auburn Hearing League. The raise a little dust as to the real issue? her husband two daughters, both time, making an ideal chance for a small coaster loaded with wood, that Roscoe Chandier keeper at^Biue Hili
Thomaston was too many guns for
G F Pts | the Boiler Makers, taking four of the
sewing group met at the home of My idea would be a tariff on all lob teachers.
Funeral services were launching.
seems to be about all the navigation »ay is transferred to Burnt Coat Har- Pietroski, rf .................... 2
Mrs. Freeman F. Brown Thursday sters and lobster products high held Thursday from the church and
3
7 ! five points. Smalley had high string
Shipping on the Kennebec is quiet at oresent
bor re^ievlnK Keeper Orin Milan who Paladino, If .................... 2
afternoon and completed two quilt enough so that we could compete burial was in East Machias.
0
41 <114i and high total, but Dar^ preat present. The sight most attrac-nie
Lions
Club
held
their
regular
,
,
r
e
^
cs
Z
eb
7T
Asst
'
°
f
0
8 sented an entirely new record, three
tops for The Thrift Shop.
One Sunday recently Keeper and . tive to us is lhe many
smeit meeting last night with a large at- [ Llbby Islands ‘s nromoted 0 keeper, Haskell, c ....................... 4
with the Canadian fishermen. I have
2
4 ! 88's in a row. The summary:
been informed that if we ship our Mrs. E. L. Coleman were surprised [ houses which occasionally are car- tendance. Supper of scallop stew.! and, transferred 10 Blue Hill Bay, re Ripley, rg ...................... 1
Philbrook, lg .................. 3
3
9
Thomaston—Jacobs 271, Young 250,
A note from Donald H. Fuller, win lobsters over Fhe border we have to by a visit from William Miller and [ ried off by the iCe and drift up and apple pie and coffee was served and ,
Keeper Chandler,
I
1 Daris 264, Newbert 272. Smalley 290,
tering in Miami, Fla , tells of spend pay about 20 oercent tariff.
his friend John West, both of Sun- j down the river until they are res- the orchestra from the Norma! School nWi‘lia2n ^cTkbart, f^s‘ a®slstant at„ Shepard, lg .................... 0
—1
total 1347.
ing Monday night with George
If Mr. Crie should go on the air cook, N. H., who came for dinner j cued by -some one
did verv efficiently. The Club seems Grea* D.uck
ph°ncd the
12
Boiler Makers—Brault 288, Sim
9 33
Snow. Irving Beach and Guy Ler with Radio Household Institute with and the afternoon. Both are found ( One night recently 13 of the little to be up and doing for the benefit of Breakwater and stated thev have had
Lincoln Academy
mons 259, Ames 242, Willis 260, Carr
mond. Messrs Beach and Lermond his recipe for baked lobster, it prob on a fishing boat every Sunday dur- houses took a sail down the river, the town
ots of rou8h water there this winter.
G F Pts 287, total 1336.
bad driven from Boston to Miami in ably would increase the sale of 14- ing the summer outward bound from j gome of them were picked up the
The ice in the ponds here is only but the weather has been very good,
0
0
three days.
cent lobster, for if it is as well cooked York Beach, and Mr. Miller although ' following day but many were broken about five inches thick and the ice Mrs. Lockhart has been ashore for a Barnes, rg ..................... 0
Simmons, lg .................. 0
How many Duplex convenience re1
1
the jce
the day’s
as the lobster business it surely would a • farmer often captures .1,.
men are beginning to look worried. few days with the keeper s wife.
Fuller, c ..............
0
1
1 i ceptacles do you need in your living
purse. Their visit was much enjoyed
Uncle John Robinson, member of [ be a success.
One old sea captain tells the story Roads are all bare and it is good au
Erskine, rf ............
5
0
room? No cord should be more than
the Bean Barrel Club, is 72, but still, But it has been my experience and as the keeper and his wife are o«ly
Manana Island
tomobiling.
Merrifield, If .................. 1
1
six feet long. I will install as many
mighty pert with his fins. A young observation that what is bothering too glad to see company.
News is limited, but wc are still Weston, rg ...................... 0
0
as you want for $2.75 each, cash only.
* • * *
mm who rejoices in the nick-name the fishermen at the present time is
Franklin Isle, Lnodville
Palmer, c ....................... 2
0
A. T. Thurston. Tel. 648—adv.
here and doing our bit.
nf "Happy" can testify to the truth not to get a market for the 14-cent
Hendricks Head Light Station
Capt. Cameron of the Burnt Lsland
1
Since last writing Keeper W. K. Gale, If ........................... 4
lobsters, but to get 14 cent lobsters
For RHEUMATISM take
of this, it is said.
What a "hibernated” looking spot
coast guard station called here Jan. Woodward and family have been on
enough to buv the next can of gaso
12
4 and carried Keeper C. N. Robinson
28
It isn’t right that a generation that line. Well I'll get down off the bait a strictly summer recreation resort
GLOBE LAUNDRY
in the winter!
and son Guy to Friendship to see Dr. the sick list with colds, being con
had no part in the war should have barrel and give someone else a chance appears
When Keeper C. L. Knight first
Hahn. Keeper Robinson went ashore fined indoors most of the time, but
Seven football stars in Congress.
Portland, Maine
SPECIAL COMPOUND
to pay for it—unless they’re Ameri to do some squeaking. So boys, bring
Family Washing*
on your views, whether they agree came to Portland in 1904 he, on You will not regret it. For sale at all to Loudville Tuesday after mail and everyone is much better and around From pigskin, you might say, to pork- ) Quality Work,
cans.—Tucson Citizen.
at present. Keeper Woodward barrel.—Fresno Republican.
Called For and Delivered
with my views or not. I will close separate occasions made inquiries leading drug stores. Let us serfd you provisions. Millard Robinson is still again
has
followed
the
column
news
with
the light.
Parcel Delivery Service
•‘The hatpin has finally disap with the words of a famous general, of the two captains of the light a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab onThere
is no telephone at this sta much interest, especially that from
The length of time they stay mar
peared,” savs a writer. That’s one "Boys, lt is good fighting all along house tenders, then the Lilac and bot Village, Me.
Capt.
Makar
at
Lubec
whom
he
used
Walter
Dorgan, Tei. 106R
tion, which makes it hard to send
ried depends largely on what i they
Geranium (Captains Sterling and
Henry F. York
triumph of disarmament—Passing the line."
news for this column. Very few boats to be associated with. As Keeper [ married for,—Chatham (Ont.) News.
Cotter) as to what in their respective
Spruce Head, Jan. 28.

IUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY

TALK OF THE TOWN

|:fll!«=■

BUXTON’S

Show (London).

two

i

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Feb. 1—Monthly meeting of the City
Government.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 2—Dramatic reading at Universa
list vestry, auspices Methebesec Club.
Feb. 4 (6.30 p. m.)—Annual meeting'
Knox County Fish and Game Associa
tion at Universalist vestry.
Feb. 4—R. H. S. Juniors present “The
Old New England Choir,” at High School
auditorium.
Feb. 6—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs. Vivian Hewett. Rankin street.
Feb. 5—Lincoln Baptist Association
meets at Rockport.
Feb. 5 (3 to 9.30)—Regular sessions of
Womans Educational Club, at Copper
Kettle Porch.
Feb. 7-13—Anniversary Week of the
Boy Scouts.
Feb. 11 (6.30 p. m.)—Annual meeting
of the Chamber of Commerce at Hotel
Rockland.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine s Day.
Feb. 17—Monthly meeting of the Bap
tist Men's League.
Feb. 18-19—Kippy Karnival.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Feb. 22—U. S. C. G. Kickapoo Ball at
Temple hall.

The 2-inch water main on Lawn
avenue is being extended to furnish
service for a new residence.

v Circle supper will be Served at the
Universalist vest™ Wednesday, with
Mrs. George L. Sf, Clair as chairman.

OUR BUSY GRANGERS

Showing What the Patrons of
Husbandry Are Doing In
This Country

Page Three
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The people's evening service will open
at 7.15 with the "big sing" conducted
by Mr. Fredrickson. The choir will
sing, “Beloved, Now Are We,” McGraham and the mixed quartet will
sing, “What Did He Do?” Owen. Mr.
MacDonald's subject will be, "Rock
land Prodigals.” The happy prayer
and praise meeting will be held on
Tuesday evening at 7.15. The "Rain
bow Houf" broadcast over WLBZ,
Bangor, on Wednesday evening from
6-6.30.

The Fuller-Cobb-Davis- store will
-------I
be closed all day today through re
Apparently a vigorous effort is to
spect for the late Nelson B. Cobb.
be made the coming year for the
creation of a national Department
Knox Aerie of Eagles will have of Education with its head a member
candidates at next Tuesday night's of the President’s Cabinet, and al
A LETTER OF GRATITUDE
regular
meeting.
Refreshments ready the signs of widespread oppo
after the meeting.
sition are manifesting themselves,
To fishermen, dealers and friends
with the certainty that the project!
who so generously stood by me in my j
The Red Cross will hold its well will have no easy going. The Na- I
candidacy for Commissioner of Sea
baby conference Monday afternoon tional Grange is one of the groups
and Shore Fisheries. It is certainly
from 2 to 4 p. m. at the Red Cross which will exert every effort to pre
gratifying after 14 years of service in
rooms, Main street.
vent the establishment of the new
the Department to have so many
department, and its opposition was
Lobster supper at 6 o'clock will voiced in no uncertain language by
meet at noon; junior Y.P.C.U. at 5 show their approval of my work. I
precede Claremont Commandery's the recent national convention of
and senior at 7. The week’s activities wish it were possible to know every
SERMONETTE
Meeting Monday night. Work on the that organization at Madison, Wis- '
include circle supper Wednesday at 6. person who supported me, but the
• * • •
real pleasure came, when I realized
Red Cross and Malta.
.
consin. The Grange declaration as- i
Rock of Ages
the support was given voluntarily
At
St.
Peter's
Church,
Episcopal,
serts that national oversight/ of the I
Mariners who sail in Casco Bay
not canvassed for.
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday educational affairs of the country to
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector services for and
are familiar with the lonely rock
I shall try in the future to admin
evening with supper at 6. A Lincoln the extent that is proposed will not
tomorrow
will
'
be
appropriate
for
ister the business of the office in a
program will be presented. Each be for the welfare of growing youth, marked on the charts and known
Sexagesimal Holy Communion at way that will be an asset to the DeWEATHER
as the “Junk of Pork," from its
member is requested to contribute and that the administration of edu
7.30;
church
school
at
9.30;
Matins
Another rajny Saturday, wind to it.
oartment and in a manner becoming
striking resemblance to the square
and sermon at 10.30; Vespers at 7.30. to the people who worked for me.
cational affairs should be retained I of pork the New England house
northeast, mercury 38 at 8 o'clock.
Tuesday, Feast of the Purification ol
by the states and largely by local
Following the usual pattern this
Thanking all again, I am
wife buys for her Saturday beans.
Clarke-Kaler, Inc., is the name of
the Blessed Virgin Mary, Holy Com
storm began as snow yesterday after a corporation just Tormed in this communities.
Yours very respectfully,
This rock lies just a little out to
munion at 7.30, Vespers at 7.30.
This stand by the Grange is exact
noon, after temperature had mod City with Bernard C. Kaler as presi
H. D. Crie, Commissioner.
sea, beyond the Outer Green
*
♦
*
*
erated from 10 above in early morn dent, and Clayton R. Clarke as ly in line with its fixed policy of a
Island. Ages ago it was undoubt
Special revival meetings will begir
ing to 30 at noon, wind working treasurer. The capital stock is half century in sturdy defense of lo- I edly part of that island, as indeed
FIRE AT OWL’S HEAD
at the Pentecostal Mission at 431
cal self-government, and its unceas- ’ that island may have been part
around from northwest to south. $10,000.
The cottage home of Carl Reed at
Main street in the Farnsworth block Owl’s Head was discovered to be in
ing resistance to the growing en
There now remains only one day for,
of the mainland; but the terrific
tonight, with Rev. Mrs. C. C. Clark as flames at 2 o’clock yesterday morn
January to prove Itself a winter
Charles Adams Perry of Camden, croachment upon home affairs by I seas and natural erosion have
the speaker. Meetings at 7.30 each ing and burned to the ground. The
month, and as the forecast is fair well known member of the Knox state and Federal boards and com
worn all else away but this solid
night except Monday, and Sunday at loss is estimated at $2000 and it is not
and colder tomorrow, it looks as if the County Bar Association, announces missions. In the same direction the
sentlhel the outguard of Portland
2.30 and 7.30 p. m. Sunday school known as to insurance protection.
record would stand of only one real that he will seek the Republican Grange is opposing Federal regula
harbor.
at 1 o'clock.
snowstorm, that of the 2nd. Some nomination for county attorney in tion of motor transportation upon
Mr. Reed had recently made exten
Granite has been called the
« • • « /
the highways, insisting that such
say the climate is changing, but a the June primaries.
sive improvements on the place.
rock of ages, but even it yields to
At the Pratt Memorial Methodist
clipping from a Boston paper comes
regulation is distinctly a state func
storms and the influences of heat
Church, Rev. H. H. Marr’s subject
to hand quoting from weather rec * M. B. Perry’s handsome Franklin tion, to be determined by local con
and cold. Earth has no rock of
for the morning service at 10.30 will
MICKIE SAYS—
ords of a century ago which would Airman sedan was destroyed by fire ditions which are so varied as to
ages in the sense of things eternal.
be “Andrew Bringing His Brother To
seem to prove otherwise.
Mild last night at Crawford Lake. Mr. make a sweeping national regulation
It is the belief of all Christians
Christ;” evening service at 7.15, sub
springlike weather even ihcluding a and Mrs. Perry had been at their cot policy altogether undesirable.
that the Saviour is the Rock of
"The Wrong Kind of Repent
thunderstorm prevailed in January of tage and upon starting for home the The Grange is in a peculiarly
AOVGRTlSlUfi- IS OUE OP *WV
Ages. If that belief and hope ject,
ance." Sunday school will meet at!
1832 until the last week of the month machine took fire and all efforts to strong position to fight the proposed
FEW SAFE IUVESTMEMTS
is vain, then as the great Apostle
12; Epworth League at 6 q’clock; j
when the curious parallel to this year save it were unavailing.
Department of Education, because Of
THAT WILL BAY MORE TWAU
declared, “we are of all men the
midweek
service
Tuesday
evening
at
was broken with several days of ab
its widely-understood support of
SIX PER. GEMT-s-JUST
most miserable.” To Him we 7.15.
normal cold, going to 18 below in
WHAT IT WILL PAY DEPENDS
Nelson fi. Cobb of Fuller-Cobb-Da such educational projects in the past
turn, in the extremities of life,
• * * *
Boston. Most people are just as well vis, died shortly before midnight last as have been for the public good,
ON HOW CLEVERLY YOU USE
with faith and confidence. After
satisfied that history did not repeat night at his home 558 uiain street, and its own reputation as "the great I the mountains and rocks have all
The pastor of the Littlefield Memo- j
IX AMD HOW YOU BA&K. IT
itself too closely.
-j
UP WITH SERVICE
after being confined to his bed five school out of school” for training I crumbled into the deep; Christ rial Church, Rev. L. G. Perry, will i
preach in the morning from the sub
weeks. The deceased would have young men and young women to do
will be still the Rock of Ages.
Miss Marian E. Starrett is having been 86 years old next month. Fu for themselves. This is certain to be
ject, "The Ideal Man.” The choir
"When my eyelids close in death
a few days’ vacation from the Maine neral services Sunday at 3.30. Obitu a lively subject for discussion by
will sing the anthem, “The Road
Let me hide myself ln Thee.”
Music Company.
W. A. H.
With Jesus” with Mrs. Grace Fish
local groups throughout the country,
ary mention deferred.
and Mrs. Christine Dorman. The
the Granges especially, as the proElmer B. Crockett is confined to
junior church will meet at 10.30 in
The Rockland High School girls' ponehts of the plan further urge it
At the Congregational Church to the vestry. Sunday school meets at
his home on Rockland street by
basketball team sustained its first de at Washington.
morrow
morning
Mr.
Rounds
will
11.45, classes for all ages. The third
severe attack of grippe.
« « » •
feat on a home floor since 1918 last
preach on the subject, “The Recov meeting of the contest will be used at
night when the Camden High lassies
A
small
Grange
in
Connecticut
ery
Of
Life.
”
The
Church
School
Will
Mrs. Corinne Edwards is in charge triumphed 27 to 24. Rockland boys
the B.Y.P.U. meeting at 6.15 with
of the supper_ being given tonight won decisively over the Camden ran a one-day fair, in a sparsely convene at the noon hour. The Com Miss Vivian Chaples as leader. This
settled rural community and cleaned rades Of the Way will meet in the church has a fine orchestra that ac
frOm 5 to 7 at Legion hall.
quintet 36 to 7, though It is under up $850 net profits!
vestry at 6 o'clock for the social companies the singing at the evening
stood that the latter team was with
• « « •
period and at 6.30 for the program.
service and there will also be special
Mrs. Charles G. Hewett has been out the Services of one of its regulars.
Few projects are more interesting
music. The subject of the pastor’s
substituting at the office of Dr. R. W It was the sixth victory this season
than those being undertaken in the
First Church of Christ, Scien sermon will be, “The Question of
Bickford in the absence of Mrs for the locals.
great Northwest seeking to bring tist, comer of Cedar and Brewster Eternal Significance.”
School of
Geneva Huke.
Waldoboro baseball fans are im back to usefulness the great barren streets, Sunday services are at 10.30 Missions meets Monday evening at
and
the
subject
of
the
lesson
sermon
wastes
in
Oregon,
Washington
and
7 and the missionary prayer meeting
The Auxiliary of the Sons of Union patiently awaiting the arrival of
Veterans meets Wednesday with sup spring so that they may complete the Idaho, whose entire vegetation has tomorrow will be “Love.” Sunday Will be on Tuesday evening at 7.30.
per at 6 p. m. The evening meeting Construction of the new baseball been destroyed by devastating for School is at 11.45. Wednesday eve the subject “Missions in Burma.”
will be devoted to business.
grounds. The diamond was practi est fires. Re-seeding projects run ning testimony meeting is at 7.30.
The last sermon in the series on,
cally completed before winter set in, ning into thousands of acres are The reading room is located at 400
The meeting of Browne Club sched and considerable money has already being instituted by .organizations, Main street, and is open week days “The Winning Partnership,” now
m.
being given at the morning services
uled for last evening has been post been expended. The grounds a!re corporations and individuals, and from 2 until 5 p.
♦ # ♦ »
of the First Baptist Churih will be
poned to Monday evening, to be held located on the Scott property on thc there is little general realization of
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni preached Sunday, subject, “Is the
at the home of Mrs. Charles Whit Friendship road, a short distance the extent to which these great
burned-over and logged-over locali versalist Church at 10.45 will have Purpose of this Partnership Worth
more, Granite street, with Mrs. Olive from the village.
ties are having their vegetation re as the topic of his sermon “The while?” The choir will sing, “Come
Wilson assisting.
The private skating party in the stored through these public-spirited Treadmill of Toil.” The chorus Unto Me,” Pflueger, and “Hast Thou
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will observe Masonic building Thursday night efforts. One of the groups which is choir will sing “Gentle Holy Saviour,” Not Known?” Heyser. Mr. Fredrick
Same formula .. same price. Ia
Past Noble Grands Night Tuesday. saw the floor thronged with happy helping greatly in this respect is the Gounod and the quartet will present son will sing. "Empty Handed." The
original form, too, if you prefer
church
school
will
hold
its
session
at
the
anthem
“
They
That
Trust
in
the
A special supper will be served at 6, rollerites, Who are convinced that Giange, strong in all three of the
noon.
4The
Christian
Endeavorers
Lord,
”
C.
S.
Briggs.
Church
School,
with Mrs. Helen Paladino in charge. this has all other sports beaten a Northwest States, and especially
<16/COIDS
There will be a candidate and also mile. George Lewis was again the animated by a desire for service to the adult woman's class and the will hold their meeting at 6 o’clock
when
Carl
Fredrickson
will
complete
Knickerbocker
Class
(which
is
dis

an entertaining program.
manager, and in co-operation with the home community.
cussing the Bible and liberalism) will the message he began two weeks ago. overAwmTllion jars used yearly
Proprietor Clukey presented all
Estelle Hall, 76 Park street, was re sorts of novel stunts, not forgetting
In its effort to train rural people to
cently elected treasurer of the second the prize apples which were dis greater efficiency, the Grange has
year class at Farmington Normal tributed by a masked fairy, who had started three interesting projects
School. She is also chairman of the suddenly emerged from a packing rapidly being taken up in the various
music committee for the annual “B” case supposed to be too small to states. These comprise singing con
Hop which will be held March 5.
contain a human being The party tests, dramatic competitions and
saw a return to the surface of quite reading contests. New York led the
Yielding to the request of many a number of skaters who were active way in the first-named, Ohio in the '
friends. Dr. Neil A. Fogg, Rockland's in the sport when other rinks ex second and Michigan the third.
widely known surgeon, has consented isted in Rockland. Next Thursday Scores of people participate in these
to be a candidate for the representa night there will be a private mas contests each year, starting in local
tive nomination on the Republican querade skating party.
districts, then in county competi
ticket. His decision will be hailed with
tions, and finally in a state-wide
general satisfaction.
ALLEN Y. BOGGS
round-up, either at the state fair or
in connection with Farmers’ Week cr
Miss Joanna Colcord of New York,
Allen Y. Boggs, last surviving mem similar event at the state university.
formerly of Searsport, and a sister to ber of Cooper Post, G.A.R. of Union There’s real education ln such train
Lincoln Colcord the author, will be died Thursday night at his home in ing of rural people.
♦ ♦ ♦ •
sent abroad next summer in the in South Hope. He was the oldest resi
terests of the Russell Sage Founda dent of that town and said to be the
The fact that the Grange organi
tion with which she has been con oldest Mason in Maine in point of zation added 360 new units to its roll
nected for several years. She will membership. Funeral services will during 1931 in spite of industrial de
study the employment situation ln be held Sunday at 2 p. m.
pression and agricultural discourage
European countries and compile
ment is the more significant because
statistics for the Foundation.
Still getting calls to install Duplex of the extent to which this organi
convenience receptacles for $2.75, zation work was distributed. Not only
The House of David basketball cash only. A. T. Thurston. Tel. 648 did it cover almost 30 states, but in
team is to meet the Gamden Locals —adv.
stead of being done by a few paid or
tonight at 8 o’clock in the Y.M.C.A.
ganizers it was the result, largely, of
gym. This will be the first appear
Typewriters and adding machines volunteer effort exerted by membeis
ance of this unusual team which to rent. Huston-Tuttle Co. 11-13
ot the organization themselves.
comes from The House of David of
The Grange figures of year show
Benton Harbor, Mich. Their long
BORN
that 144 different persons organized
hair and full beards are familiar to JACOBS—At Thomaston, Jan. 27. to Mr. Grange units in the different locali
and Mrs. Louie Jacobs, a daughter.
many from the frequent pictures that
ties of the nation. Eighty-six' of thgse
Eloise.
have been published in the papers.
members organized one Grange
MARRIED
apiece; 20 organized two each; ten
The annual parish meeting of St HALLOWELL - DOUCETTE — At St. organized three each; and 28 organi
Joseph's
Catholic
Church.
Old
Town.
Peter's Episcopal church was held
Jan. 28. Albert Hallowell of Rockland zed four Granges apiece and upwards,
Wednesday night. Reports made by
and Miss Doris Doucette of Old Town. first honors going to a North Corollna
the rector and the various societies
hustler with 25 new organizations to
indicated that the parish is in good
DIED
his credit.
condition. These officers were elect BOGGS—At South Hope. Jan. 28. Allen
Much of the secret of Grange
Y. Boggs, aged 92 years. 1 month. 22
ed: Senior warden, Charles W.
growth and stability is here revealed
days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock.
Livingston; junior warden, Abram
the significant fact that membeis
Nye; vestrymen, Alton Decrow, Car COBB—At Rockland. Jan. 29. Nelson B. in
cafeb. aged 85 years. 11 months. 5 days, are interested enough in their organ
lyle U. Brown, Alexander Browne,
runeral Sunday at 3.30.
ization to go out into adjacent fields
Roy Estes, Lawrence Barbour, W. M. WARREN—At Vinalhaven, Jan. 26, Wil and as a volunteer task institute new
liam Warren, aged 66 years, 10 months. units of the Order. In spite of all the
Little and Charles Linscott.
CLOUGH—At Camden, Jan. 29. William,
Why not make some of those discarded things
S. Clough of Rockport, aged 74 years. discouraging conditions of the year
Mrs. Lena Merry, president of
10 months, 21 days. Funeral Monday the Grange more than maintained its
in
your attic gratify your desire for that cer
Fales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R., has
at 2 o'clock from Bowes & Crozier par membership during 1931 and is al
appointed these committees: Invest
lors, Rockport.
ready making substantial gains, both
tain new thing for which you have been yearn
igating, Mrs. Bernice Jackson, Mrs.
in new units and in intitiates, as a
IN MEMORIAM
Marcia Green and Mrs. Bertha Ever
List
your
items
in
ing?
In loving memory of Dorothy and starter for 1932.
ett; relief, Mrs. Mary Rogers, Mrs. Arlene
Johnson, who passed away Jan.
Bertha Everett, Mrs. Evelyn Cates and 29. 1930.
the “HOUSEHOLD
A big fight for biennial sessions of
Mrs. Susie Newbert; visiting, Mrs.
The precious ones from us are gone,
They still have value and usefulness for some
the Massachusetts Legislature has
GOODS for SALE”
The voices we loved are stilled.
Marcia Greene, Mrs. Elizabeth Barton,
Two places are vacant ln our home,
just been started, as the Grange in
Mrs. Susie Newbert and Mrs. Norah
one or you wouldn’t have saved them. Turn
Which never can be filled.
Section of The Cou
that state is moving for a referendum
Benner; work, Mrs. Ellen Flye, Mrs.
We think we can see their loving
seeking
to
rid
the
state
of
the
ex

that value into cash by locating those who
Susie Lamb, Mrs. Bernice Jackson
smile.
rier-Gazette’s Want
pense and burden of annual sessions
Although two years have passed
and Mrs. Mary Sistaire; finance, Mrs.
But ln our memories they still live.
_
would
welcome the chance to get them at a
of its law-makers. At a largely at
Susie Lamb., Mrs. Mary Sistaire and
Ads. Call 770 and an
And wUl until the last.
tended Grange convention a vote on
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton; press cor
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Johnson. Mr. and
fair price. Buyers are not hard to find.
Ad-Taker will help
respondent, Mrs. Bernice Jackson; Mrs. Arthur L. Marks. Mr. and Mrs. My the subject resulted 635 to 19 in favdr
• of starting the initiative proposal at
executive board. Mrs. Priscilla Smith, ron C. Drinkwater and family.
yota.
once, and all the energies of the
chairman, officers of the Circle
Hundreds of people are daily reading our Want
IN MEMORIAM
50,000 Grange membership in the
as members.
In loving memory of our baby Pauline, Bay State will be enlisted toward that
Ads just for such opportunities for procuring
who died Jan. 31. 1931.
end. As a first step towards the udStop tripping over long cords. We We miss her when the morning sun
usable things without paying the "first hand”
dertaking the Grange has challenged
Fills all the world with light.
are still installing Duplex conveni
the cares of the day are done
the Governor of the Commonwealth
ence receptacles for $2 75, cash only. After
And the twilight turns to night.
price.
to lend hls support to the change, and
A. T. Thurston. Tei. 648.—adv.
We long for a sight of her baby face
already lots of interest has been cre
Ahd the touch of her tlhy hands;
another could All her place ated in the vote of the Grange.
Just received one lot figured print There ne'er
she left us for God's fair land.
Only five states remain which have
panty dresses in sizes 2 to 6 yeafs. • Since
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard McFarland.
annual sessions of the legislature and
While they laSt only 29 cents each at
it is but a few years ago that Mass
Vesper A. Leach's, 366 Main street.—
achusetts went on to the biennial
adv.
1855
1932 election plan for state officers and
members of the legislature. The latter
Psychic palmist and psychologist
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
body ln the Bay State comprises 283
gives confidential advice on personal
Waldoboro
and
Rockland
members in both houses and holds
problems of life. Readings $1, hours
Highlands
an annual session that usually con
10 a. m. to 8 p. m. The Foss House,
Artistic Memorials In Stone
tinues about six months out of the
77 Park street, Rockland. Tel. 740. a
1228-tf twelve.
»•!?

THE

CHURCHES

FOR SATURDAY
Haddock Spawn
Fresh Caught Native
2 lbs 25c
Penobscot Bay Fish
Texas Spinach
Fancy Fresh Crisp
peck 15c
Clean Stock
Salted Peanuts 2 lbs 25c
Creamery Butter 2 lbs 53c

2 lbs 25c

Mixed Nuts

Perry’s Market
One cent a day
for safety
For a little less than a cent a day, ($3.00

a year) you can have safe deposit service
and protection for your valuable papers,

jewelry, and other articles. In a private

locked box in our vault they will be safe

from fire, theft, or misplacement, yet they
will be easily accessible.

We would be

glad to explain our safe deposit service to

you at any time, without obligation.

STAINLESS

VjCj^S

There is TREASURE

in your

ROCKLAND NATIONAL

Sank
ROCKLAND, MAINE
80 Years of Constant Banking Service

T

BUB

I HOME

WE DON’T BELIEVE THERE IS ANY OTHER
EXPERIENCE IN LIFE LIKE THAT OF PLAN
NING FOR AND ATTAINING A HOME.

Our institution specializes in loans for home buying and build
ing. We help people to home ownership by a practical plan that
means a small initial Investment—a very reasonable and conveni
ent repayment schedule, and fine protection against both loss for
the borrower and this institution.
Any family that will invest savings here and get a modest sum
ahead. Is in line for a home loan on terms that require but little
more than rent We are helping others. Let us help you.

ATTIC!

HOW TO ANSWER BLIND

CLASSIFIED ADS
In answering blind ads in these columns, please
be certain to use the precise address given in
the ads. Write the address plainly. Letters
brought to The Courier-Gazette office do not
require stamps. Always inclose your answers
in sealed envelopes. In reply to advertise
ments where references are asked for do not
send the original references—send copies of
them only.

Advertise in The

Courier-Gazette

Notice To Out Of City Readers
Ads containing only a phone number may be
answered by simply addressing a letter to that
phone number in care of The Courier-Gazette.

'^T’L

•

I

■ he House
of the Three
Ganders

bM Irving Bacheller
1®

W.M.Ui
SERVICE.

A Bacheller story of the “North Country” based
on a trial famous in the legal annals of New
■
York state. A typically human American story.
The woodsy setting, the quaint customs and
the highly humorous sayings of the countryside, the
unconscious nobility of its steadfast people, all blend
to make the distinctive flavor of a true Bacheller story.

IW

It will appear serially
in these columns
SYNOPSIS

CHAPTER I.—Exhausted, rag
ged, and starving, a boy of about
sixteen is found in the woods, and
befriended, by a camping party. He
has fled from his brutal father, Bat
Morryson. Bat comes after him, but
his new friends conceal him. Fed,
and in clean clothes, the boy, who
gives his name as Shad (Sheridan)
ls sent on his way to Canton, with
a letter to Colonel Blake.

CHAPTER II
The Fugitive Resorts to Strategy.
OON after Shad arrived at the
big log camp of Mr. Converse,
he and his guide crossed Bog lake
and set out for the railroad. A
freight and accommodation train
was waiting at a flag station. Shad
got aboard and went on to Fulton
Chain. He was advised to change
there to the express train bound for
Utica. This he did.
It was the Fourth of July. There
had been a celebration of the day
In the forest village. Shad stood in
the midst of a merry throng when
the express train arrived. After the
engine had passed he saw the head
of his father protruding from a
window of the smoking car. The
man was looking intently at the
crowded platform. The boy ducked
downward as if looking for some
thing he had dropped. He climbed
aboard a car near Wm wondering
whether he had better take that
train or wait for another. Perhaps
his father would get off there.
A happy lot of boys and girls sal
around him, blowing tin horns,
laughing, throwing Jests and mis
siles at one another. He had nevei
known that boys and girls could b«
so happy. A little after the train
started Bat Morryson came through
the car looking for his son. He
went to the end of the train and
back, his big red eye searching it
vain for the boy slave.
Shad got out with a large band
of merrymakers at Remsen. Sud
denly he discovered that his fa
ther was walking just ahead of him
with a stranger.
“If I don’t find the young devil
here, I'll buy a bottle o’ whisky an’
put fer home,” he was saying. “I’ve
had enough o' this.”
Shad left them at the next cor
ner and went straight Into the coun
try.
After some hours of travel he
came to a new-mown meadow by
the roadside where dried hay was
cocked or in windrows. He crossed
the fence, tore open a cock of hay
and made himself a comfortable
bed of tlie sweet-odorous grasses
and lay down upon it and fell
asleep.
He was up at daylight. About
midday he came to a little village
where were a railroad station and
a small hotel. At the latter he got
his dinner. Lirfe that afternoon
he got a train going north and ar
rived at Canton about six in tlie
morning. A bus driver told him how
to reach the house of Colonel Blake
two miles from town.
He set out in the direction Indi
cated and was soon beyond the vil
lage up toward the hills. He came
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to a little red house with flowers in
the dooryard and potted plants in
the windows. A small, mounted
brass cannon stood on one side of
the lawn. In the road a man and
his dog were driving some cattle.
“I'm looking for Colonel Blake's
house,” said the boy.
“I wouldn't wonder if you were
also lookin' for some breakfast," tlie
man answered.
“I am kind o’ hungry.”
“Well, hunger is like every other
good tiling. It can be carried too
far. You can let go of it as soon
as I have put out these cattle. I’m
hungry myself."
“I'm awful hungry,” said the boy.
“I've got money to pay for what I
eat.”
“Look here, did you see that can
non in nty yard?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Well, I shoot it at every man
that offers me money for victuals
after he's warned. If you've got
more money than you want, you can
throw some of It yitn my well.”
The cattle began streaming
through an open barway into the
pasture. When all were entered
and the bars put up the man turned
to the boy and said:
“Now follow me. We’ll tend to
Colonel Blake later.”
The sun was up. A clear, beau
tiful summer day had begun. They
washed with soap and cold water
dipped from a rain barrel at a stand
outside the door, nnd went into the
house and sat down at the breakfast
table.

“I Hope He’s as Fond of Ladies as
He Is of Flapjacks.”

They ate in silence, the hired girl
bringing their food from a stove.
“Look here, pard,” said the man.
“I'll tell you my name if you'll tell
me yours. Names are not impor
tant, but In high society they’re a
help.”
“My name is £had Morryson,”
said the boy.
“It's quite a mouthful. My name
ls AI son Blake.”
“Be you Colonel Blake?”
“Yes. That's what they call me.”
“Here's a letter for you.”
Shad drew the letter from his
pocket and put it in the colonel's

hands. The latter opened and
read it.
“Converse! He knows a good
thing when he sees it, and I guess
he’d know a good boy.”
Blake's wife and daughter en
tered the room with a cheery greet
ing, and sat down at the table.
“He’s a boy come up the road
this mornin'," the colonel said to
his wife. “I hope he's as fond of
ladies as he is of flapjacks.”
Mrs. Blake was a kindly, comely
woman about forty years of age.
The blond, blue-eyed girl was
dressed for school.
"This girl Ruth Is our Professor
of Fun.” said the man.
Shad was blushing. He and the
girl had taken a quick survey ol
each other and come to conclusions.
The young have a special gift for
that. Shad thought that next to a
Bpotted fawn she was the most
beautiful creature he had ever seen.
When he looked at her it was to
discover that she was looking at
him. The same was true of the girl.
Colonel Blake saw it all and smiled.
In a moment he said to the boy:
“We’ll go down to the office. I'll
give you a letter to a friend of
mine over at Amity Dam who told
me that he wanted a boy to work In
his store.”
,
The colonel and the boy went outof-doors. It was the tender-heart
ed, Impressionable Mrs. Blake who
made all this a part of our history.
She called to her husband. He re
turned to the house.
“Who ls that beautiful boy and
where did he come from?" the wom
an asked.
“He’s a runaway—a kind of fu
gitive slave."
“What a shame!
His smiling
handsome face has won my heart.
Let’s keep him here a day or two
and give him a chance to rest."
“We'll ask him. I rather guess
he'd like it.”
So It came about that the boy tar
ried a day and'a night at the red'
farmhouse. A new experience had
come to Shad. Women had been
hard to get along with. He had had
a poor opinion of them. He felt
something immeasurably grateful
and wonderful ln the motherly, gen
tle manner of Mrs. Blake and ln the
beauty and grace of her daughter.
Ruth did not go to school that
day. She entertained the boy with
the photograph album and with cro
quet and throwing and catching a
ball. They were pleased with all
this, but their Joy came from a
different source; perhaps from look
ing into each other's eyes and from
a singular emotion quite new to
them.
At last they sat down very tired
ln the swing under the big maple
tree. “Where is Colonel Blake?" the
boy asked.
“Oh, he's gone to town. He's a
lawyer. He’s the district attor
ney." the girl answered proudly.
"He goes away every morning. Are
you going with him tomorrow?”
“Yes, I must get to work.”
“Men are so hateful. They’re al
ways going to work."
Her hair was like spun gold, her
eyes were as blue as violets, her
voice was as musical and care free
as the song sparrows. They were
in that wistful stage of joyous, mu
tual discovery. The boy had found
in her eyes a something which he
could not forget.
She was wiser than he, for he
knew nothing of that mysterious
power in the eyes and form and
graceful movements of a maiden
which had produced the singular
emotion now ln his breast. Yet he
had the soul of a poet. Its love of
beauty and its quick perception.
She told him of her school and
her studies.
“Oh-h!" he said wistfully. “I’d
like to go to school like that an*
learn to talk good like you an' wear
shiny shoes an’nice clothes. I want
to be a gentleman like yer father
and Mr. Converse.”
She looked Into his eyes, saying:
“You are an Interesting boy. I
never saw anyone like you."
“I'd just like to stay here,” he
said. “If I had a thousand dollars
I’d give it to you.”
“What for?”
“I dunno. Fd Just like to. That’s
the way I feel. I'm not exactly
sure how it feels to be happy. I
wouldn’t wonder if I had got it.”
Tills curious variety of love-mak
ing filled the most delightful day
that Shad had known. That eve
ning Colonel Blake returned. After
supper the colonel told of his ad
ventures in the wild West hunting
Apaches and grizzly bears.
In the morning when the boy
stood with Colonel Blake by the
buggy which was to take them to
town, Ruth called to him from the
door. He went to her.
“Will you write me a letter?” she
asked.
He promised to do so. Stie shook
his hand and ran away into the
house. She did not even say goodby.
Shad returned to the buggy blush
ing and smiling; his blood was flow
ing fast The colonel laughed. Mrs.
Blake kissed her husband and tlie
lad.
“They’ll watch you in that
store,” she said. “Of course you’ll
work hard and be strictly honest.
We love you and we want you to
succeed.”
Those were the best words that
Shad Morryson had ever heard. He
did not forget them. The first tim
ber in the real structure of ills life
had found its place. Now for the
first time happiness had come to
him. He was no longer a lonely,
discouraged, life-sick lad. He was
at last fully alive.
In town the colonel bought for
Shad a supply of shirts, socks and
underclothing and neckwear.
The Blakes had much to say of a
singular charm ln the personality
of the lad who had thus come to
them. The colonel’s Inquiries soon
led to the discovery of an Interest

ing fact. The boy's mother was
said to be a great-great-granddaugh
ter of that brother of Napoleon
Bonaparte who, late in the Eight- ,
eeuth century, had had a hunting
lodge in northern New York and .
who for a time had occupied the I
throne of Spain. It helped to ex
plain the mental keenness of the boy
and tlie noble shape of his head and
the beauty of his countenance.
•
••••••
In his offee Colonel Blake was
not at all like the man Shad had i
met at tlie farmhouse. He was dig- '
nifled. The rude Yankee dialect
which he had used on the farm was
dropped when he entered the office. •
Business was mostly a serious mat
ter with him. In his view the farm
was a Joke, and there he played. A j
part of his play was the rude dia- ’
lect of the countryside.
He took Shad to the inner office, j
and. calling a stenographer to his
desk, dictated a letter of introduc
tion for the boy to Mr. Ephraim
Smithers of Amity Dam. When I
the letter was typed and signed he i
put it in Shad's hands, saying:
“Take a train to Ashfield at i
eleven.
When you get there In- '
quire your way to Amity Dam. It
will be a five-mile walk for you.
Have you money?”
“I've got twenty-one dollars ln tny
pocket,” was the proud answer of
the boy. “Mr. Converse give It to
me.”
“Keep it a secret and hang on to
It. Good-by.”
The boy had almost two hours
to spend before train time. He
walked around the village, to him a (
wonderful place, with its town hall I
and houses and stores that looked
large and Important He had
never written a letter. He had
seen only three or four letters ln
all his life.
“I don’t know how I'd go to
work to write a letter,” he said to
himself. “I’m too ignorant. I’ve
got to learn something. I’ve got to.',’
The store windows interested him.
It is significant that he should have
stopped longest in front of a book
store gazing wistfully at a lot of
books. The merchant observed him
and came out with the familiar
query:
“Is there anything we can do for
you?”
“I want to learn a lot o’ words I
don't know."
Soon he bad bought a pocket dic
tionary. a small diary, a lead pen
cil and a cheap watch. With these
treasures he went to the station and
began at once, while he was wait
ing, to study the dictionary. He ar
rived at Ashfield and learned his
way to Amity Dam. The day was
far spent. Mr. Smithers read the
colonel’s letter. He was a beard
ed, solemn-looking man of middle
age with a gentle voice that soft
ened the price of dry goods and
won the confidence of women.
“I’ll give you a trial,” he said.
“Ten dollars a month and board is
all I can pay you.”
Shad agreed to these te?ms.
“Sit down here and rest your
self,” said the merchant of Amity
Dam. “We’ll go home about nine
o'clock.”
After Shad rested a while. Mr.
Smithers showed the boy his estab
lishment from cellar to garret. U
was the usual country store of that
time. Mr. Smithers wrote out for
the boy a list of his many duties.
Before they went home the mer
chant gave Shad a lesson in wrap
ping packages.
Mr. Smithers lived ln a frame
house near the store. His wife was
a kindly gray-haired woman. With
a candle in her hand, she led the
boy to his room above stairs, where
she lighted a small lamp and put
It on a little table at his bedside.
Two books lay on the table. One
of them was the story of Toby Ty
ler. He had learned to read, but
he had never read any book save
the First and Second Readers. Be
fore he slept he made this entry ln
his diary:
“I love Kurnel Blake an’ all his
folks. Walked from Ashfield to the
store in an hour and 20 minutes."
It was an entry of greater Im
portance than he knew.
The days were filled with Joy for
the homeless lad. He was quick to
learn. He enjoyed his work.
One day a tall brown-bearded
man entered the store. Shad was
alone talking with a boy known ln
the neighborhood ns Bony. The
man had a serious face and a brisk
manner.
,
“Hurry up, boy, and give me a
pound of the best tea,” he com
manded.
He paid for his purchase and
hurried out of the store. This
stranger was not like any other
person Shad had seen ln Amity Dam.
“Who Is that?" he inquired of
Bony.
"That, sir? It’s Cyrus Doolittle.
We call him ’Cyrus the Great.’ He
hurries more an’ does l#ss than any
man I know of. He's a politician.
He’s the great man of the town."
Bony was a born satirist. A slim
hatchet-faced lad with a sense of
humor, he worked at odd Jobs here
nnd there.
“If you want to know more about
Cy Doolittle, you ask ol’ Bumpy
Brown 'bout him.”
“Who is Bumpy Brown?” Shad
asked.
“He’s the best dammer in Amity
Dam. Now an' then he takes a
holiday an’ sets down comf'table
an' spends it cussin’ Cy Doplittle.”
This somewhat fanciful introduc
tion being ended, the boy endeav
ored to restrain his Imagination
■with no great success, while he pre
sented the outstanding facts in Mr.
Brown’s biography.
“Bumpy is an old feller with a
wooden leg who lives ’bout three
miles away in the cur’usest shack
yon ever see. It's on the shore of
the river. As a liar he'd take the

first premium at the county fair.
Nobody believes him.”
“Don't he like Mr. Doolittle?" I
“Hates the ground he walks on..
He’ll start from Piermont sober and.,
with no help that anyone knows of
but the scenery, he'll be drunk whenl
he gits here. He never carries a bot-'
tie. It’s a mystery. He’ll set an’
lean ag'ln’ the telephone pole op
posite this store and laugh and
cuss Cy till the cows come home.
When he thinks he’s ruined Cy
enough he'll limp off down the
road. He can walk as fast as any
body.”
*
Tlie boy laughed.
That day Shad received a pack
age of books from Colonel Blake;
school books and some tales by
Oliver Optic. The kindly Mrs. Smith
ers began to help him evenings
with his grammar and arithmetic.
He wrote many letters to Ruth
Blake. They did not satisfy him.
They violated a hidden growing
sense of artistic propriety. He
studied and burned them.
On a September afternoon he got
leave to go with Bony to the fair in
Ashfield. There Shad came face to
face with the sister of his step
mother—a young French woman of
the name of Ba’tiste. Shad treat
ed her to lemonade and she prom
ised not to tell anyone that she had
seen him.
One day Bumpy Brown came oat
and sat In his accustomed place on
the corner of Amity Dam. Shad
went out of the store for a look
at him. Old Bumpy was in an ad
vanced stage of Inebriation. He was
muttering "Rascal!” “Dirty sneak!’’
and like words of bitter scorn. As
Shad approached
the old man
looked at him and nodded with a
smile. He was about sixty years of
age.
“Hello, b«y!” he said.
Bumpy Brown wa9 not often
drunk. Three or four times ln a
summer he went on a spree and
when that happened he came al
ways to Amity Dam. He was then
so harmless and quiet that no one
interfered with his pleasure.
Shad was deeply interested ln the
curious man. He had to hurry back
to the store. As he left the drunk
ard called out laughingly: “And
there lay round upon the ground
great heaps of so’gers."
Bumpy’s assessment of Doolittle
did not agree with the sentiment
of the countryside. While people
thought Doolittle a showy man, not
overfond of work, who was deeply
indebted to the bounty of his fatherin-law, with whom he lived, every
body respected him or seemed to,
everybody but Bumpy Brown and
the boy Bony Squares. However,
Bony was nobody. He came from no
where. Moreover, he was down on
the whole village. Mr. Doolittle
was the friend of every great man
in the county. He was a supporter
of the church. He spoke at polit
ical meetings.
That evening Shad was probably
the happiest boy in the county. Tlie
mail had brought him a letter from
Ruth Blake. Three times he had
read it and then had put the treas
ure very carefully in his pocket.
Often he touched it with his fingers.
Ruth and her mother and father
had invited him to their home. He
felt like a person of importance.
Looking at the letter had brought
back to him the singular elation
which had come from looking into
her eyes, from the feel of her hand.
Shad was getting along. He had
better manners. He had studied
the grammar ami dictionary. He
had shaken off his rude dialect He
had not yet learned how difficult It
was to shake off the thing called
background. History ls often like
a wolf on the trail of a stag.
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riau, our first detective story writer,
to Philo Vance, has perhaps at
tained thnt distinction from the
very fact that lie was ouly part
fiction.
When Conan Doyle, creator of the
character as we know him, was a
medical student at Edinburgh uni
versity, he became a pupil and
friend of Dr. Joseph Bell, then pro
fessor at the university, later mem
ber of the medical staff of the Roy
al Infirmary of Edinburgh. Doctor
Bell gained his first fame as a diag
nostician ; through methods of acute
observation of detail and keen an
alysis, he solved mysteries of dis
ease that had baffled all others.
Later he applied similar methods
to crimes that chanced to come to
his attention, and gained such a
reputation for solving cases that he
was frequently called in by tlie
crown prosecutors and even by
Scotland Yard to aid in unraveling
their most intricate mysteries.
Doyle, who often mentioned his
debt to Doctor Bell, described his
“sharp, piercing eyes, eugle nose,
and striking features,” and his hab
it of holding his hands before lilm,
fingers together, when observing a
client, and of making decisions only
after observing every Insignificant
detail, a method familiar to every
admirer of Sherlock Holmes,
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HORIZONTAL
1-Was uncertain in
action
8- Measure of length
9- Man's name
11-Only
12- Vehicle on runners
15-Time period
17-Large bird of prey
19-Organ of hearing
21-To take notice
23- Observe
24- Prefix. Between
25- First president of
Germany
27- Guided
28- A tuft of feathers
worn on a helmet
(ph)
29- Ascend
32-Earth (Latin)
35- Fatigue
36- End

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
33-Underground part
of a plant
39- Prefix. Upon
40- Mind*
42- Lyric poem
43- Girl’s name
45-Frigid
47- Youth
48- Employ
49- Wakeful

2- Before
3- lnflamed place on
the skin
4- Oplnions
5- Passage-way
6- Story
7- Point of compass
(abbr.)
10- Produced
11- Chum

l Solution to Previous Puzzle)

WARREN

VERTICAL (Cont.)
13- Contider
14-Changed by degrees
16-Plunder
18-S. Atlantic State of
|
U. S.
20-Coneum-d
22-Rub out
24-One who hoards
■
money
26- To fasten
27- Attorney (abbr.)

30- Tear

VERTICAL

unique

HOLMES,

the detectives of litera
Stureamong
from tlie wily Lecoq of Gubo-

20

31- A flower
33- Land measure
34- A bar
36- Exchange
37- Commercial weight
used in China and. ’
Japan
40- Hillside (Scot.)
41- Part of face
44-Tha whole
46-The (Fr.)

9e------------A Czech Spa—Small But Good
Tucked away In a fold of the
Krkonose Mountains ln Czechoslo
vakia. you will find Johannisbad, or
as it is now called, Janske Lazne. It
is small, but very good. Nestling at
the foot of the Black Mountain it is
closely girdled by towering pines and
rdfreshed by mountain air. Four
hours by road and six by train from
Prague, some 8,000 persons a year
seek it out for relief from jaded
nerves. It has a fine corps of medical
experts and both warm and cold
mineral springs and in some cases
radio-active, while its hotels and
coffee houses, are good. In winter it
is a good skiing center and the to
boggan run down the Black Moun
tain is one of the most famous in
that part of the world.

if*. >111. WMtsra Nmrapapar Union.)

CLARK ISLAND
John Caven is improving in health.
Mr. and Mrs. David Ooltart of
Cambridge, Mass, have been visiting
his sister Mrs. Charles Rowland.
Miss Margaret McKnight and Miss
Alena Young were callers at Mrs.
Charles Simpson's last week.
Mrs. Wilbur Allen is rapidly gain
ing in health.
Mrs. Charles Simpson and Mrs.
James Harrison walked to Rockland
last Saturday morning to do some
shopping.

Florida’s Best
More Suns/un€
Less Rain
Wonder/ul Place for

Recuperation

Superb fishing from pier
at. Surf beach, no under*
tow. 18 *hole_________ ____
Club house on the beach. Swimming
I pooL 1OO room*, 100 bath*. Orchestra.
I First-class patronage. Reasonable rate**

Mrs Nettie Vinal has been ill.
Mrs. Maude Field of Revere, Mass.,
If the Japanese demand the right
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
to chase bandits out of places, why
Cogan.
GEORGE KREAMER •
Wyandotte HoeaLBcflpoet, IX
The birthday
anniversary of not give ’em Chicago to play with?—
San
Diego
Union.
Thomas Wildey, founder of the Re
bekah Lodge, was fittingly observed
Monday evening at the regular meet
ing of Mj-stic Rebekah, Mrs. Edna ■
FLORIDA
White reading a sketch of his life. j
MIAMI’S
An amusing feature of the enter-,
tainment was the two contests, of'
Ideal Retort Hotel
flowers and kitchen utensils, winner
Convenie-.t to ait point* of interest—Modem in every way.
of the former being Leda Martin, the
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
consolation going to Viola Durgin;
surround the hotel
Many rooma with private balconies.
in the latter George Starrett was the
winner, and Mrs. Herbert Waltz low
HOTEL
est. Candy was served.
The Twelve Club met Wednesday
evening with Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Corner Second St. and First Ave.
Libby, all the members being present.
High scores were made by Mrs.
RATES: (European)
Oaaa*»
Single *2.60 to *8 00 dally
George Counce and Clarence Spear;
October)
Double *4.00 to *12.00 dally
consolation. Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Spear.
Hotel
As a special feature a portion of the
evening was devoted to the playing
of popular parlor games.
Mrs. Helen Maxcv was at home the
TO BE CONTINUED
first of the week from Fuller-Cobb^
Davis because of illness.
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
Rev. Howard A. Welch conducted
the funeral services of Freeman
Hamilton at Rockland Wednesday
afternoon.
Mrs. A. V. McIntyre was hostess to
six tables of bridge Wednesday aft
ernoon. First honors went to Mrs.
Nellie Wellington, consolation to Mrs.
Marjorie Allen.
Maynard Creamer is assisting
Harry Gordon in putting a window in
You’ll enjoy Mopping at
the roof of the house owned by Mrs.
thia ultra-modern hotel.
K. J. Overlock.
Located “a step from
John Connell Sr., returned Thurs
day to his work at the mill after be
Broadway”, overlooking
ing confined to the house with a bad
world-renown Times
ly wrenched leg.
Square. The city's most
The chemical was called out Thurs
interesting places, thea
day morning to a chimney fire in the
tres, smart shops, busi
Andrews’ rent on Union street,
ness centers are all near
Mrs. Nancy Spear was guest Thurs
by. 1400 outside pdbms,
day of Mrs. Thomas Copeland.
each with a private bath
Mansfield Robinson and Miss Helen
(tub and shower), a radio
Robinson, who have been in Water
and servidor. Note sur
ville the greater part of this week,
prisingly moderate rates.
are expected to return home today.
sioGLt •a-ss.ss-sd
Leland Peabody who has been ill,
XwKU,
was able to be up again Friday.
The changeable weather has caused
many cases of grippe.
Austin Russell of Ellsworth was
visiting relatives in town Thursday.
William Ring and Miss Gertrude
44 u> 45 st*.
Esancy of South China were supper
ROY MOULTON
guests last Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
atMiAva^N-Y.
Manager____
Roland Starrett.
Mrs. Inez Libbv of Thomaston was
guest Friday of Mrs. Herbert Ker.niston.
Louie J. Drewett, teacher of the
Faeitcn system of pianoforte instruc
QUEER LOOKING GARDEN tion; beginners a specialty. Tele
phone Warren 3-11—adv.
*

GRALYNN

□

TOOL
Ann says when she was visit
ROCKVILLE
ing at Grandma’s she saw a queer
Mr .and Mrs. Vesper Hale are re
looking thing that grandma used ceiving congratulations on the birth
to cut the hedge with and snip of a daughter Thursday afternoon.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
the flowers with sometimes,
too. If you take a pencil and Jaseph have received word that they
join all the numbered dots to are now at St. Petersburg. Fla, reg
istered at Princess Martha Hotel.
gether, starting with dot number
Following the torrential downpour
one and ending with dot number Wednesday the harvesting of ice on
twenty, you will see what Ann Chickawaukie Pond in the near
drew when I asked for a picture future seemed rather dubious, the
surface covered with water and the
of the odd-looking tool.

edges in many places free and open.
The lowering temperature Thursday
Before cooking beef liver, pour boil however sealed the surface and gave
ing water over it to draw the blood a more hopeful aspect. There are
out.
some smooth
spaces providing
skating now.
What's the use of so much merg
Mrs. Dana A. Sherer spent Thurs
day with Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Sherer
Let's make 1932 a Leap Year Up ing unless it results in emerging?
Weston (Ore.) Leader.
of the West Meadows.
ward.—Christian Science Monitor.

COLUMBUS
HOTEL
On Biscayne Bay

MIAMI, FLORIDA
Sixteen

doors

of

luxurious comfort

where modern appointments and
thoughtful service contribute a more

of happiness to

ample measure
smart

living.

Convenient to

important attraction in the
Miami area.

«

«

«

greater

«

11

every

«

“ European or American Plan
Wm. M. Gale, Manager

<

Biscayne Room
Dining salon de
luxe. Rendezvous
of the smart cos
mopolitan group

• Overlooking Bis
cayne Bay, Bay:
front Park aim
the Atlantic Ocean.

Every-Other-Day

r
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ROCKLAND AS IT IS TODA K

FORD SERVICE...
By Expert Workmen
With Expert Equipment

Water Company Machinery Is Given Some
Attention By An Observant Citizen—
Some Dusty Water Facts

With our ability to handle
your car expertly you’ll be
agreeably surprised to learn
how cheaply a good job can be
done within a reasonable time.

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
SALES

,

583 MAIN STREET

SERVICE

“MICKY &

• * * •

The general offices of the com
pany are in Rockland, situated on
Lindsey street and embracing the
properties known as the Lindsey
house. The brick structure has
been improved, yielding a commodi
ous business office, officers' rooms
and four modern apar’ments. A
large workshop, storage depart
ment, meter room and parts room
utilize the annex space. At the rear
is a modern five car garage and a
pipe storage yard. The Main street
side of the property, once the lawn
of the Lindsey house, is occupied by
’lie handsome three-store Chisholm
block.

ROCKLAND

PHONES S33—331

HIS MA”

mickexRun to the

STORE AND &ET ME. L
R Bottle or stuffed
„ Olives s—=r7
Cyes£)

Kt)

GRAN'MA SEZi“She’d trust me to go to the store for a
lot of things, but when it comes to furnishings for her home, she wants to pick them
'out herself.” She sez most women don’t
realize how important those things are, or
•they’d go to Studley’s.

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

COMPLETE-HOME
61 PARK ST.

FURNISMING5

ROCKLAND, MAI NE

PLUMBING AND HEATING
/

INSTALLING—REPAIRING

Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
ASK L’S ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT

WILLIAM T. SMITH
477 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

SLAVERY

oilBURNER
Tower Oil Burners have made a reputation for themselves in this
locality. We also handle extra quality Range and Fuel Oil

THURSTON OIL CO.
TILLSON AVE.,

TT”

ROCKLAND

its supply and the State takes a
lively interest in making assurance
doubly sure in this connection.
Rockland and vicinity may well be
congratulated on the splendid
quality of the water supply. This
is still further protected by modern
chlorinators, available for instant
use as necessity arises. Samples are
sent monthly to the Augusta au
thorities and the company officials
are happy in receiving regularly
most satisfying reports.

j
1
j

j

J
|

j

• • • •

With characteristic curiosity Mr.
Learning delved a bit in local his
tory to find that the original Rock
land Water Company, often called
The architect’s idea of the home property of the Camden & Rockland Water Co., published long before the build the Farnsworth company, was
ing was remodeled. Later building developm ints have closely followed the original ideas.
chartered in 1850 “to supply pure
When that observant citizen I. storage plants: a 2,750,000 gallon Camden responded splendidly to the water to the village of Rockland.*'
M. Learning turned the tap, satv reservoir on Juniper Hill, overlook company’s appeal to help better the It secured its water from the so,
the water flow and tasted its fine ing Rockland; a 35 foot by 80 foot conditions. Pipes were lowered and called “mill pond” on Meadow
flavor, his natural curiosity sent standpipe of 500,000 gallon capacity such improvements made that the Brook, just below the City Farm
him afield to find the why of it all in Camden and an elevated tank of pressure now reaches 124 pounds and by means of a hydraulic ram
with this result.
300,000 gallon capacity in Thomas at times and standpipe keeps full lifted it to the reservoir on upper
* * * *
Rankin street, the ruins of which
ton. These containers not only im by gravity flow.
The primary supply of the system prove the condition of the water but
Fire protection is an important may still be seen. This company
is Mirror Lake, sometimes called provide adequate supplies for very! function which the company takes survived until 1895. Meantime
Oyster River Pond, situated among heavy and sustained drafts in case j seriously. For example, in Rock along around 1885 or so the
the hills some 10 miles from Rock-1 of fires.
land two heavy pipe lines come Artesian Water Company sunk
• • • •
land in the town of Rockport.!
down from the Juniper hill regula wells on the Juniper hill site now
The job of carrying the precious
Of course water companies sup tor, giving almost unlimited volume. occupied by the reservoir. This
fluid to Rockland, Thomaston, j ply three main needs—domestic, in A third line which feeds Thomas company was soon taken over by the
Camden and Rockport is entrusted1 dustrial and fire protection. The ton can be cut over into Rockland newly formed Camden & Rockland
to the Camden, Rockland Water. C.^R. has 4700 domestic users and for emergency and vice versa. Water Co. which is still function
Co. This company uses 95 miles of; there are 242 hydrants in the area Likewise large mains running down ing, having purchased the old Rock
pipe for the purpose, the water j served. The Lawrence Portland east and west streets are now inter land Water Co. in 1895. The
flowing to all points by gravity | Cement Co. and the Camden mills sected at frequent intervals by large recesses of the Learning brain are
thanks to the fact that Mirror Lake are the principal industrial users, i mains running north and south so a bit dusty on detail but that is a
is 373 feet above sea level. This Domestic services are gradually be that hydrants in any particular area sketchy history as he got it. The
supply is supplemented W a reserve* ing metered to prevent waste, some involved in a big fire stand up under , C.&R. was organized by a local
supply gathered on the Thorndike j 1500 meters now being in use. This the drain because of the interlocking! group including M. Frank Crock
Brook watershed. The company works no hardship and benefits! sources of supply. Witness the ett, Sidney Bird, W. T. Cobb, C.
also has the right to take water from j everybody. For instance, before the heavy drafts for the Rockland H. Berry, W. S. White, George F.
Grassy or Fish ponds if necessity! days of metering, during cold snaps Wholesale Grocery blaze when ad West and others, many of the fa
arises, Chickawaukie Lake is also , the drain in Camden would be so jacent hydrants furnished ample miliar names still appearing on the
a reserve supply, readily available severe that the stand pipe would be Streams without the use of pumpinp directorate.
It has had three
through the medium of a big Diesel empty and pressure much lowered. engines.
presidents—Mr. Crockett,
Mr.
• • ♦ •
pump. It is seldom used however. | A booster pump was put in on West
Bird and the present incumbent,
The supply to the several towns! street, but at full power this failed
The most vital consideration of j Gov. Cobb. Allan F. McAlary is
is stabilized and protected by three to help the situation. The people of any water company is the purity of , operating officer.
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ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO., Inc.
Holmes St., Near Broadway,

Rockland

Tel. Rockland, 1107
Tel. Rockland Night 1 105—243

Distributors of

Elmore and Grandins Feeds

Dairy and Poultry Feeds
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Always Open Week Days
from 7 A. M. to 5 P. M.
HIGHEST QUALITY FEEDS AT

LOWEST PRICES

EVERYBODY LIKES OUR

BREAD & PASTRY
Because It’s Tasty and Fresh
All Our Products Baked Fresh
Every Day
Best Ingredients Used
DELIVERY SERVICE

SANDNER’S

HOME METHODS KITCHEN
476 MAIN STREET

TEL. 250

ROCKLAND

EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS
Insured and Bonded

TRUCKS DAILY BETWEEN

PORTLAND & ROCKLAND
AND WAY STATIONS
Reasonable Rates
Good Service
Local and Long Distance Furniture
Moving
3 Rockland St. Rockland, Phone 1134
515 Fore St. Portland, Phone Forest 1048

FOOD YOU LIKE
COURTEOUS SERVICE ALWAYS

• • » •

NEWBERT’S
RESTAURANT
ROCKLAND

308 MAIN STREET

TEL. 127 *

FISH AND SCALLOPS

FREDERICS
PERMANENT WAVE

LADIES’ FELT HATS

RODNEY E. FEYLER

Brings out the charm in your hair.
We Do All Kinds of Beauty Culture.

Marked Down to $1.00
and $1.98
r '

WHOLESALE DEALER

FISH PEDLER TRADE
A SPECIALTY

Fhone For Appointment

09

CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP

PARISIAN BEAUTY SALON
67 PARK STREET

Marie A. Laney

PHONE 898

hi

TELEPHONE 1191, ROCKLAND

“Save The Pieces”
We Weld’Em
It may look like a bad bump to
you ... but don’t give up so easily.
Bring it in to us, let us make it
look like it just came from the
factory.

ABRAM W. NYE
Telephone 585
AUTO REPAIRS
MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND

393 MAIN STREET,

r

DON’T GAMBLE
WITH FUEL OIL!

PRESCRIPTION EXPERT

KEEP HER HITTING

TRUCK-GARDENERS

ON ALL FOUR...WITH

With the approach of colder weather comes the ever

LARRO

present problem of home heating and winter health.

Larro builds heath that boosts production and holds

To those who have chosen oil heat

it up . . . eliminates off-feed days, constipation and

Dependability, Efficiency, Economy and

Concrete hot-beds will last indefinitely.

supply the correct fuel oil

And At l-5th Less Cost Than Coal

A. C. McLOON & CO.
TEL. 51

TEL. 378
ROCKLAND

MEMORIALS OF DISTINCTION
See your dealer

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Can

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

Will your wooden ones?

UDDER TROUBLE.

ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS

are assured, providing the correct fuel is used

we

WE DELIVER

422 MAIN STREET

GRAIN, FEED, FLOUR, SUGAR

Ease of Operation

QUICK SERVICE

CEMETERY WORK

J. B. HAM CO.
A. W. MARTIN, Manager
17 WALNUT STREET,

ROCKLAND

LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.

Dealers in
GRANITE AND MARBLE

New County Road

W. H. GLENDENNINQ
Telephone 502-W

TEL. 818

ROCKLAND

LINDSEY STREET,

ROCKLAND

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sidney Baldwin and Mrs. Thomas I that fishermen did not think it
Henry Newbert, Mrs. Nathan Arey, 1 dales, Capt. Leon Arey, score 58 to 39;
MONHEGAN
: referee, Lou Merrithew, umpire, Jack
Fernald of Southwest Harbor, who i worth while to set their traps. And
son Hollis and George Lawry.
was a guest.
Supt. David Duncan announces that Phillips.
j even now some of the men are still;
Natalie
Brackett
is
confined
to
the
At the Sunday morning service at a special collection will be taken next
Capt. Ellsworth Wallace made the trawling as they think there is more
house
by
illness.
Mrs.
H.
A.
Townsend,
accompanied
Union Church Rev. P. J. Clifford will Sunday, Jan. 31, at Union Church
trip
to
Boothbay
Harbor
recently
to
: in it than in lobster fishing at 20 [
by her niece returned Thursday from
Capt. Earle Field and Mate
take for his text "The Splendid Sunday school.
! East Boston, Mass., where she was Adolphe Stevens, made a special trip have some minor repairs made on cents, the present price.
Vision,” and in the evening, "Things
A public bridge party will be held i called by the death of her sister-in- to Boothbay Harbor Friday to have his boat, returning next day.
John Field of Portland came
That Abide." The male quartet will
Miss Florence Wincapaw who has Thursday to assist his brother Capt.
at Odd Fellows hall Thursday night, I law.
the reverse gear on the “Sylvia” at
sing at this service.
been confined to the house by illness Earl Field, who runs the mall boat
Marguerite Chapter, O.EB., will under auspices of Ocean Bound Re- ! The Four A’s were entertained tended to.
ls now able to be out again. Friends
Wednesday evening by Mrs. Scott
hold its regular meeting Monday , bekah Lodge.
A party was given by Miss Sidney ar ealso glad to hear that the health three times a week. Meantime John
will run the traps.
Mrs. Albert Wooster has returned Littlefield at her home on Pleasant { Baldwin for Natalie Orne, It being
night. There will be balloting.
The entertainment which was to
Miss Virginia Black left Friday for j from two weeks’ visit with relatives ; street.
her 11th birthday anniversary. Ice of her mother is also much im
proved.
I take place at the schoolhouse while
West Hartford, Conn., to resume in North Haven.
cream
and
cake
were
served
and
it
Housekeepers at Union Church
Mrs. Courtland Brackett and chil Mr. Clifford, school superintendent,
Mrs. Sada Robbins entertained the
teaching.
I circle Thursday were Rebecca Arey, was a good time enjoyed by all.
dren are afflicted with the prevail of Boothbay Harbor, was here has
Mrs. Charles Chilles will entertain Bridge Eight at her home Wednesday 1 Mrs. Ben Patrick, Mrs. Alex Smith,
Mrs. Harold Osgood and three ing colds.
been postponed until further notice.
the Saturday Night Bridge Club this night. It was a gift bridge party and Mrs. Annie Benner.
children are in Old Town where
So many children have been out of
a
chicken
supper
was
served.
The
week.
they
will
make
an
extended
visit
school on account of colds that no
William Warren, 66, died Tuesday
Mrs. Harry Wilson entertained the choice of the gifts went to Mrs. James
with Mrs. Osgood’s mother, Mrs.
WALDOBORO
Weary Club Wednesday at an all- Christie who won first honors.
at his home. He was the son of Mr. Grant. Mr. Osgood who accompanied school was held Monday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Burns
received
Douglass
White
arrived
here
Tues

day session.
and Mrs. Charles Warren. He was a them has returned home.
Charles H. Howard of Augusta has
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lawry enter ! a box of fruit Jan. 25 from Miss Sara quarryman by trade. Besides his
The sewing circle met at Harbor day from Portland. He will help his been the guest of his sister Mrs. Dora
Smith
of
Fruitland
Park,
Fla.
uncle,
Ellsworth
Wallace
with
his
tained friends Saturday evening at
Two lively basketball games were wife he is survived by one daughter Rocks Studio Wednesday afternoon. gang of traps. Douglass as a small Howard Yorke.
their home. The occasion was in
John H. Lovell has returned from
played
Wednesday night at Town Mrs. Eben Hutchins, and four sons, Those present were, Mrs. Dwight boy lived here on the island, later
honor of the birthday anniversary of
hall.
The
Flying Demons, Capt. Na Ralph, Lyford, Leland and Arthur, all Stanley, Mrs. Ernest Brackett, Mrs. moving to Portland with his parents. Boston where he accompanied his son
Mr. Lawry. He was remembered
William
Stanley,
Mrs.
Charles
Dyer.
to receive treatment.
town. Services were held at
Lobster traps are overboard once Ralph
with gifts. Lunch was served, includ thalie Smith, defeated The Whizzers, of this
At the meeting of Meenahga
home Thursday,‘ Rev. P. J. Clif Mrs. Kate McClain, Mrs. Earl Field more. It is the latest for a good
ing two large decorated birthday Capt. Elsie Holmquist, score 28 to 22; the
officiating. There were beauti and little daughter Betty, Miss many years that they have been set. Orange Monday evening 24 members
cakes, sandwiches and ice cream. referee, Louise Libby. The boys’ ford
Josephine Davis, Mrs. Maynard
and three guests were present. Dur
Those present: Capt. and Mrs. Oscar teams: Vinalhaven High School, Capt. ful floral offerings. Interment was i Brackett, Miss Ellen James, Miss I Lobsters have been so very cheap ing the lecturer’s hour, Mrs. A. P.
Lawry and son Alfred Lawry, Mrs. I Malcolm Hopkins, defeated the Aire- in Bay View cemetery.
VINALHAVEN

Jackson entertained with piano solos.
Mrs. Rena Crowell with readings and
A. P. Jackson spoke in an interesting
manner of a trip to Bar Harbor and
up the Cadillac mountain road. At
the next meeting, Feb. 8, box lunch
will be served.
Degrees were conferred Friday
evening at the meeting of King Solo
mon's Lodge F.&A.M. Supper followed
the work and. guests were present
from Damariscotta and Wiscasset.
Miss Edna Young entertained at
bridge at her home Thursday after
noon Mrs. W. G. Labe, Mrs. Nellie Ov
erlock, Mrs. I. P. Bailey, Mrs. Porter
Soule, Mrs. A. L. Shorey Airs. F. S.
Simmons and Mrs. Harold Clark.
Baptist Ladies' Missionary Society
will present the play, "Packing the
Missionary Barrel" at their regular
meeting in the vestry Feb. 5. Light
refreshments will be served.
The friends in this vicinity of
Hiram B. Mank were saddened to
learn of his death which occurred at
his home in East Waldoboro. He will
be remembered as a genial man al
ways interested ln community and
political affairs of the day. Although

not a member of any church he was
a firm believer in Methodism. The
beauty and profusion of flowers at
his funeral services testified to the
high esteem in which he was held.
The Woman's Club met Tuesday
afternoon with Mrs. W. G. Labe. The
usual program was omitted as an
open date was on the schedule, and
the time was passed pleasantly with
readings and games. Mrs. M.Louise
Miller sang two selections with Mrs.
Labe at the piano. Fruit salad, hot
rolls, angel cake and coffee were
served by the hostess assisted by Mrs.
A. L. Shorey and Mrs. C. B. Stahl, Mrs.
Miller and Mrs Stahl were appointed
as delegates to the State meeting of
the Maine Federation of Women's
Clubs in Augusta. The meeting next
week will be with Mrs. Miller who will
also give the paper of the afternoon.

WHO ARE THE

“HARLEM
HOTSHOTS”

O
•
7-tf
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NORTH HAVEN

THOMASTON

UNION

Mr. and Mrs. Edwards Matthews
Parker Stone is home from a two
Owing to the illness of Miss Mar
were in town for the Eastern Star in- ,
garet Ruggles the meeting of the Half weeks' business trip to Boston.
Tuesday morning what seemed like stallation.
Hour Reading Club scheduled for Feb.
Mrs. Edith Cameron attended the
2 trill be postponed until another an army of occupation arrived on the
date, notice of which will be pub Westport. A dozen or more travelling Grange lecturers' conference in Au
men, with bags, sample cases and gusta last week.
lished later.
The American Legion and* Auxiliary ;
General Knox Chapter D.A.R. will order books for spring and summer
held their regular business meetings I
meet with Miss Hortense "Wilson goods.
Ice-harvesters with Fresh Pond Tuesday evening, following which the I
Monday at 3 o'clock. A part of the
business of the session will be the clear of ice, are getting anxious about Legion boys were served oyster stew ’
and entertained by the ladies of the
election of delegates and alternates the summer supply.
to the Continental Congress and
Lawrence, youngest son of Mr. and auxiliary.
State conference.
Mrs. Walter Ayer was called to
Mrs. Vernon Beverage, recently met
Orett Robinson of Castine was at with a painful mishap. While lead Providence last week by the death of
ing a horse to water he fell, and the a brother-in-law, Walter Anderson
his home here Thursday night.
Mrs. Francis Tillson and daughter horse stepped on his hand. Fortu of that city.
Mrs. Margaret Pond of Portland
Leah and Mrs. John Tillson are bet nately, the horse was unshod. Dr.
ter of an attack of grippe. The two Woodman treated the wound and fa visited Mrs. M. C. Stephenson last
week and attended the O.E.S. instal
first named have been seriously ill. vorable conditions seem assured.
Mr. Tillson is at home for a short
Pupils of the High School this week lation, and many friends were glad to
time because of the illness of his wife are enjoying examinations, or at welcome her again.
The American Legion Auxiliary will
and daughter. He is working in the least, are taking their mid-year tests.
maintenance division of the State
North Haven listeners very much hold its regular card party this Sat
Highway commission.
enjoy the Rainbow broadcasters of urday evening. Jan. 30.
Mrs. Herbert Merry entertained at the Baptist Church of Rockland in I Officers of Seven Tree Grange •
bridge Thursday evening. Mrs. Nellie their half-hour program Wednesday ' were installed last Wednesday eveMcCoy, Miss Mary Hanley and Miss nights, 6 to 6.30. Fortunate the1 ning by Deputy James/Dornan and
Eliza Whitney. The highest honors church that has such a group under his assistants. The work was well
the leadership of Pastor MacDonald, done and much enjoyed by all. The
went to Miss Whitney.
Mrs. Henry Moran is ill at her assisted by Mr. Fredrickson. Before program consisted of vocal solos by
home on Georges street. Her daugh the establishment of the Bangor Aubyne Hawes. Louie^ CarrolL duet
Cameron;
“ Carroll
" and" Inez ”
ter Mrs. Ambrose Moody of Rockland station or any other in Maine, this Louie
correspondent thinks he was the first piano solos. Will Bryant and Miss
is caring for her.
J. Emerson Watts continues to to send an address out upon the air Coffin; readings by Bertha Bryant
from this State. It was done at the , and Mabel Grinnell. After the supshow some improvement.
home of Thompson Guernsey, nine Per a social hour was passed with
Miss Margaret Ruggles who has or ten years ago. upon the subject, music furnished by piano and two
been ill of grippe is now able to go “Shall we have another war?” The saxophones. Visitors were present
out.
station, established at Dover-Foxcroft from Good Will, Maple, White Oak,
Artemas Allen Sr. is still confined was finally moved to Bangor and be Pioneer and Evening Star Granges.
to the house by illness.
The officers: Herbert Hawes, worthy
came WLBZ.
The choir of St. John the Baptist
There were good congregations at master; Richardson Miller, overseer;
Church (Episcopal) presented the the church services Sunday In the Frank Grinnell, steward; Edith Cam
play "The Shannons of Broadway." evening the "Temperance Sermon,” eron, lecturer; Mabel Grinnell, chap
Thursday and Friday nights, with according to reports seems to have lain; Wilson Merriam, treasurer; Ada
Adelyn Bushnell and Marshall Brad- i been a timely word well-spoken. Merriam.
secretary;
Raymond
ford the chief attractions. They | Sunday morning the pastor will Rhodes, assistant steward; Claribelle
were well supported by Thomaston speak upon "What can the church do Miller, lady assistant steward; Walter
and Rockland talent, who are to be about it?” At night there will be Ayer, gate keeper; Lizzie Hawes,
commended for the rendering of their selections by the orchestra, and an Ceres; Nancy Ayer, Pomona; May
lines and general ability in acting. illustrated address upon "Three Re- Jones- Flora.
The floor of Watts hall was well publics in Central America.” These ; Harland Prescott was home from !
filled by a responsive audience, but views are exceptionally good, and the ' Bucksport for the .weekend
the lack of money in towm and vicin subject matter very informing. EvProject
leaders for the Farm Bu- )
"
ity was reflected in the size of the eryone is urged to attend. Sunday.is reau for the year are: Mrs. Belle
audience. The High School orchestra set apart for special prayer for the Kirniston. chairman; Mrs. Giace!
with Miss Alcada Hall as director success of the disarmament confer Williams, secretary; Mrs. Ida Goss,
played several selections. Candy was ence at Geneva.
clothing: Mrs. Lizzie Hawes, foods;
sold between the acts.
Mrs. Maude Calderwood, home man- ■
The
selectmen
are
auditing
ac

Mrs. Alfred M. Strout returned to
agement. The meetings will be held
this week.
her office work after a day at home counts
„
. „
_. in the I.O.O.F. banquet rooms. The
Frank Beverage was m Rockland f0Qd prQject leader
conduct ,he
with a bad cold.
first one Feb 10 subJects of inter.
Basketball Friday evening in New on business Tuesday.
castle, boys and girls teams of Thom
H. Gregory spent the weekend at
being “Use of Molasses” and,
aston High vs. boys and girls of Lin Vinalhaven with his grandparents,, "Washington Observances.”
coln Academy, resulted in victory for J Mr. and Mrs. James Gregory.
' At tbe last meeting of Bethel Reboth Thomaston teams.
A consignment of cedar boat plank bekahs there were eight of the oldMiss Marian Starrett has been on | was recently landed here from North ’
past grands present. The chairs
vacation this week from the Maine , Sedgwick for I. C. Whitmore.
I were filled by charter members. An
Music Store, Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sampson re- interesting program of riddles, songs
James Fales Jr., who is convales turned Tuesday from Portland hav- and readings was followed by a 1
cing from an operation for appendici ing been guests of Mr and Mrs. Fred bounteous collation. Next Mondaytis was up town Thursday and re Howard of South Portland. Mr. and evening will be roll call and it is received the glad hand from friends.
Mrs. Sampson and Mr. and Mrs. qUested that all members be presA current item in a Maine paper re Howard were also guests Sunday of ent antj answer to their names. The
ports buds on the lilac bushes. Stand Capt. and Mrs. Roderick C. Gillis j circle will meet in the afternoon to
on Main and Green streets when the on board the “Black Point." Mid- tie a pujj and at 6 o’clock there
school children are passing and you afternoon lunch was served on the Will be a public supper. Remember
will see a lot of pink buds.
bridge with a wonderful supper at the date, Feb. 1.
W. J. Robertson, contractor, build 5 o'clock in the officers' dining room._________________________________
er and lumber dealer, reports the The Black Point is a 9000 ton steam--------------------------------------------------business of the last year normal, and barge, and had on board 8900 tons of Saturday and 43 Monday evening.
the cutlook now about the same as ' coal from Norfolk. Va., to Portland, j Refreshments were served by the
at any time with one exception, at She carries a company of 39. Includ Brothers and a good time enjoyed.
this season of the year.
Dalon Brown had a beef cow killed ;
ing officers and crew, and is fitted
Mrs. W. B. Willey entertained a ! out with all modern conveniences.' recently.
few’ friends at her home Thursday I Mrs. Gillis came down for the weekj. B. Crockett has been ill from
evening. The guests were Mrs. R. , end. Capt. Gillis formerly resided grippe.
E. Dunn. Mrs. Ellis Copeland. Mrs. at North Haven and was much
Mrs. J. O. Quinn who recently un
William Hastings. Mrs. E. G. Weston. pleased to see folks from home. The derwent a serious operation at Knox
Edwin F. Lynch w’ho went to New I auto show which was being held in j Hospital is exDec^ed home soon.
York on business a few days ago, has Portland was visited and pronounced
Dorothy Ames is at the Maine Genreturned to the office of the cement i fine. The Mae Edwards Company ' eral Hospital. Portland, with an ab- ’
company.
‘ was also there with some fine plays.
scess on the spine.
Ralph Swift arrived home from j The Grange installation will be1 Alice Nutt is staying with Mrs.
Boston Thursday.
j held this Saturday evening with Har- Mary Brown at the village.
Edwin Stetson who has been laid ' old Nash, grange deputy of Camden
Miss Addie Carver is at Kearsarge
up for some time with an injury to . as installing officer. In spite of mud Hall. North Conway, N. H„ for the
his hip, is able to walk up town with and rain there were 40 present last winter.
the aid of crutches.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond .McLeod
returned Wednesday after visiting
several days in Boston and Attle
boro. Mass.
The score of the game Tuesday
evening in Andrews gymnasium was
Thomaston boys 14. Rockport 10;
By ALBERT L. CLOUGH
girls. Thomaston 10. Rockport 10.
Llewellyn Harriman of Cushing is
working in town at his trade of
paper hanging.
Where Is That “Rattle”?
Mrs. Ernest Jones of Rockland was
the guest of Mrs. Ray Spear Tues
It Ufay Take Clever Defective Work To Answer This Question
day, in the home of Mrs. Olive
IF YOU KNEW ITS LOCATION it probably would be easy enough
Brasier.
to eliminate it, but too often you don't. Often a rattle leads one a
Mrs. Helen Clark Potter of Need
merry chase of hours. Sometimes one has to own himself beaten and
ham, Mass., is the guest of her par
gives up the search until seme lucky circumstance solves the problem.
ents Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Clark.
Here are some suggestions which may be found useful In pinning down
On the trip down she was accom
these noises. Pump up the tires extra hard and drive the car over a
panied by Fred Hinckley who had at
road full of surface irregularities, such as a worn-out pavement." Have
tended the automobile show in Bos
someone act as observer, riding successively on different parts ot each
ton.
running board, and in both front and rear compartments, with floor
Mrs. Bernard Robinson is ill with
boards up, if necessary, listening for and trying to locate the noises.
grippe.
After making careful note as to where the various rattles and squeaks
Services at the Baptist Church
s-gm to originate, with the car in motion, take It tack to the garage
Sunday: 9.45 a. m., Bible School;
and see what can be learned with it at rest. Go over all the sheet
morning worship at 11, pastor's
metal parts, such as fenders and splash guards, pounding them with
topic. “Decision;" Mrs. Vivian Hew
the clenched fist and pulling them back and forth to try to bring out
ett will be soloist. Y.P.S.C.E. at 6
looseness and accompanying noise. See if the hood can be made to
o'clock. People’s service at 7, sub
rattle or squeak by thumping it and pushing and pulling on the radi
ject, “A Critic of Christ.” The junior
ator shell. Jump up and down violently on the running boards, rock
choir will sing, “Follow the Gleam,”
ing the car on its springs. Jack up the main frame at its corners to
Douglas.
relax the springs and take note of play at their eyebolts, using a pinch
Mr. and Mrs. Louie Jacobs are
bar to develop such lost motion. Jack up the front end and try the
being congratulated upon the birth
joints of the entire steering gear for slack which may cause rattling.
Wednesday of a daughter, to whom
See that wheel bearings have no excessive play. Try the engine pan
the name of Eloise has been given.
for possible loose fastenings. Look for backlash in universal joints by
Services at the Federated Church
turning a jacked-up rear wheel and noting the amount of lost motion,
on Sunday will be: Sunday School at
developed. Inspect body bolts for looseness. Examine doors for worn9.45 a. m.; morning service at 11,
out rubber bumpers or loose action of latches. Try all glass to see that
subject, “Religion as Redemptivei”
it is not contributing noise. Inspect brake controls to be sure that
The choir will sing, “Lead Me to the
there is no rattling at its joints and that no part of the linkage hits
Rock," Hall. Evening service at 7
against anything else. Remember that rattles generally arise between
o'clock when the subject will be,
parts which are supposed to be firmly held together, but which, through
“The Habit of Thankfulness.”
slackening of fastening devices or through wear, have acquired slight
relative movement, although rattles sometimes are due to unrelated
parts, which have moved until they are so close together that they
BRISTOL
strike. Squeaks usually develop between parts that slide one against
another, although they are supposed to be rigidly held together, the
Keeper C. N. Robinson of the Light
noise being intensified if the slipping surfaces are unlubricated.
was calling on his family here Tues
day.
fill above the test plug hole, as
OIL DEARS FROM HOUSINGS
Mr. and Mrs. E, O. Thompson are
Oil leakage from transmission excess lubricant will escape and In
in Portland visiting relatives.
so
doing may make the rear brake
and rear-axle housings is much
Martin Simmons visited friends at
more likely to occur in hot than linings oily and unreliable.
Loudville Tuesday.
In cold weather, because the lubri
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Davis are
FI KM SUPPORT FOR THE
cant in them becomes very thin
clerking for E. O. Thompson during
and escapes more freeb'. Look for
RADIATOR
puddle of transmission oil on the
his absence.
Looseners ot the
fastenings,
garage floor in the morning and.
Mrs. Abbie '(.obi neon, daughter
which hold the radiator, not only
Mabel and son Millard visited Mary
causes rattling but It may strain
VOHM caw CAUSE
Robinson Sunday at Round Pond.
the core and develop leaks. The
THIS?! ??.'<
bolts which support the radiator
Winfield Carter called on his sister
unit on the front member of the
Mabel Gifford at Round Pond Sun
frame, should be kept tight and
day.
also those which hold the core to

HINTS

FOR

THE

MOTORIST

the radiator shell.

Premier MacDonald says that the
world's war debts are outrageous and
unthinkable. But so was the war.—

Strout Insurance Agency

27 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME.
Insurance in all it* branches
Probate Bonds
Notary Public ,

j

Walter Strout

Alfred M. Strout

Stf

If they are found, locate the leaks
and have felt washers or other oil
retaining devices replaced. Check
up the levels ln housings after
long hot runs and replenish the
supply if necessary. Do not over-

OIL DETERIORATES RUBBER
Oil and grease spattered from
the fan-bearing or oil vapor escap
ing from the crankcase breather
should be kept from settling on
spark-plug cables or on radiator
hose connections. Oil softens rub
ber and destroys Its insulating
qualities. Wipe off such parts oc
casionally as well as the distribu
tor, which may shortclrcult ex
ternally, if not kept clean.

LAWYER WEDS AFTER

Every-Other-Day

Notices of Appointment

Probate Notices

LINCOLNVILLE

♦•'i

I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
STATE OF MAINE
♦
Our pastor Miss Nellie Wager has
all persons interested ln either of bate for the County of Knox, ln the State
LONG HERMIT LIFE theTo estates
*
of Maine, hereby certify that in the fol been attending conference in Bangor
hereinafter named:
■ a*
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, lowing estates the persons were appoint this week.
ln and for the County of Knox, on the ed Administrators. Executors, Guardians
TOY FOX TERRIERS, wire haired and
Miss Bgrnice Lermond has returned smooth haifed. for sale, males $6. fe
19th day of January ln the year of our j and Conservators and on the dates hcreLord
one
thousand
nine
hundred
an*
|
lnafter
named:
males
$2 and $3 each: one female Boston
from
a
week's
visit
in
Camden
where
Spends 23 years Alone on
thirty-two and by adjournment from
ANNIE KALER of South Thomaston, I she was guest of her uncle Fred Ler- terrier, thoroughbred stock. 7 months
old
$10.
YORKS, 111 Pleasant St. Tel.
day to day from the 19th day of said! January 5. 1932. S. O. Hurd of South mnnrl
Isle Playing Solitaire.
293-W.
12-14
January the following matters having: Thomaston, was appointed Guardian.
u'
The
drama
entitled
“
The
Road
been presented for the action thereupon j and qualified by filing bond January 12,
RUGS, day beds, child's rocker, mir
hereinafter
indicated
it
is
hereby
I
1932.
Back,” was presented at Grange hall rors. oil stove. PILLSBURY STUDIO.
Crisfield, Md.—After playing her
I eliZabETH E. BURDICK, late of St. Tuesday evening to a capacity house Phone 593-R.
12-14
mit for 23 years and using 500 Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all1 George, deceased, January 19. 1932. by Grand View Grange Dramatic
SOFT lump screened coal, egg or nut,
decks of cards playing solitaire, a persons Interested, by causing a copy of Charles T Smallev of Rockland, was ap$8
50;
hard
coal.
$15.50;
ovolds,
$15.
J. B.
Club. The cast all took their parts
former Jersey City lawyer is mar this order to be published three weeks pointed Exr.. without bond.
successively ln The Courier-Gazette, a
very efficiently. A short dance fol PAULSEN Tel. Thomaston 84-2. 8’10-tf
ALBERT
E.
WALDEN,
late
of
Balti

ried to a Jersey City woman.
newspaper published at Rockland In more City. Maryland, deceased. January lowed the play.
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover,
Junks. $12; long. $10; fitted soft
Charles llardenberg, better known said County that they may appear at a 19. 1932. Robert R Walden and Fred P.
There will be a supper and grange $12;
Probate Court to be held at said Rock Walden, both of Baltimore City. Mary
wood and slabs, $8. T. J. CARROLL.
es the hermit of Watts Island, Is land. on the 16th day of February A D
social
at
Tranquility
hall
next
Friday
Tel.
263-21.
»
1-tf
were appointed Exrs., without
the bridegroom. Miss Katherine 1932. at nine o'clock ln the forenoon, land.
evening. A good program will be pre
bond.
GAS STATION on Route 1 between
and
be
heard
thereon
If
they
see
cause.
Seipel, Jersey City, is the bride.
WILLARD L. LADD, late of North sented In charge of the grange lec Rockland and Warren for sale, fine cor
HELEN M CUMMINGS, late of Union, Haven,
January 19. 1932, Almee turer Mrs. May Scruton, and a small ner lot. new building, store and lunch
They were married at the Metho deceased.
Will and Petition for Probate G. Ladddeceased.
of North Haven, was appointed admission will be charged for the en room complete with fixtures. To be sold
dist parsonage at Accomac, Va., by thereof, asking that the same may be Exx . without
at once. $2500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park
bond.
.
proved and allowed, and that Letters
tertainment.
St. Tel. 1080.
152-tf
the Rev. N. J. Hunt.
CHESTER S. PEASE, late of Appleton,
Testamentary Issue to John J. Paul nnd
Mrs.
Margaret
Robbins
is
in
Cam

RUSSET and Northern Spy apples for
For 23 years llardenberg has Alice Paul of Camden, they being the deceased. January 19. 1932. The City Na
Bank of Belfast, was appointed den for a few days with her infant sale. 50 cents bushel. ERNEST NICH
lived alone on little Watts island, Executors named in said will, without tional
11*13
Exr., without bond.
bond.
daughter- Pauline who is ill with OLS, High St., Thomaston.
about ten miles from here. In 1908
WILLIAM S. FOSTER, late of Cushing, whooping cough and other troubles.
IRON—II4 ln. round refined. Surplus
EDWARD D. SPEAR, late of Rockland,
he left his law practice ln Jersey deceased. WIU and Petition for Probate deceased. January’ 19. 1932. Edwin S. She is having the daily attendance of stock. 3c per lb. BICKNELL MFG COM
of Cushing, was appointed Admr..
PANY;_______________ _ _________ 13-8-tf
City and landed on Watts island. thereof, asking that the same may be Vose
Dr. Carswell.
proved and allowed, and that Letters without bond.
DRY SLAB WOOD. 75c a foot, $6 cord,
L*? was then thirty-three, and he Testamentary Issue to Aldana C. Spear
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Morang of fitted.
HERBERT C. CLARK, late of Rock
LEON CALLAHAN. 7 Luce Ave.
has been alone ever since until he of Rockland, she being the Executrix land. deceased. January 19. 1932. George Corinna were guests of Mr. and Mrs. TeL 1169-Y.
H-13
named
ln
said
will,
without
bond.
B
Clark
of
Rockland,
was
appointed
Benson Hall last week.
took his bride home with him.
USED PARTS for automobiles for sale.
EDNA A WINCHENBAUGH. late of Admr.. without bond.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Morse enter Apply CLIFFORD BLOOD. 12 Cedar St..
House Built in 1874.
Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition
JOHN T. BERRY, late of Rockland, de13*15
The hoijse to which the hermit of for Probate thereof, asking that the ceased. January 19. 1932. Maude B. Berry, tained a company of friends at cards City-_________________________
GA6 STATION and stock for sale. For ',i
beproved and allowed, and of Rocklahd. was appointed Admx.. and Saturday evening. Four tables were
Watts Island has taken his bride is samejnay
that Letters Testamentary Issue to En qualified by filing bond on same date
filled and a delightful evening passed. Information call at 147 PARK ST.. City ,
made of brick and was built in 1874 sign O Winchenbaugh of Rockland, he
12*M
WILLIAM N. BENNER, late of RockGeorge Underhill has been con or Tel. 859-W or 154-W.
being the Executor named ln said will, <land. deceased. January 19. 1932, Wil
by the government for a lightkeeper. without
fined
to
the
house
the
past
week
with
bond.
liam N. Benner. Jr., and Walter* S. BenLater an automatic light was in
R***4,*****«^****|b
SIDNEY F. MAKER, late of Rockland, ntr. both of Rockland, were appointed tonsilitis.
stalled and the house was sold to deceased. Will and Petition for Probate Admrs.. and qualified by filing bond on
Beach Chapter, O.E.S.. will hold its
thereof, asking that the same may be same date.
Hardenberg's brother.
annual Installation of officers tonight.
proved and allowed, and that Letters
SEWALL P. YORK of Rockland, Janu Saturday, at Masonic hall, Ducktrap.
Watts island was discovered in Testamentary Issue to Clara M Maker
St 4 4 4 4 4 4. 4
- 4. 4- 4- 4 4 gf
ary 19. 1932. Lucius S. York of Rock
1620, and at one time was a flourish <5f Rockland, she being the Executrix land. was appointed Guardian, and
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St.,
named
In
said
will,
without
bond.
qualified by filing bond on same date.
ing farm with fruit trees aud a
with electric lights, flush toilet, garage.
MARTHA J. FARNHAM, late of St.
Inquire MR. SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St.
RUBY A. JAMESON, late of Friend
large acreage of tillable land.
George, deceased. Will and Petition for ship.
Tel. 888.
1-tf
deceased.
January
19.
1932.
Charles
Advertisements ln this column not to
Hardenberg tlasn’t a radio, he Probate thereof, asking that the same M Starrett of Thomaston, was appoint
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St.
exceed
three
lines
Inserted
once
for
25
may
be
proved
and
allowed,
and
that
keeps no dogs. Three chickens are Letters Testamentary issue to Ernest ed Executor, without bond.
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi Inquire of MRS. W S. KENNISTON, 178
1-tf
ELLIS C. HYLER. late of Warren, de tional lines five cents each for one Main St. Tel. 874-W.
the only creatures there beside him Rawley of St. George, he being the
Executor named ln said will, without 1 ceased. January 12. 1932, Bertha L. time. 10 cents lor three times. Six words
SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con
self and his bride.
Leadbetter of Warren was appointed make a line.
sureties on his bond
veniences, to let at South Main St., $25
and qualified by filing bond, Jan.
Has Lived 23 Years.
a month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Paik St.
GEORGIA E. WARDWELL, late of Admx..
26,
1932.
Tel.
1080.______________________
l-tf
His provisions have been brought Camden, deceased. Will and Petition for
Sf4.**4.4***4.*4*44$*
SANFORD
A.
CHAPMAN,
late
of
Rock

thereof, asking that the same
TO LET—5-room fiat, all modern. 23
from Crisfield and when he got tired Probate
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
may be proved and allowed, aud that land. deceased. January 26. 1932. Mari
of canned goods he caught a few Letters Testamentary Issue to Edward etta Chapman of Rockland, was appoint
240 Broadway.
1-tf
ed
Exx.,
without
bond.
Wardwell.
Louis
E
Wardwell
of
Cam

fish or took up a few oysters from
UNFURNISHED five room apartment
«*******--*»*»••.»» with
den. and Ensign Otis of Rockland, they
GEORGE
B
WILSON,
late
of
Phila

toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
the rocks in front of his door.
being the Executors named ln said will, delphia. Pa., deceased. Jan. 26. 1932.
LADY’S FOUNTAIN PEN lost at post- ST, Tej, 156-W.
156-tf
Hardenberg has lived for 23 years without bond.
Please notify
George Searing Wilson and Graham L office Monday forenoon
THREE ROOM apartment with bath.
MARGUERITE
SPRAGUE.
Trainers
Wilson,
both
of
Philadelphia,
Pa
.
were
ALICE
L.
CROCKETT,
late
of
Camden,
a life of solitude, his only compan
11*13 furnished or unfurnished. ETHEL PHIL
Will and Petition for Probate appointed Executors, and qualified by Lunch.
BROOK. 20 Pacific St. Tel. 155-M. 11-13
ion the surf beating on the lonely deceased,
thereof, asking that the same may be filing bond on same date. Hannibal E.
WHITE
GOLD
WRIST
WATCH
.lost
shore of his island. Once he went proved and allowed, and that Letters Hamlin of Ellsworth, appointed Agent Friday between Otis St. and Chisholm's.
FIVE ROOM house to let. good condi
In
Maine.
Testamentary Issue to Robert O. Carle
Lights and water. EVA AMES. 28
to New York for the funeral of a of
MERLE HUTCHINSON, 8 Otis St. tion.
Woonsocket. Rhode Island, he being
Elm
St. Tel. 1293.
11*13
THOMAS A. HUNT, late of Camden, MRS.
13-lt
relative, and an occasional visit to the Executor named in said will, with deceased. Jan. 19. 1932. Zelma M. Dwinal Phone 1171-J.
TENEMENT to let at 7 Broad St. All
out
bond.
of Camden, was appointed Admr. c. t. a.
Crisfield has been his only touch
modern Improvements, with garage.
RANDALL JUDSON CONDON, late of and qualified by filing bond Jan. 26.
TEL. 504-W.
1-tf
with civilization.
Friendship, deceased. Will and Petition 1932.
DESIRABLE three room furnished
Once a playwright, Wilard Robin for Probate thereof, asking that the
MELVIN H. JONES, late of St. George,
apartment to let. reasonable rent for
son. put ln to Watts island on his same may be proved and allowed, and deceased. Jan. 19. 1932. Fannie J. Jones
Immediate occupancy. Apply 23 AMES
that Letters Testamentary Issue to Eliza
St. George, was appointed Admx., and
BURY ST. Tel. 958-J.
11-tf
yacht, and later created a part In A. Condon of Friendship, she being the of
qualified by filing bond on Jan. 26. 1932. 8t*4.4,4.4.4.4.4.4.**4.4*4.8i
HOU8E of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar.
a play. “The Sea Window,” called Executrix named ln said will, without
ALMIRA
A.
DYER,
late
of
North
NATIONAL
CASH
REGISTER
wanted,
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
Haven, deceased. Jan. 19, 1932. Montle
Charley Watts, which was supposed bond.
any condition. Call or write. large veranda, large yard. Adults only.
EMILY B. REDMAN, late of Thomas Lela Stone of North Haven, was appoint any size,
GUISTIN. 360 Main St.. Rockland. Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
1-tf
to be Hardenberg.
ton, deceased. Will and Petition for ed Exx.. and qualified by filing bond JOHN
Me.
8*13
Although he had one of the larg Probate thereof, asking that the same Jan 26. 1932
FRONT ROOM to let, heated, with
be proved and allowed, and that
Attest:
ELECTRIC wiring and repair work bath. ANNE V. FLINT, 32 School St.
est libraries in Jersey City, Harden may
12-14
Fred Redman of Thomaston, or some
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Reasonable prices.
W. O. DEAN. 27 Tel. 1013-M.
berg has few books on Watts island. other suitable person be .appointed
Warren St.. Rockland. Phone 1205-W.
FORTY-EIGHT (48) rents—always a
Admr. with the will annexed, without
11-13 few vacancies. ERNEST C. DAVIS at
bond.
WARREN FARMERS MUTUAL F’RF.
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
11-13
INSURANCE COMPANY
PRACTICAL NURSING work desired.
Pennsylvania Town Puts
ESTATE FRED L. GRAY, late of Vinal
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
References. C. L. ROACH. 132 Park St.
Warren, Maine
haven. deceased. Petition for Adminis
Tel. 441-J.
13*24 able for family of two or three, at 15
Curfew on Radio Sets tration. asking that Leslie B Dyer of
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1931
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST.
Vinalhaven. or some, other suitable per
$2,551 75
ROOM wanted ln private home by Tel. 318-W.
l-tf
Shamokin, Pa.—Councilmanic or son be appointed Administrator, with Cash ln office and bank ......
gentleman with good references. Bach
THREE ROOM furnished apartment
dinance set 11 p. m. as the curfew bond.
Gross cash assets ...............
$2,551 75 elor. Permanent. Heated, pleasant room
19 Orient St., bath room, automatic
ESTATE LELAND G. MORTON, late
desired, within walking distance of post- at
hour for all radio sets within Sha
LABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
hot water heater. NELSON B. COBB or
of St. George, deceased. Petition for
office; meals optional. Address BOX 50. LOUISE
WILLIAMS at Fuller-Cobb$2,551 75 Postoffice. Rockland. Me.
mokin borough.
Administration, asking that some suit ' Net cash assets ...................
12*14 Davls.___________
2-tf
notes subject to as
At that hour all sets must he able person be appointed Administrator, Premium
SUBSCRIPTION SOLICITORS wanted
sessment ...........................
$15,414 00
with bond.
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
for
Catholic
weekly.
Good
commission
fumed down so that they cannot be
Deduct all assessments and
let, good location, rent reasonable.
ESTATE MELVILLE P. JORDAN, late
payments .............................
1.541 40 plus bonus. Write F. II. H.. care The ROBERT COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel.
heard outside the house and nil of Warren, deceased. Petition for Ad
Courier-Gazette.
13-15
77.
13-15
windows must be closed when the ministration. asking that Llzette C.
Balance due on premium
Jordan of Warren, or some other suit
FURNISHED APARTMENT on Grove
notes ...........................
$13,873 60
radio is playing.
able person be appointed Administra
St. to let. Apply ERNEST C. DAVIS at
O. A. COPELAND, Secretary.
Shamokin was not alone in seek trix. without bond.
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
11-13
7-S-13
ESTATE EVERIN G. DAVIS, late of
ing to place restrictions on radios
NEWLY RENOVATED half house, no
Friendship,
deceased.
Petition
for
Ad

connection. Three rooms down, three up,
playing late at night.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
ministration, asking that Merle D. Files
large front hall, open attic, good vard.
(£*•»*•**•**••*••••>*•At Wilkes-Barre police announced of Gorham, or some other suitable per
Whereas. Aletha L. Borneman of Rock
Garage If desired. Apply 12 WARREN
that they would respond promptly son be appointed Administratrix, with land ln the County of Knox and State
ST.
Tel. 577.____________________ 12-tf
GIRL for general housework wanted.
out bond.
of Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated Apply to MRS. FRANK A. TIRRELL. JR.. "FIVE-ROOM FURNISHED apartment,
to any complaints against excessive
the
31st
day
of
July.
1929.
and
recorded
ESTATE EUGENE M STUBBS, late of
100 Beech St.
12-tf furnace, gas. coal range, toilet; $6 a
ly loud radios and would direct set East Union, deceased. Petition for ln the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book
EXPERIENCED waitress wanted at week. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel.
Page 285. conveyed to the Rockland
owners to cut down the volume im Widows Allowance, presented by Lilia 217.
11*13 1080._____________________ 8-tf
Loan & Building Association, a corpora once. PARK STREET CAFE.
M. Stubbs, of East Union.
mediately.
~
legally organized and having Its
HOUSE to let. bath, gas and lights.
ESTATE MELVIN H. JONES Of St. tion
place
of
business
at
Rockland.
In
said
MRS. E C. GRANT, 184 South Main St.
George, seventh and final account pre Knox County, a certain parcel of land
Tel.
526-M.
12-tf
sented for allowance by A.»ce I. Jones with the buildings thereon, situated in
New Submarine Valley
of St. George. Gdn.
TWO heated and furnished rooms to
Rockland and bounded and described as
let. all modern. J. C. CUNNINGHAM.
ESTATE GEORGE H. HART, late of follows, to wit:
Named for Survey Ship Rockland,
51 Granite St. Tel. 152-M.
13-15
deceased, first and final ac
Beginning at an Iron bolt ln the
Boston.—A submarine valley, dis count presented for allowance by Ver Northerly line of Mechanic Street; and
non L. Hart. Admr.
the Southeast corner of land of Arthur
covered by the United States coast
ESTATE GEORGE H. HART, late of Wingfield; thence Northerly by said
and geodetic survey near the south Rockland, deceased. Petition to De Wingfield's land eighty feet to an iron
thence Easterly by land of Thomas
east edge of Georges bank, hence termine Inheritance Tax. p.esented by bolt:
A. Staples seventy-two feet to an Iron
forth will be known as “Corsair Vernon L. Hart. Admr.
bolt;
thence Southerly by land of said
4444444444444*^
ESTATE ELDEN L. JONES, late of
Gorge.” The pit, located off the Camden, deceased. Petition to Deter Staples' eighty feet to the Northerly line
WATCHES. ALL KINDS, CLOCKS.
of said Mechanic Street; ’thence West
mine
Inheritance
Tax.
presented
by
C.
Massachusetts coast and not previ
Antique clocks, grandfather clocks re
erly by said Northerly line of Mechanic
paired. Experienced workman. Work
ously known to exist. Is reported to Wilkes Babb of Camden. Exr.
Street seventy-two feet to the place of
can be called for and delivered, or leave
ESTATE ELDEN L. JONES, late of beginning.
be more than a half-mile deep In Camden, deceased, first and final ac
at
23 Amesbury St., Rockland. Me., or
And Whereas the condition of said
Rend parcel post. S. ARTHUR MACOMplaces. It was named ln honor of count presented for allowance by C. mortgage has been broken:
BER. Tel. 958-J.
157*ll-tf
Now therefore, by reason of the breach
the survey vessel which discovered Wilkes Babb of Camden. Exr.
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME, of the condition thereof said Rockland
GRAFFAM'S PURE HONEY Is sold by
BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
It—the yacht Corsair, formerly presented
Loan
&
Building
Association
claims
a
by Hervey Linwood Knowlton
hatching eggs, price right. My broilers grocers throughout southern Maine. If
of Rockland, wherein said petitioner foreclosure of said mortgage.
owned by J. Pierpont Morgan.
bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds. you cannot easily obtain It we will mall
In witness whereof, the said Rock ALBION WOTTON. Box 207. Friendship. a five lb. pall for $1; a half pint tumbler
prays that the name of the petitioner be
changed by the Court, to Linwood Her land Loan and Building Association has Me. Tel. 128-11.
7-45 for 25c or a generous sample for 10c.
caused this Instrument to be sealed with
vey Knowltbn.
all postpaid. It Is delicious. Address
Century Old Water Mill
Its
corporate
seal
and
signed
ln
Its
cor

WYLLIES
STRAIN
S.
C
Reds.
Have
ESTATE SABRA F. WITHERSPOON, porate name by Harry O. Gurdy. Its you ordered your March chlx? Wc have GRAFFAM'S GARDENS, Rt. 3. Gardiner.
Me.
12*14
of Rockland, deceased, Petition for
Still Working in South late
thereunto duly authorized, them lor $160 a thousand, postpaid.
Administration, asking that Carrie F. Secretary,
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
this
27th
day
of
January
ln
the
year
Smaller
orders
slightly
higher.
State
Moscow, Tenn.—A century old Crockett of Rockland, or some other one thousand nine hundred and thirty- accredited for pullorum disease. F. H. copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
person be appointed Adminis two.
home news, at Central News Co., 66 Con
water mill built on the banks of the suitable
WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston, Me . ft. 1.
tratrix. without bond.
gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 381 Con(Corporate Seal)
10-tf Kress
Wolf river, a half mile from the
St.
ESTATE ELLEN E. WINSLOW, late of
(Signed)
center of town, is operated on Sab Thomaston, deceased. Petition to De ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSO
PSYCHIC palmist, psychologist. II In
termine Inheritance Tax. presented by
CIATION
terested ln such subjects as business
urdays by its owner, W. II. I'earce, Jessie
G. Green of North Andover. Mass..
changes, love, marriage, divorce, court
By Harry O. Gurdy. Secretary.
and farmers for miles around bring Exx.
ship. domestic affairs or anything you
(L. S.)
STATE
OF
MAINE
are Interested ln or uncertain about
grain to him to be ground into flour.
Witness, MELZER T. CRAWFORD.
Jan. 27th, 1932.
consult this gifted palmist. Reading $1.
Judge of Probate Court for Knox SS.:
It Is one of the few remaining mills Esquire.
Personally appeared the above named
All consultations kept In strictest con
Knox County, Rockland. Maine
of its type in the South.
Hafry O. Gurdy. Secretary, and made
fidence. Hours 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. The
Attest *
oath to the truth of the foregoing notice
Foss House, 77 Park St., Rockland. TEL.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
740.
11*13
of
foreclosure
ln
his
said
capacity.
13-8-19
(Signed) EDWARD K. GOULD
LADIES
—
Reliable
hair
goods
at
Rock

Claims World Title
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
SEA
VIEW
GARAGE,
Inc.
13-S-19
Justice of the Peace.
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
Whereas. Ida F. Dondts of Rockland,
689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1250 solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
for His Traffic Fines ln the County of Knox and State of
1-tf)
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated. Dec.
ROCKLAND
Kansas City, Mo—To R. 51. 21. 1927. and recorded ln the Knox Reg
NOTICE—After this date I will pay no'
56-tf
bills contracted by my wife. Lottie
Rosier of Bolton, Mo., goes the istry of Deeds. Book 206. Page 511. con
to the Rockland Loan and Build
Nason. JOHN NASON. Owls Head. Jan.
doubtful honor of having paid the veyed
ing Association, a Corporation legally
26. 1932.
11*13
highest aggregate of traffic viola organized and having Its place of busi
Keys made to order. Keys maae
HARD WOOD fitted. $12 and $14;
ness
at
Rockland
ln
said
Knox
County,
to fit locks when original keys are
tion fines. He settled for $159, hav a certain parcel of land with the build
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON Junks, $12; small round wood, stove
lengths. $10; fitted soft wood. $8. O. H.
lost. Ilonse, Office or Car. Code
ing 30 separate tickets against his ings thereon, situated ln Rockland, and
CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
1-tf
books provide keys for all locks
bounded and described as follows, to
automobile.
wit:
SKATE SHARPENING Is a specialty of
without bother.
Scissors and
CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409 Main St.,
Beginning ln the southerly side line of 1 Knives Sharpened.
Rockland.
l-tf
Tillson Avenue at a point 90.52 feet
easterly of the Intersection of Main
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
I LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
Street and Tillson Avenue a spike
( and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEdriven ln the sidewalk for corner;
Sailors Catch Eagle
ROCK ST. Tel, 1010,____________
1-tf
thence easterly following the southerly |
NEW POOL ROOM and Shoe Shine
line of Tillson Avenue. 71.67 feet |
Exhausted at Sea J side
now open. Opp. Berry Engine House.
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
to a spike driven in the sidewalk for a
OEORGfi STEVENS, Prop., 216 Main St.
Boston.—The dragger Vencorner: thence ln a southerly direction
Telephone 791
,
.
11*13
&
SON,
Inc.
along fence at an angle of 870 42' with
|
ture II returned from the fish
96-tf
said southerly side line of Tillson Ave-|
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS St all times
ing grounds with an unusual
nue. 95.20 feet to a fence post for a cor
Prompt service. CRIK HARDWARE CO.,
Cemetery Memorials
ner; thence westerly along fence at an
catch—an American eagle
1-tf
angle of 960 32' with last above de
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
with a five-foot wing-spread.
scribed line. 68.45 feet to a fence corner;
EAST UNION, MAINE
copies
of
The
Courier-Gazette,
with
the
thence ln a northerly direction at an
The captain, Fred Surette,
4-tf
home news, at Central News Co., 66 Con
angle
of
36
o
32'
with
last
above
de

gress
St.;
or
Ross
News-stand.
38114
Con

reported that the big bird,
scribed line, 100.23 feet to the point or
gress Rt
exhausted, had alighted on
place of beginning, and whereas the
I ,>
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
condition of said mortgage has been
the Venture’s deck while
JAMES KENT, D. O.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
broken:
WINTER
ARRANGEMENT
the dragger was 130 miles
home
news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
Now therefore, by reason of the breach
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
St.; or Ross News-stand, 38114 Con
of the condition thereof_ said Rockland
southeast of Boston Light
122Stf
A. M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25, gress
gress
St.
Loan and Building Association claims
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
ship. Engineer W. H. Mayo
foreclosure of said mortgage.
land about 9.30.
kept the eagle confined to a
In witness whereof, the said Rockland
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M„
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
Loan and Building Association has
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
box until the boat docked. The
caused this Instrument to be scaled with
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swani
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
bird was presented to Frank
its corporate seal and signed ln Its cor
Island about 6.00 P. M.
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
B. H. STINSON. Uenerai Agent.
porate name by Harry O. Gurdy. Its
lin park zoo.
when
140-tf
Secretary, thereunto duly authorized. I
this Mth day of January ln the year one 1
METHYL BALM
thousand nine hundred and thirty-two. 1
(Corporate Seal)
RADIO
will bring almost instant relict?
(Signed)
ROCKLAND LOAN g[ BUILDING ASSO
A scientifically compounded ex
Landslide Moves House
SALES AND SERVICE
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
CIATION
ternal application that should be
Novara, Italy.—A farmer's home
Harry O. Gurdy. Secretary.
served the families of Knox County
MAJESTIC, PHILCO, LYRIC
In every home. Sold only at
STATE OF MAINE
here was moved, without harm, for
LADY ATTENDANT
Knox. SS.
Jan. Mth. 1932.
Expert Repairing on All Makes
more than 150 feet by a landslide.
Personally appeared the above named
Johnston’s Drug Store
Day Telephone 450—781-1
When tlie farmer returned home he Harry O. Gurdy. Secretary, and made,
73 PARK STM
ROCKLAND
HOUSE-SHERMAN,
Inc.
oath
to
the
truth
of
the
foregoing
notice
found his house in an entirely differ of foreclosure. In his said capacity.
BURPEE’S
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
Electricians
ent position. Even the household 7-S-13
Justice of the Peace. ]
75 cento
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 721
ROCKLAND
Before me.
! effects were not injured.

FOR SALE

I

TO LET

;

In Everybody’s Column

! LOST AND FOUND ♦

WANTED

8t****4*********n
\

SITUATIONS

•

: EGGS AND CHICKS \

MISCELLANEOUS ;

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

DENTIST
302 Main St. Tel. 915-M Rockland
139*60

Crie Hardware Co.

t

RECTAL DISEASES
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

HIHEI/AL SERVICE

EMBALMING4
•TOR AMBUIANCI

MO'

(Signed)

EDWARD K. GOULD

I

tt-tf
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Every-Other-Day
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THE LYNDONIA IN FLORIDA WATERS

CAMDEN
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Higgs are leav

this week for Chicago where they
Some of the Interesting Things Seen By Visitors On ing
will make their future home.
A large delegation of Camden fire
Board the Palatial Yacht

men went to Belfast Friday night to
attend the annual banquet and sup
per of the Belfast company. On ac
Grace Norman Tuttle In Miami Herald
count of repairs being made on the
In addition to personal notes regard-1 Opportunity Class meets WedncsGenerous gifts from the hands of silver scroll that, too, needs explana opera house the annual ball of At
tngdepartul'es
______
and arrivals, this depart-1 day eVenmg at the First Baptist partion,
which
Mr.
Curtis
gives
thus:
lantic Engine Company, usually held
ment especially desires Information of i, ... .... T
v-,,—
‘Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus H. K. Curtis have
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc., lors With Mrs. Lena Young, Mrs.
Once upon a time an editor asked him on Washington's birthday, will be
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Catherine Collins and Mrs. Chloe eased the way for many individuals
what he would like sung at his postponed until the middle of March,
gladly received.
Farrington as hostesses.
and struggling organizations. The funeral. Though he deemed it a silly \ The boys will hold their ball on the
TELEPHONE ........................ 17# or 794-W
whole nation blesses them and one question, Mr. Curtis answered with [ opening night and no doubt standMr. and Mrs. Lafayette Smith and person at least envies them the privi his usual courtesy, naming "Kotzsch- ing room will be at a premium.
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. meets j Eugene Smith of Vinalhaven have lege that brings the joy of giving.
____ _” ______________
= that ti1p pine Tree Motorboat Associa
[ _______
mar’s Hymn,
one reason being
Monday afternoon at 3 o’clock at the been guests for a few days of Miss
There is merit as well in being able [ he is named for its writer, the late tion will meet Tuesday evening at
home of Mrs. Ann Snow. Miss Ellen 1 Minnie Smith, Spring street.
to receive graciously and Mr. and Henry Kotzschmar, a German, than Legion hall. Supper at 6.30.
J. Cochran will have charge of the i
-------Mrs. Curtis possess this enviable | whom, Mr. Curtis thinks, there have
Mrs. Dudley Talbot is in Milton,
program which begins at 3.45.
j Mrs. Minnie Cobb is very ill at her faculty. As Mr. Curtis shows his i been few, if anv, better organists,
to spend the remainder of the
-------[ apartment, 31 Elm street.
guests over the yacht Lyndonia in
while Mr. Curtis speaks of what Mass.,
The Moonlight Auctioneers were j
-------the Miami harbor, he pauses before ! the Portland Men’s Singing club does winter.
entertained by Mrs. Doris Eldridge, I Ladies' night at the Elks Home an ornament on the wall of the spa- fOr him on his birthdays, for they reCamden Lions Club entertained
Granite street, Wednesday evening I Wednesday will be in the form of a cious dining salon. He says:
[member him in some original way club members from Waldoboro,
at luncheon and bridge. There were bridge with Mrs. Harry «erman as
“Now, just cast your, eyes over | each year, he says nothing of any- and Rockland Thursday evening
two tables, and honors were won by chairman. Mrs. Berman will be as- that.”
’
j thing he mav have done for them. It at the Congregational parish house.
Miss Madlene Rogers. Miss Gladys sisted by Mrs. Sumner Perry, Mrs.
While his listeners observe ab- | js enough for him that they are ap- Supper was served at 6.30 and in the
Bowen, Miss Esther Ahlberg and Mrs. Perley Damon, Mrs. A. C. Jones, Mrs. sorbedly Mr. Curtis removes from the preciative. He does not forget to evening a delightful program was
Rollo Gardiner of Camden.
[ Joseph Dondis, Mrs. C. O. Perry, Mrs. wall
all a gift from the Portland Men s . say jjOW nearly the surprise was not presented.
-------F. E. Follett, Mrs. Ralph Trim and Singing Club. The men. remembered a surprise. If he had rCad his owm
Mrs. E. A. Robbins will entertain
Maud Andrews Lincoln of Augusta Mrs. Austin Brewer. Playing will bc- Mr. Curtis on his last birthday. He
the Monday Club next week.
evening
paper
—
a
copy
of
the
Curtiswill present a dramatic reading in the gin at 8. There will be several at- will have an eighty-second birthday owned New York Evening Post— he
The Philathca class met at the
Universalist vestry Tuesday afternoon tractive favors, and refreshments will next June, but the gift honoring the would have seen a comprehensive church parlors Friday afternoon with
at 2.30, this being the fourth in the j be served.
eighty-first is still discussed with item about the journey of the Maine Mrs. Ida Dyer and Mrs. Henry Foster
series sponsored by the Methebesec j
-------deep appreciation.
men to Philadelphia. But for some hostesses.
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Carr (Emma
“Think of the trouble those men reason, he does not know what, he
Annual installation of Camden
-------[ Dorgan) have returned from their had to assemble this gift.”
simply folded his paper, laid it away, Lodge. K. P., will be held next Mon
The Shakespeare Society meets [ wedding trip and are occupying their
The remembrance is a wooden
day evening.
Monday evening at the home of Mrs. 1 newly furnished apartments on shield on which is njounted a golden saying he'd read it later.
Mrs. Bertha French and Mrs. Hilda
Another gift he is more than likely
Grace Lawrence. The leader will be [ Ocean street.
lyre bearing a silver scroll. The wood to mention centers the large dining! Clayter were hostesses at a bridge
Miss Elizabeth Jameson, and the sec- j
-------came from the door of the Maine | table in the Lyndonia. • It is a recep- ! party at the BPW Club rooms in
ond act of "The Barretts of Wimpole \ Members of the Cheerful Circle had house in which Mr. Curtis was born. tacle for flowers made in the form of J Rockland Thursday evening,
Street" will be read.
, luncheon at the Paramount Wednes- Of course, they had to substitute a a ship in full sail, even the mimic I Mrs. Horace Leadbetter entertained
-------day evening and attended Park The- new door. Inserted in the back of the canvas being formed of shining sil- the Twilight Twelve Thursday eve
Mrs. T. C. Stone is recovering from [ atre to see the interesting picture shield is the key that belonged to* ver.
That was a gift from Mrs. Curtis. ning.
a severe attack of neuritis.
[ “Men of Chance.”
his mother's bedroom. On the silver At that table Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Mrs. Harry T. Pendleton enter
scroll is the first stanza of “Kotzsch- have entertained four presidents of tained the Friday Reading Club this
The Wawenock Club is to meet
Mrs. Ralph Trim entertained the mar's Hymn." Mr. Curtis sang the the United States: Mr. Taft, Mr. week at her home on Washington
Monday evening at the home of Mrs. [ Tuesday Bridge Club.
first two lines, which begin, “Softly Harding, Mr. Coolidge and Mr. | street.
Lelia Benner, Pleasant street. Re-1
------------------now the light of day.”
The Friends-In-Council will hold
Hoover.
sponse to the roll call will be made
The recipient recites with the same
Mrs. Curtis has a story to tell of her its annual open meeting at Green
with quotations from Longfellow’s
appreciation the surprise and the own when recalling her presentation Gables next Tuesday evening. Din
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
poems.
manner of the presentation. He was at the Court of St. James. She had ner will be served at 6.30 o'clock.
the dinner guest of his daughter on quite a time persuading her husband ) Rev. Walter S. Rounds of Rockland
If you are a subscriber to
The bridge party given under the
the evening of his birthday in Marion, to attire himself in the costume pre' will deliver an address on "Russia."
The Courier-Gazette and are
auspices of the BPW Club Thursday
Pa. Mrs. Bok had invited a rather scribed for appearance in the pres
L. F. Singleton of New’ York citv
leaving home for any time, long
evening, with Mrs. Bertha French of
large company, and during the dinner ence of the king and queen of Eng has been spending a few days in
or snort, let us mail the paper to
Camden, as hostess was an unusually
he heard the songs of the Portland land. But on the dresser in his own Camden.
enjoyable one.
There were four [ you during your absence. The
Men’s Singing Club from the room room there is a handsome picture of
Annual installation of Seaside
tables, and the players included sev- I regular copy of the paper will
Chapter, O.E.S.. will be held Monday
directly above. They had traveled Mrs. Curtis in her court gown,
go to the home as usual. Just
eral from Camden Sandwiches and
from Portland for the occasion, and i No yacht more majestic than the evening. Officers will be installed by
telephone the address to the
tea were served. Honors were won by
Mrs. Bok had them enter the house Lyndonia enters Biscayne bay. It has Past Worthy Matron Inez Crosby,
Mrs. Lillian McRae, Mrs. Harold) office, or mail a card. The paper
by the back way so Mr. Curtis was [ been described often but its charm assisted bv Past Worthy Matron
Burgess. Miss Harriet Gill of Camden,, will follow wherever you go, and
unaware of their presence until the | never wanes. Simplicity, good taste Laura Mathews as marshal.
Mrs. Francis Louraine and Mrs. Evie , will stop on notice when you ar
The Megunticook Plavers are busily
singing began.
The men were and comfort are its characterizing
Perry. There will be no card party j rive home. There will be no
brought downstairs, where they sang features. As every room has its bath, at work rehearsing for "The Heir of
charge.
next week as the monthly meeting
all during dinner. With them was Mr. Curtis savs one man has referred Mt Vernon” to be presented some
falls on Thursday.
the mayor of Portland. He spoke for to the boat as the “Curtis Bath time in March. There are 30 people
the group. When Mr. Curtis asked House.” Even the wheel room floor in the cast. Next Friday evening,
Mrs. Henry Simmons entertained
Mrs. A .U. Patterson who has been him how many had come, he said [ is covered with thick red carpet. the plavers are to give a performance
the Jolly Eight Wednesday evening, j
Boston for several weeks is the There are 40 in the club and 44 of When a visitor tells Mr. Curtis, “it is ] in Hope.
with honors in cards being won by j guest of her sister, Mrs. Orrin Smith. them are here.”
I heavenly aboard the Lyndonia," he | Mrs. Cscar Annis will entertain
Mrs. Lester Post.
Ocean avenue, before returning to
the W.C.T.U. Tuesday afternoon at
As for the hymn inscribed on the j admits that “it must be next door.
her home in Vinalhaven.
a silver tea at her home on Willow
Mrs. Elsie M. Merrill is able to be
street.
The meeting of the Junior Har
The League of Coast Guard Wom
out again after undergoing a surgi
The fourth in the series of card
Miss Anne Boynton has returned
cal operation at Knox Hospital.
parties being given under the auspices en, Rockland Chapter, raised a tidy mony Club Wednesday evening had fj!eni an extended visit in Fillmore,
of St. Bernard’s Church takes place sum of money for their activities and good attendance despite the prevail Calif., and resumed her duties MonMr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry and Tuesday evening at 8 o’clock in The
ing epidemic of grippe and colds. [ day at the office of Knox Mill. Durdaughter Marie leave next week for Thorndike grill. The hostesses will they and their friends enjoyed a The lesson in musicianship was con- Ine her absence Miss Florence Ayers
Florida where they will spend the be Mrs. Herman Carr, Miss Marie pleasant evening Wednesday when ducted by Mrs. Leola Noyes, coun- substituted.
balance of the winter. ,
Dorgan, Mrs. Francis Louraine, Miss they were the guests of Captain and selor, in the absence of Mrs. Faith ) Twelve or more members of the
Joanna Patterson and Miss Celia Mrs, Albert Hays, at an auction G. Berry who is ill, the lesson being i Willing Workers met Thursdav at
Mrs. George Joyce of Chicago is the Brault.
bridge party, 67 Willow street. Ten devoted to notes and time signatures, j Megunticook Grange hall equipped
guest of Capt. and Mrs. F. L. Green,
tables were set for playing and the [ Mrs. Noyes introduced into the lesson with brushes and the way in w’hich
Summer street.
Miss Alice Hellier arrives home to winners of the prizes included Nellie a bit of musical history on the origin paint and varnish were applied was
day from Bates College for a week’s Achorn, Mrs. Anderson, Nita Cun- j of notes and the clef. There was a astonishing.
Dinner was looked
A card party will be given at Grand [ vacation during midwinter exams.
ningham. E. B. Drinkwater, Mrs. D. 1 short choral rehearsal, and Mrs. after by the ladies and everyone had
Army hall Tuesday evening under [
-------Cunningham, Mrs. McCarty, A. A. Noyes played for the music memory a good time with much work accomthe auspices of the Auxiliary of Sons 1 Mrs. John M. Richardson enter- Troy, Mrs. P. T. Johnson, Ella Bruce contest Bizet’s “Minuet." The meet- pllshed.
of Union Veterans, with Mrs. Emma I tained at luncheon and bridge Thurs- and Lucille Ball. Recipients of the ing of Feb. 10 will have a program,
Douglass in charge.
j day evening at her home on Granite ‘booby” prizes were Mr. Robert and and these teachers are asked to pre- 1 An old- lady in Missouri has written
-------; street. There were three tables, and Marie Dorgan. Following the award- pare pupils: Miss Alice Fuller, Miss her first novel at the age of seventy,
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Bowley are | a faVor was presented to each player, ing of prizes, refreshments were Margaret Stahl, Miss Mabel F. Lamb., We trust this will set an example for
entertaining the Friday Night Club ‘ with Mrs. Ralph Glendenning carry- served.
Mrs. Emma Harvey and Mrs. Noyes. ; many other authors.—Life.
at supper and bridge tonight at their i mg off first honors
home on Granite street.
—
-------[ Mrs. Susie Lamb and Mrs. Bernice
_______i Jackson will give a card party Wed■ rt'+4"H"H“H-++'H"W,+++++++i, nesday evening at Mrs. Lamb’s home.

Woman at Auction
Outbids Husband

ILTchcie^1

The officers and committees of the
Gouverneur, N. Y. — An
Senior Y.P.C.U. of the Universalist
amusing incident occurred
Church were entertained Wednesday
(luring an auction sale here.
afternoon at the home of Mrs. R. C.
A man, bidding on a piece of
' Wentworth. There were ten presfurniture, was annoyed to find
j ent, and plans were discussed. With
I the several activities in sight and
he was being outbid by a
enlarged membership indications are
woman in another part of the
that the union Is entering upon a
crowd. The woman equally
Successful season.
was irked. Finally, the wom
an won out. Upon stepping
The postponed meeting of the Pro
up to receive her goods, they
gressive Literary Club will, be held
met. They were man an<::
next Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
wife.
Lucia Burpee.
•F++++4++++J- J-+++++++++++• •
Mrs. A. D. Morey entertained the
P.&T. Club Thursday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. George Palmer.
There were three tables, and honors
were won by Mrs. John Beaton, Mrs.
Thomas McKinney and Mrs. Guy
Walker, with Mrs. Fred AcJjorn
carrying off the consolation.

MARIPOSA, QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
LAST WORD IN LUXURY AND SPEED
■-t"*
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Rev. and Mrs. L. W. Spencer and
son Junior who arrived Monday for
a brief visit with Mr. and Mrs
Willis Hooper, Rankin street, left
Thursday for Providence where they
will He guests of Mr. Spencer's par
ents for a brief visit before, returning
to his pastorate at Springwater, N. Y,

i

Dorothy and Lucille, young daugh
ters of Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Melvin.
Warren street, are absent from school
on account of measles.

There will be a meeting of Kalloch
class in the Baptist parlors, Tuesday
afternoon.

Mrs. Winifred Butler of Portland is
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. O. But
ler, Birch street.

Mrs. Harry Chase, Brewster street,
entertained the T.&E. Club Wednes
day afternoon.
Miss Gladys Blethen entertained at
sewing Wednesday evening at her
home on Holmes street. -w

/V

(Necessary'
-p.
as t/te

jjouqueT

W

ELL, rather—for

withoi^ the invita

tions there would scarce

ly be need for a wedding

Mrs. W. H. Anderson was hostess to
the S.&F. Club yesterday afternoon.
«?♦

from "Radio

Model R-*

TablemodelSuperheterodyne.
7 tubes, including Pentode
and Super Control RadioIrons with MicroToneControl.

46

70
(Mitipleti

Ms IO b

Here they are, unquestionably
the greatest radio values that
have ever been offered.. Super
heterodynes both... the latest
achievements of "Radio Head
quarters”.
We want you to see these ex
traordinary values. Wc want
you to hear them, and marvel
with us at their tone, their sen
sitivity and selectivity. And
finally, we want you to look
into the back, see the visible
proof of lasting quality that is
built into RCA Victor radios,
reliable insurance of your get
ting the best there is, and the
most for your money.

bouquet. And both must
be notably beautiful and
ultra-correct. For the in

Ring Lost Off Train
Returned to Owner

vitation*, this means that

Omaha, Neb.—Mrs. Lindsay
Dawson's engagement ring
was returned to her In Al
ton, N. II., four months after
it was lost from the observa
tion car of a Union Pacific
train.
It was found by a track
worker. Mrs. Dawson noted
the nearest mile post nnd gave
its number to trainmen,

upon the faultless texture
ofthe Linweave Wedding

they should be engraved

Papers.
The Courier-Gazette
can showyou samples and

advise you upon the cor
rect engraving.

!(MAf
ZAJ VIDDINS PAPERS

NEW YORK.—With every cabin
filled, the new twin-screw express
passenger and mail-carrying steam
ship Mariposa, in command of Captain
J. H. Trask, the first of the three
super liners of the Matson Navigation
Company’s $25,000,000 building pro
gram for their historic AustralianSouth Seas service, sailed on the first
leg of hdr maiden voyage on a cruise
to the South Seas and the Orient via
Los Angeles and San Francisco.
Every scientific and engineering re
source, together with many years of
successful and economical steamship
operation, were drawn upon to make
the Mariposa, and her two sister ships,
the outstanding achievements of the
American Merchant Marine, if not the
entire shipping world.
Constructed undsr the provisions of
the Jones-White Act of 1928, the Mari
posa was built in accordance with the
requirements of the United States
Shipping Board and the United States
Navy as a mail carrier and an auxil
iary war vessel in time of emergency.
And for water-tight compartments
she also exceeds the requirements of
the International Conference of Safe
ty of Life at Sea whieh has not as yet
become a law in the United States.

sengers was the watchword in the
construction of this latest addition to
the American Merchant Marine from
the great turbo-geared drive, which
turns her twin propellers at a high
speed without strain or effort, to every
known modem navigation machine,
which include all of the latest United
States Navy devices for the naviga
tion of the vessel, all electrically op
erated, are to be found on board the
Mariposa.

Vessel Vibrationless

Passengers on this new Matson
Liner will find the vessel practically
vibrationlegs.
She is electrically
equipped throughout from the West
inghouse galley equipment for cook
ing to the apparatus for handling the
cargo, to the smallest ventilating fan.
Her electric dynamo capacity is suf
ficient to meet the requirements of a
city of 25,000 inhabitants. Ventila
tion on board this super liner has been
given considerable thought, for when
you stop to consider that the Mariposa
will be the home of more than one
thousand people with accommodations
equal to that found ln the finest mod
ern hotels and at the same time trans
ports these people from 40 degrees
north to 40 degrees south in about
Electrically Equipped
twenty-one days, the magnitude of
The main propelling machinery of the ventilation problem can be ap
Eiis palatial liner consists of three preciated. More thaq 400,000 cubic
high pressure steam turbines and a feet of air per minute is automatic
act of single reduction gears on each ally changed in every stateroom at
shaft. Her fuel oil tanks have a ca intervals of six minuter.
pacity of 40,000 barrels, while the
Every comfort and convenience
fresh water tank will accommodate found on board a modem liner or in a
I.SOO tons. All of the Mariposa's auxil city or first-class hotel are to be
iaries, which were furnished by the had aboard the Mariposa. There is a
Westinghouse Electric and Manufac complete newspaper piant where is
turing Company, are electrically oper produced a daily paper; a complete
ated. the,current being supplied by radio broadcasting system, smart
four 500 KW Westinghouse generat shops, beauty salons, a fully equipped
ing sets.
laundry, children’s playrooms, novelty
Safety ar.'l the comfort of her pas shops, barber and tailor .shops, photo

graphic studios, a Night Club, a brok
erage office, and skilled medical,
dental and nursing services are some
of the other features of this dis
tinctive sea-going palace.

To Save Time
Upon termination of the Mariposa's
maiden cruise at San Francisco, she
will enter regular service between
California, South Sea Island ports,
I New Zealand and Australia. This
new vessel, together with her two
(sister ships, will cut the travel time
i between Europe, Australia and New
■ Zealand one week. These new ships
I were not built for the present, but to
i meet the demand of the future. It is
predicted that with these super liners
a vast amount of travel and freight
movement of the world will move
through the United States. These ves
sels through the service which they
offer will build up the islands of the
Pacific in the same manner that tho
railroads built the United States.
The Mariposa, which was sponsored
by Mrs. Wallace M. Alexander, was
launched on July 18th last year. Wa
ter from the picturesque landlocked
harbor of Sydney. Australia, was used
in the christening ceremony.
#
This gigantic steel twin-screw ves.
scl has a displacement of 26,000 tons,
a sea speed of 20% knots and has ac
commodations for 704 passengers and
a crow of 350. Six of her nine decks
are given over to public rooms and
passenger accommodations.
This latest addition to the Matson
Line Boot is 632 feet long, has a beam
of 79 feet and a draft of 27 feet She
is soon to be followed by her tv.x sis
ter ships, the Monterey and Lurline,
both of which will embody the same
outstanding features of ((instruction
and appointments that di. -.n-ui. a the
Mariposa,

T
f

I<s»)
Model R-8
8-tube table model Super
heterodyne with Automatic
Volume Control, Micro Tone
Control and Pentode.

Come in for a Demonstration

Maine Music Store
Representing the complete line of R. C. A. Victor Products in
ROCKLAND, MAINE

S. O. Hurd, treasurer; Cleve
I a great shock to his friends as the iJ.W.;
.
seriousness of his condition was not land Sleeper. Jr., secretary; Harold
. [ fully realized until the end was near. Harlow, S.D.; Albert Sleeper, J.D.;
Mrs. Charles Andrews is ill at her : He*will‘be greativ'niissed in the busi- Milton E. Bassick, chaplain; S. A.
--------—. ,from
— an ■»»-!
home
one.--------Spruce -*■
street
at ness and social circles of...
the town. Rackliffe. marshal: Fred Allen, S.S.;
tack of grippe.
St. Paul’s Lodge attended the Herman Drake, J.S.; James Wil
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hilton of Mal funeral services in a body, and per liams, tyler. Lunch was served
den. Mass., have returned home after formed their burial rites. The beau after the ceremonies.
spending a few days in town, guests tiful floral tributes were testimonials
of the high esteem in which he was
of friends.
Mrs. Fannie Ott is able to be out held bv all who knew him. Interment
Florida’s Best Climate
was in Amesbury Hill cemetery.
again after several days' illness.
More Sunshine
Rev. and Mrs. G. F. Currier and )
Less Rain
Notes of the Church
Rev. F. F. Fowle returned Thursday I
Wondrr/ut Place for
from a four days' visit in Bangor and
Baptist Chilrch, Rev. George F. I Recutieration
Corinna.
Currier: Morning worship at 10.45
Miss Isabel Robinson and Miss Ruth with special music by choir; sermon
Marcello left today to enter the Maine “A Father’s Gift to the World;”
General Hospital training school for Church school at 12; B.YP.U. at 6.
_ .
Superb fiibina from piee
subject, “Our Church's Service to
nursing at Portland.
or boat. Surf beach, no under
Christ,” leader, Marion Cavanaugh;
tow. 18 -hole golf, eraM greena.
evening service at 7, selections by
Club house on the beaeb. Swimming
Harbor Light Chapter Installs
. ,
,.
! men’s chorus; subject. "The Journey I root IOC r ioms. 1OO hatbs. Orchestra.
First-class patronage. Reasonable rates.
A large audience witnessed the an- Q{ the Covercd Wagon;’’ Boys’ Handnual installation of officers of Harbor work Class at 4 on Monday and Boy |j
GEORGE KREAMER
Light Chapter, O.E.S., Thursday eve Scouts meeting at 7; annual poverty I SsBinvu Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport,!-.L
ning. D.DG.M. Belle Frost, assisted supper of the Trytohelp Club Mon
by Carolyn Stewart as marshal and day evening at vestry; World Wide
Ina Wooster as chaplain. The entire Guild meets Tuesday evening at the
work wax done in a dignified and im parsonage; Wednesday, ladies circle
pressive manner, and reflected much in vestry; Thursday evening prayer
FOR SALE
credit on those participating. A fine meeting and choir rehearsal.
RUUD
program was rendered of vocal solos
* LONG COVE
by Carleton Porter and Beulah Ames;
Instantaneous Automatic
violin solo. Albert Marsh; selection by
male quartet, Harold Greene. Carl
There will be services tomorrow at
ton Porter. Raymond Greene, Roscoe St. Gecrgo's church at 3.30, with
McKinney. Fish’s orchestra furnished
the music for installation and Mrs. Sunday School at 3.
Albert Marsh and A. G. Margeson
SOUTH THOMASTON
were the accompanists. In behalf of
Size 4. Style F
the chapter, Lucy Stevenson, W. M.,
Practically New
Mrs.
Jeanne
Morgan
of
Old
Town,
presented gifts to Mrs. Frost and
Can Be Seen At This Office
Mrs. Stewart for the fine services who was called to Rockland last week
130-tf
rendered. It was regretted that the by the death of her husband's
retiring worthy matron and patron, mother Mrs. Rebecca Morgan, is the
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mann, were welcome guest of friends in this
unable to be present due to illness. town. She visited Mr. and Mrs.
Officers installed were: Lucy Steven Harry Waterman until Wedr.c day
MON.-TUES.
son. W.M.; Burton Stevenson, W.P.; going thence to Mr. and Mrs. F. K.
Eva Porter, A.M.; Ralph Blakely, A.P.; Thorndyke’s. Mrs. Morgan plans to
Rcmance and New Thrills
Annie Small, secretary; Ina Wooster, visit as many of her friends as possi
chaplain; Erlene Davis, marshal; ble. After an absence of five years
From the Skies
Anna Fish, organist: Bertha Bartlett, friendships are eagerly renewed.
The annual installation of Knox
Adah; Alice Marston, Ruth; Marion
Cash, Esther; Orra Burns, Martha; Lodge. F. & A. M., took place Mon
Susie Auspland, Electa. The treas day night with R. W. Bro. Ralph U.
urer, Addie Jenkins, who is confined Clark, D.D.GJU.. assisted by Wor.
to her home by illness, will be in Bro. Leroy Chatto as grand marshal
and Bro. Maynard Curtis as grand
stalled at a later date.
chaplain. These officers were in
stalled: Charles Watts. W.M.; John
Edwin H. Bowers
M. Ingram, S.W.; Harvey Crowley,
Funeral services for Edwin H.
Bowers, who died early Tuesday
morning were held from his late resi
MON-TUES.
dence on Commercial street Thursday
afternoon, Rev. F. F. Fowle of the
SKELETON
Methodist Church and Rev. G. F.
Currier of the Baptist Church offi
IN THE CLOSET...
ciating. Mr. Bowers was bom in
A love story, flung against a set
and thev made no
Rockport Oct. 27, 1863, son of Elizabones about it...
ting of thrills never equalled on
zeth (Dillingham) and Joseph H.
the talking screen
Bowers. He attended the public
schools of the town. When a young
man he was very much Interested in
horses, and for a time was associated
with Gershom Burgess in the livery
business under the name of Burgess
& Bowers. During this period they
erected and occupied the building
which is now used by the selectmen I
and fire department.
Later Mr. Bowers was employed as
bookkeeper in the office of Carleton ”4
Norwood Co. About 1895 he wept to
Three hippy...but happy
Omaha, Neb., where he was superin
old chorus girls panic so
tendent of the Cole & Talbot Co.
composed of two Rockport men,
ciety in a comedy of errorsHenry Cole and David Talbot, then
conducting an ice business in that
city. After about ten years ha re
turned to Rockport and entered the
employ of Rockport Ice Co. remain-1
ing there until his election as chair-1
man of the board of selectmen, an i
office which he held for several years.
with
He also served his town in other offl-1
Louis* Dr**s«r
'■‘al caoacities. alwavs with its best
Minna Gomb«ll
interest at heart. In the later vears i
Jobyna Howland
of his life he was manager of the j
William
Collier, Sr.
Rockport Fuel Co., now the Rockport
NOW SHOWING
Olract«4 bv Seymour r«n>
Hardware Co., holding that position
“FORBIDDEN”
A FOX PICTURK
at the time of his death.
with
Mr. Bowers was twice married, in
BARBARA STANWYCK
1901 to Miss Josephine Spear who
TODAY
A Paramount Publix Theatre
died a few years ago and on Nov. 23.
JACK HOLT
1929, to Miss Theresa Ott who sur
in
vives him, together with a niece Mrs
“MAKER OF MEN"
Ethel Grant Cressey of Woodfords. |
He was an ardent worker in Masonry,
serving as secretary of St. Paul’s
Lodge the past 12 years; also past
Performances at 2.00, 6.30, &30
natron of Harbor light ChaDter.
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
O.ES. His death followed an illness
t of two months duration and came as
ROCKPORT

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER

A

The new twin-screw passenger and mail-carrying steamship Mariposa and her captain, J. H. Trask

Mrs. Laura Fossett who has been
quite ill, is being cared for at the
home of the Misses Britt.

Mrs. Earle MacWilliams was
hostess to the T Club Thursday eve
ning. Mrs. Palmer Pease was a spe
cial guest.
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PRESTON PLAYER

THE BOY SCOUTS

At The High School

Death in Augusta, Ga., of a
State Independent Retail Merchants' I Merit Rarloe Cluk Oroanizea
Association to have written into the ,1Vlent Caclge
Organizes
Ruth Whittemore
Pioneer Summer Res.aent
I laws of this State a multiple chainWith Linwood Aylward
store license tax, in order that inAt Dark Harbor
President
Speech of Congressman Celler of New York Is Copied dependent merchants may be placed
The Boston Herald says, “Winter
r
.i
•
i
o
j
i
u
P°
n
a
P
arit
y
with
the
chains
in
Gladys St. Clair Morgt
Preston Player, one of the pioneer
The first meeting of the recently carnivals? Oh those were the things
r rom the Congressional Kecord
their struggle for existence.
summer residents of Dark Harbor
_
Most of these articles are inspired , formed Merit Badge Club of Honor they used to have in New England be died ln an Augusta, Ga., hospital
by the association, whose members washeid at the home0( scoutmaster fore the climate went Hollywood."
Sunday night, following a stroke of
[The following matter is taken bodily from the Congressional Record of will be most affected by the tax, I whlf.hil. nttv,™.
9
“The Haskell twin who is in the aP°plexy. The Augusta Herald said,
Since the fascinating story Ogarita rhapsody — "Second Rhapsody — New January 14, 1932, Vol. 75, Number 25. Page 2045. From a speech of Congress- namely, the National Chain Store 1
p
y
Rose Rugg wrote about the Diaz York City.” O. O. McIntyre tells us: man Emanuel Celler of New York ]
"Mr- Player has been coming to
Association. The opposition seems ,
with small attendance, due to office this week is Merton." "How do
you know?" “He admitted it.”
Augusta for a number of years, and
Wednesday afternoons at the Wal
"George Gershwin expresses the
I to be centered in the thought that j theprevalent sickness.
.
.
.
.
J
built
his home on Meigs street, near
dorf-Astoria, I have been watching modesty I should like to achieve
Mr. Celler.
Mr. Speaker,under • but the social and spiritual loss to the j the chains now are selling more
To be eligible for membership in
for accounts, and note with interest should I attain his niche in the hall leave to extend my remarks in the *ati™ by
Substitutes this week are Miss the Partridge Inn. about five years
cheaPly than ^dependents and that; thlsclub g^,. must
that “Concert Romantique," the offi of fame. At opening nights of musi Record, I include a part of my speech ^°“S
Perry for Mrs. Whittemore, Monday ago. He was a retired business man
lndlvldual merchants is burdens placed upon
them would |
cial title of the fifth concert in the cals, for which he writes the score, he entitled “Shall Chain Stores be too great. ______ .
__
__
____
__
____
________
_
and Tuesday, and Miss Veazie for and philanthropist, who spent his life
■____
caase them t0 ralse commodity
series, featured Carlos Salzedo and uoes not go out between acts for back
The independent baker, butcher, j prices "chains' do not sell more i nation and initiation by the officers, j Miss Lermond. Mr. Richards for Mr in retirement. He was unmarried.
"A graduate of Harvard and a mem
his Harp Ensemble, and Lucille Law slaps. If he leads the orchestra it is Taxed?” in radio debate with R. W. confectioner, hardware man, and cheaply than the independents. They i and be voted in. And members face' Randall and EarlBickmore
for Mr
ber of an old New York family, Mr.
rence, who in private life is Mrs. Sal with enormous self effacement. At Lyons, ofthe National Chain Store druggist are well w’orth saving. The dOi however, give the semblance of ■ immediate suspension from the club \ Richards.
Player had a quiet charm which en
zedo. The review said: “Carlos Sal parties he will be .found timidly in a Association,broadcast
over station
grocer doing so. They Indulge for example, upon proof 0{ their faillng t0 try t0
zedo in stock and frock coat, bowing corner, completely surprised if recog
The Student Council has voted to deared him to a small circle of
TnnamwT o iqoo
moribund.
0x1311
trieprospects
otiiers also
) ,»■» tHp nractice & of„ationaUy
’’loss leaders
WOR
January
3.
1932.
thp
plank
,
what
are
^
yer
.
1
live
up
to
Scout
requirements..
low with his hand in the region of his nized He will not permit his name
present a sweater this year to each friends. He took most of his meals
heart, and his Harp Ensemble attired used for advertising endorsements,
held out to youths whose fathers are tised brand and mark same below
Scoutmasters and assistant scout senior w|io has earned a letter at any at the Partridge Inn, which was near
In billowing skirts, curls, lilting and and when he appears professionally
The speech isas follows:
grocers and butchers? They can not, cost Thev wiu ^11 three cans of masters of local troops are to be hon time during the school course. The his house, and was popular there with
acting as
as counsellors
counsellors. whole student body is to vote on the guests.
curtsying,
Opposition to chainstores
has take their fathers' places. They can soup that ordinarily retail for 10 1 orary
nrarv members,
mpmbprs »etimr
____
.performed the Sixth 'n public, he takes a bow as though
“Until this year he has been in fair
French Suite of Bach, with its sara- he were hunting some place to hide. gained great impetus in the past few not open any new stores. Go to any {cen£. each and sell them for 25 cents, Meetings will be held twice a month whether track and hockey are to rate
ly good health. This season, however,
bande, polonaise, gavotte and minuet, In a vast city of expert showoffs he is years. That opposition is due pri- new suburb and see how the chains They hoodwink the housewife into at present, the next one to be Wed as major sports.
he was ill for some time. Sunday,
plaved under candlelight which flick a welcome contrast."
marily to the fact that the birth of preempt locations long before the j the belief that all the other articles nesday, Feb. 10, during Anniversary
ered to the graceful, ever new meas
Ten pupils from Wiscasset have George Hardwick of Augusta, one of
every chain store means a death of populations arrive.. Those sections in the store are just as cheap where- Week.
These officers were elected: Presi
his friends, had made an engagement
ures, constituted a perfect beginning
And McIntyre goes on to say: “Of an independent retailing establish- are barred to those young lads, and as in truth andJ in fact on the so- dent, Linwood Aylward; vice presi signified their Intention of going on with Mr. Player, to go to Columbia
for a romantic concert."
the
Washington
trip
with
our
seniors
ment.
in
the
city
a
young
man
would
not
ca]led
-blind"
articles
ik
the
store.
all the band conductors I prefer the
Rafaelo Diaz, attired as a gallant veteran John Philip Sousa.
Self-preservation is the first law of dare open a shop with the Great At- such as tea coffee. rice, sugar, flour', j dent*. ^"etarV^Percy Howard this year. There will probably be County to see some fine sheep on the
He
farm of General R. E. Wood, presi
of ancient romantic davs, gave a stands as a statue on his platform nature. Therefore, independent re- lantic & Pacific Tea Co. across the
hutter etc and which are not chase'
s®cre „y' rercy Young; about 50 from here.
dent of Sears, Roebuck & Co. Mr.
hants,
being
crowded
to
the
street,
Bohack's
«iifi
naekaces
Davs
tr
£
asul
’
^
r
'
rRu“e11 M°rgan
group of songs. with Mrss Lawrence and
wie]ds
thg
baton
aj
lpisurply
as
„„
merenanrs.
oeing
crowaeo
10
uie
sireei.
a
tsonaexs
store
on
one
side
usually
in
packages,
she
pays
and wields the baton as leisurely as , tafl merchants
The Junior High School has voted Player did not meet the engagement,
and Mr. Salzedo accompanying and , an Q]d
Rursp knjttjng laconlc. wall by the great power and wealth . and a Reeves' establishment on the the high price in other words, on I For its first project the club chose
a Metropolitan artist, Tha.ia Sabame- a„v .R tbp Bojs Ypt wJth such dp_ represented by the chain stores, nat- other. Thus the grocer's son knows the -open” articles the chain store to plant the black walnut seed for a to oav for the paint for redecorating J and an investigation disclosed the
I fact that he had been stricken with
eva also sang.
sultory movements he seems to draw urally seek help through the strong he hasn't a chance for his white alley. will lose money. but on the "blind" Gen. Knox-George Washington Me its rooms.
• • • •
apoplexy while dressing. He was
It. aH sounds delightful doesn t it _ QUt thp stirring tempo Q{ a march a_. arm of the Government. Recent He can only be a number, a robot, an a“‘cles it win more than make up morial Tree, which will be done Sun
Last week when it looked as though j conveyed to the hospital,
Particularly to those_ who have had nQ Qnp j hayp eypr seen And y
evenu have encouraged retail mer- order taker, or a store tender in a
differences. The “loss leaders" day Feb. 7 at Montpelier. Life Scout
the happiness nf
of hearing
"Mr. Player had retired from busihenrina Mr.
Mr Salzedo by the way Qf
a fool {or chanU
beiieve that chain stores great chainstore company.
a
to entice the I Percy Youne was appointed guardian there might not be monev enough to
of the seed for a period of six months.
and Miss Lawrence.
marches."
i can be curbed by legislation. Anti- ’ Chains are making us a nation of housewife into the store and into the I Cne aim of this newlv formed finish the work on the High School' ness life some years ago, and spent
rooms the painters offered to pay for j much of his time walking or reading,
• ’ • •
1 chain-store legislation has been in- clerks and are robbing American h„bpf
_h_ <_
a cut Drice
, . . . u
In a collection of music from the ' trotiuced in more than a score of manhood of opportunity. We pride on 'everything. No man does tU- JpaWor ScouU°and promote all pos the paint themselves so as to finish or engaged in conversation with his
We compare two reviews of recent
He was a cultured and
• • Rptween
n
scoutsin"
ana
promote
pun the Job. As they are receiving onlv friends.
Boston concerts. The first is of••Add"
Law- I OIiver Ditson Company press are not- '•
1 legislatures.
Between 80
80 and
and 85
85 bills
bills ourselves
ourselves on
on our
our mdenendence
independence in
ss at a [oss and tbe chains ____
must- ( float ior
Tnterest
merit
badgeanwork
___________
| SlOie mieresi in mcni uburc " , 25 cents an hour for their work this charming gentleman, and an enterrence Tibbetfs recital Jan 3 “Add-I
Add- 7d"____________________________________
Som77elighVfu?DiecFesloT pikno> imnnsina
imposing some
some form
form nfof taxation
taxation didi- thought
thought and
and inin action.
action. That,
That isis the
the “ra.ke
“up“the7e,______
loses?
especially in the direction of Eagle seemed a very public spirited attitude tainipg conversationalist. An aunt
ing extra numbers plentifully to an teaching There are three “Barnvard i rect'y or indirectly penalizing the cause of our success at democracy.
....
announced
all
alY, Ren Rriggs— I chains, are
art. now
nna. iwndino
indenendpnee has
has a
a man
man in
in
’
It was
not,• —
however, is his sole surviving relative. Much
-------------1 program that ranged aii
•„
Dorothv
pending in
in manv
many of
of What
What independence
,, ,
1: Scout rank. The present piembers , on their
----- •part
—-- —
--------Many of these "blind articles are are a fine example f°ur of tlyem
; necessary to accent their offer
of his estate had been spent in phi
the wav from ancient songs to De "The Wobbly C^H "“Parade^f^nw the Slates- Alabama. Arkansas. Ari- Kansas City or Kalamazoo whose job
Duckling"
ant?
“
?
Waltz
o?
the
B
lby
California.
Colorado.
Connect!depends
upon
the
whim
and
caprice
put
up
under
private
brands
and
:
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Eagles
and
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other
member
lanthropic endeavors"
Glory Road, Mr. Tibbett sang almost
Chicks."
cute
littte
SmJry
pieL-i
cut,
Florida.
Illinois,
Iowa,
Kentucky
of
an
executive
sitting
in
a
swivel
artfcfe^^
’
'
nAnoJ,
I
A
letter
from
Dean
Hart
of
the
|
two and a half hours, with short
-----------. .
. .
,.uu. unu. n<ui ui uic i
The remains were taken to St. Louis
breathing spells.” The other is of and the pictures on the covers would : Maryland, Georgia, Indiana, North chair m the Woolworth Building in a nationally advertised iirticle^ jyill badge for Eagle. Later or' special; University of Maine conta;ns this for burial.
Sigrid Onegin's concert on Jan. 6 fascinate any little tot! Also for pri- I and South Carolina, Mississippi, Kan- New York? Chain stores mean ab- Palm off °n the customer a private hikes, overnight trips and other good statement: "Rockland high school 1 Mr. Player had two summer homes
times are in store.
(Statler Morning Musicale).
“In marv Dupils are four duets bv Herbert!
has shown a much better record dur at Dark Harbor, a winter home in Au
Louisiana, Maine. Massachusetts, sentee control. Absentee control is brand as a substitute, with the stateScout Joseph Emery Jr. of Troon fi ing the past three years, 1929, 30, 31, gusta, Ga., and a permanent home
j ment that “it is just as good.” There
contrast with Tibbett he program ganders
mQre advanced planists Missouri. Michigan, Minnesota, Mon- the very antithesis of democracy.
• « « .
is plenty of evidence in the files of is fast recovering from an operation than it did for the four years previ- in New York city. Among his espehere lasted a brief hour and the qrp „Junp
s„ bv
Balch tana. New Hampshire. Oregon. Okla___ ______ __ j the Federal Trade Commission to in- for appendicitis at Knox Hospital.
ous." The average honor standing { ciaI1y intimate friends in this section
singer yielded only a single extra Neyin
1^™^" bv Briggs homa. Ohio. Pennsylvania, South
Walter Kim- for all the High Schools of the State | was Ernest C. Davis of Fuller-CobbDoes it not tend to make men under d->af-» that substitutions are orac- ,Scoutmaster
________ George
___
number, having Previously repeated , ..Mjtzi'„ a n™eldet£ by Homer Tour-' Dakota. Tennessee. Texas. Utah. Vercontrol servile, with no will of : d b h chain stores on a wide- I bah of Troop 3 is confined to his which sent students to Maine during Davis. They had a keen fellow inone song. And since the contralto I ipp aR nnusually loy7ely number by! mont. Virginia, Washington. West such
their own? Economic subservience apread^sAle.
home with an attack of grippe.
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In Quaint Old Bruges
advertisers . . . hesitate and refuse to pending upon legislative exigencies): mess of pottage, becomes himself an necessity, otherwise they never would and, with a hand on each knee eazed
Bruges in Belgium is sometimes sell them’ Summing it up. chain ex
have grown so fast. They can exist smilingly at the older children before
(1) Upon one store, the annual Instrument of monopoly.”
I should like to ask the professional and the independent can exist, but her, conscious onlv of having done
called a northern Venice, for where pansion created a mass buying power license fee shall be $5.
(2) Upon two stores, the annual men—the doctors, lawyers, dentists, in order to put the independent upon just what Mama had asked her to do.
as the latter is an area of the sea that no retailer or group of retailers
license fee shaii be $10 for each store. architects, engineers, ministers — of a competitive parity with the chain
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ever
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unwith islands scattered in it, Bruges
(3) Upon three stores, the annual the towns, villages, and cities, what it is necessary to tax the chains so
Judiclous use of this power, coupled
is a land area cut into islands by with the chains’ resistance to become license fee shall be $15 for each store. are your chain-store reactions? You, the greater the number of chains the
It is an o!d fashioned cough mix
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You,
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Venice in that it was once a great of the communities they serve, pre license fee shall be $20 for each store.
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now
More
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commercial center of Europe, and
time. Used for coughs and ordi
confront them and those who do license fee shall be $25 for each store. worth come to you to be cured? And a chance for his white alley.—adv.
Lets Rain
even world trade came up the little business with them,” and has let loose
The first
In each case, the annual license you, the country minister, how many
nary Throat Irritations
Wonderful
Place
for
river Zwyn to its doors. It is one upon them the dogs of war.
fee shall be the equivalent of the of your parishioners are chain-store
RecN>cra<ion
Daffodils!
of the quaintest of Flemish cities
I venture the assertion, ladies and number of stores multiplied by $5. owners? And the city architect and
Price 50c Bottle
engineers, what work have you se
and preserves a fine medievalism in gentlemen, that unless some drastic For example:
Ain’t Nature
its buildings, especially in its Notre- economic changes occur bv 1940 al
(6) The annual license fee on 100 cured from the Kroger Grocery &
SOLD BY
Baking Co. or the Walk-Over
Dame, the Cathedral of St. Sauveur most all the retail distribution will be stores shall be $500 each store
Grand!
and the Market Hall houses where 48 in the hands of chain units, and very
(7) The annual license fee on 200 Shoe Co.?
Superb fishing from pier
SERVICE & REPAIRS
or boat. Surf beach, no under
The same is true of the local arti
bells provide the city with one of the likely between fifty and seventy-five stores shall be $1,000 each store.
tow. 18-hole golf, grass greens.
all makes of sets
most famous carillons of Europe. billion dollars' worth of business will
In no case shall the annual license sans—the town carpenter, plumber,
Club house on the beach, mm rung
THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST
On May 9, this year will be held here be done in the chain stores. Then fee for any one store be in excess mason, bricklayer—they got no work
I pooL 100 rooms, 100 kiths. Orcht'tra.
| First - class patronage. Reasonable i ates.
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
from the Safeway Stores (Inc.), the
the famous Procession of the Holy there will be nractically no independ of $1,000.
R. W. TYLER
Blood, which has taken place annu ent retailers left.
GLORGE KREAMER
Articles have appeared in the pub Pender Grocery Co., the Ligget Drug
ROCKLAND
Mail Orders Filled
PHONE M-23
ally since 1150, and candles will bum
<
Hotel, BcRcku . u
This greet growth of chains mav lic press in opposition to the cam Stores Co. All their work is stand
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mean more economic gain for some, paign now waged by the New York ardized and is performed by their
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